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111EFACE

The ERIC ;Clearinghouse for S:

u

Education hes cpoperated with

Iv' V...1,{4.444 .01 ItrOspet.rt...14Tkow....,

ce, Mathematics, and Environment

National Association for.Resea

in ScAenCe:Teaching to provide abstracts of most of the papers re-

;

"-sented it the annual conference in 'Boston, Mrachusette, Apri '110

to AV A080. -

All persons who had papers or eymposia acceped, were invited to

submit abstracts for

was

inclueion in thijg publicatton. . SOme ed titg

done by the ERIC staff to provide a geheral format for

abstracts. Special recognition shoad be given to Dr. Stan ey Relgesbn

and the NARST Program-Committee who obtained the abstracts

ized the prqgn4m.

Many of the papers will be publiahed injournals or be mad

d organ-

avail-

able through the ERIC system. These will be annqunced thr Ugh

Resources in Education, Current Index to Journals tn,Educ tion and

other publications of the ERIC eystem.

C.

Arthur L. Whit
Editor

V

v

This publication was prepared with funding from the National,
.tnstitute'of'Ed1cation U.S Dep4rtment of Health, Education,
and Welfare under contract no. 400-787,0004,. The opinions 1W

expressed.in'this report do not nemessarily,reflect ttie

positions'or policies.of NIE or HEW.
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CONCURRENT SESSION A.and B

Session A-1 and B-1 . Techniques and Procedures of Research

Topic: Applying and Interpreting' the Results
of Meta-Analysis Procedures .

Russell H. Yeany, Jr.

Udiversity of GeOsrgia_
Athens, GA 30602

C'4,

Recently, statistical analysis techniques for condensing antsynthesiz- ,

fug the results'of a large set of empirical studies-into an interpretable
forhi have been -de'veloped (Glass, 1978). Ihesd procbdures have been

tabled ps weta-analysis and ate quickly gaining favdr as a means of
making sense of the varied results :Usually-Tresent when_dne examines
numeroUs studies on a aingle topi64 Meta-analysi's techniques Can be

grouped, into two families. One is,employed ptimarily.Tor.lexperimentar
studies where tredtment "effect sizes" arercalculated and analyzed.",
The second is used to synthesize the results of correlational studies.
VI the lattevcase, "correlatiorhcoeffcient,conversions7,are calculated-

and synthesized into mean correlation values. Both procedures are
applicable to large bodies ol accumulated science education research.
1The purPose of this proposed training session is to acquaint NARST mem-
bers with the Orbcedures, to assist them in interoxeting the results of
published meta-analyses, anl to facIlitdte the acquisition of the skills
required to conduct the two types of meta-analysis.

Refereq4es

Qlaps, G. V Integrating findings The.meta-analysis of research.
' In Shulman, L.1'(Ed.). Review of ResearCh in Education. Itasca,'

Illinocs: Peac.ock Plpfishing, 1978.
v 4°

In this.Chapter, Glass ekpanded and more\thoroughly
presented.meta=analysis procedures.
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RESEARCH APPROACHES FOR ASSESSING ENERGY

EDUCATION ISSUES

Helen,Loughner
Gabriel M. Ziccarelli

-George-A. -

DaVid Carbonara

Uniyersity of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, PA 15260

,

This will be a symposium on research methodology with eMphaais on
new approaches for obtaining and analyzing information in making
decisions for developing energy education curricula. iit can be
a>rgued that, unlike the Post-Sputnlk science curricula moVement,
there are different forces influencing energy eduCation,curriculum
.movement, evaluation, and subsequent implementation.. An aiM'011
this symposiuM isto characterize these.forces,. as manageatile data,
and to demonstrate innovative research te.chniques for qtaining
direction in apProaches to decision making.

,

Thq panet.of fodr researchers for this symposium has developed
innovative approaches tetnveatigating,.Collecting and apalyzing
dataon ihe topic. These 141.11 be demonStrated with a data bank of'.
over 700 variables for the-social environment, family-background,'
dogmatism, mental development, leisure interests and pursuits,

.

intellectual ability, aChievement, erbai and figural scientific
'reasoning.ability, energy concept le rning ability, and information
procedsing capacitir of senior high st dents from schools of two
different demographic districts. Thesk data are of a longitudinal
study for measuring changes of opinions toward energy situations
occurring in the past two years.

There is evidence that forced-choice polls n sOciat issues inade- ;
quately measure opinion. Face-value verbal statements.are known'
to 'have greater validity in expressing opini ns but heretofore could

-oot be treated because of limited.computer c pacities. Character-'
siring programs for obtaining frequency traite of'wordp used in
opinion statements will e described s posium.

The'shme string techniques are trsed in measuring frequencies:of key.,
terms in newspaper and magazine reports on energ events occurring
at the 'time that stddents expressed,their opinion of the problem: o

trend analysis model for weighting these opinion measures will
be described by the panel.

1.
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TheItudent opinion statements andAthose'of me&i1ep rt eTxread
wiaiva modeI for wantlfying ehe.sequentiarstruaOre of keOrds-- ,

and all the words of passages: Analyse§ obtained:krOm-multidimensi,ori-
al scaling of thesedata ancithose Qf, frequenciesof, the statement'i.
words will be presented.

The reSulis of these innoystkve methodologies Wtll be:presented
as outcome§ of hierarchical4. taxonomic, -factor. and discrithinant
analyses.

'4*
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THE IMAGE OF THEISCIENylp? REVISITED 'r

<.

.Joseph G. Krajkov1,c11

.Edition:Township'Publtc SChoola..-
Edison,..NJ.08817

s, -

,
,

1956, the American Association Tor the AdvancbMint of Science
(AAAS) conducted a nationwide survey in order to detelamine
image bf science atid sctentists as held by seconda.Ky SthrivEu..-
dents .(Mead and Metraux,.19,S7). What they found was quite-disturb:

klthough there were..positive thirigs to be said:- the students!

image of.scientists Was stereotyped And rather negative, particular-
: 1.V when personalized as in a dar4r or marriage.

e

The timini.of the Mead andMetraux study was of particular interest',
since it just preceded the science curriculum-'15oom." pne of,,the,
often repeated objectives of the inquiry-;-ype curricUla was tol-
nurture a po.sitive attitude toward science.-'The question raised,
therefore,- was --Did the'twenty year period since One AAkg

It
study

,affect the sciehce attitudes of secondary school students?,

'Six hundred eighty-three subjeCts participated in the study.
Twenty-five.sublects we're interviewed, 1,88, submitted written nar-
ratives and 470 stUdents (7th to 12th grades) completed the Image

,
.of Science and'Scientists.SCale (KrajkOvich, 19784,

,,The results indicate that students today respond similarly.to
inquiries concerning the image of the scientists. 'The same
ambiguity remained, in that, on,one hand scientists were thought
to be intelligent, hard working and humanitarian:but at the ,same

time they worked fn jobs' that were dangerous,,tedious and time
consuming. Furthermore; the vast majbrity of students'neither

. wanted to be a scientist ,nor marry nne.

Further sitiarities were uncovered when responses were analyzed
-according to gender. There was n9 significant difference between
males and females in their overall attitude toward science as
measured by thefImage -of Science and Scienitists Scale. However,.

an item analiiis indicated that females answered items With human-.
overtones-More.positiVely, and Males ansWered items that

4eferred to the adventure of science more positively. This is.
e'

Also Consistent with the findings of Mead and Metraux.

S.
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Krajkovich, J. G. TheAeNelopment of a sciftice attitude Anstru-
mnt and an'exaininatioh of the.relationshiks among sciiiiCe
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AR,INVESTIGATION'OF THE REIA1IONSHIPS BETWEEN

, STUDENTS' D1iGRE'0,F OPENMINDEDNESS'AND THEIR

'.PERFORkANCE IN RENTAL OPERATIONS

Pastor R, Rojab
Ninoska R. ROjas

University of Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh_, PA 15213

n

'Science.teaching objectives ielate& to major social problems,
sucp as environmental education, have_been incorporated into the
regular school curriculum in an attempt io cope with ecological
crises. The emphasi.s in this endeavor has been .Placed.mainlY .

in cognitive aspects of scientif*c issues related to the environ-
ment, and -little attedtion,has been paid to the students' affec:t-
ive domain, their syst,effis of:values and beliefs, which. dirett
.their desireHOrld wo-_-k. The affective domain has also been neg-_
lected when diagnosing for ChpwwiliVnment of science subjects
to students.

Dogmatism, or degree of openmindedness, is one of the alpects o
the affective domain that may have influence on the attitude
ofstudents toward science instructionelated to major social
probrems,In the study of dogmatism, no signilficant'relatiOnsip
Has been.found with mental abili*ty. The relationship between
scores from the American Councll on Education and the Dogmatism
D-Scale scores, riaie been found to be essentially zero by
Christensen (1963); this finding supported Rokeach's contention
(1960) that intelligence and domatism arA,not-cOrtelated. ,Jack-
son end Strattner X1964) reportedthat dogmatism an4 reterttive
learning are negatively ,c9rrelated. Research with high school
students; grade levels seventh through twelfth. has produced
slight negative correlation between education-age and dogmatism.

This investigation was to explore the influences tilat the degree

of openmindedness may have in the mental matuiation of students
as an effort to find an approach that could,lead to It better
understanding of the maturational process,-N order to plan And
conduct science instructiX.

6
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Dae".'were colle'cted from a sample bf 188 skudents, grade levels
.

seventh and eighth (mean age 14.2)-1 iving in the suburbs of
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania., Students were given the forly item
E-form of Rokeich's Dogmatism Scble (1960), the Piagetian type,
battery (Moser,.1975), and the Shiplerlsst on, abstract reason-
ing (1940). Total scores and subscoees for mental operatiops
(sedation, corrpspondence, reversitivity, txansitimity, clasi

add-substract, tratisformation, hortsontal
tion, and multipte classification)-were developed-from Shipley's
teit, and from the Piagetian type battery. FrOm the E-Form a
total score was.develdped, and also tubtcores for, the categories
,establishedsby Rokeach.

.For the statistical analytit, the BMbP1M, Clusier Analysis, and
the BMDP2R, Stepwise Revession, programs from the UCLA Health
Sciences Computing Facility (Dixon,. 1975) were used.

The major findings were:

1) Defiree of openmtndedness is negatively correlated
'(;0.3231; p Id .01) with Piaget's total spores', and
positively correlated (0.3056; p.a. .01) With Shipley!s
total scores.

S.

2) Transitivity (Shipley), sedation (Piaget), hdrizontal
classification (P), and multiple classificatti* (P),

'accounted for 44.94% of thevariance of totai!dogma-
tism score in the regression ffiodel; F = 33.57; and
IF 4/i83.

3) Transformation (S), seriation (P), 'horizontal classi-
fication (P), and multiple classification, accounted
for 64..22% of the variance of the subscore "-tendency
to make a part line change"; F = 88.12; DF m 4/181.

4) Sedation (S), seriation (P), correspondence.(P),
transitivity (P), 'class inclusion (P),-transfumation
(P), and muttiple,classification (P), accounted for

. 72.65% of the variance of the subscore "cbange in
peripheral beliefs follOwing a change in intermediate
ReliefS"; F = 68.32; DF = 7/180.

5) Seriation (P), correspondence (P), transitivity (P),
and multiple classification (P), accounted for 331607
,of the variance of the subscore "attitude toward-the
past, present, and future; F = 23.15; DF = 4/183.

.

6) Multiple classification (S), seriation (P),' horizontal
'

classification (P), and multiple classification (P)
accounted for 48.717 of the variance of the,subscoN
"knowing'the future"; F = 43.44; DF 4/183.

A
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'Values or the correlations of the mental operations in'the
regreasion equatiops, were always significant at the .01 1041.

The discovery that dogmatism total score and subscores can be,
predicteA feoe:113erformInce in mental operatidn, OS an important
corttribution Or the Oiagnosis..of stUdents difficulties in their

V maturation process for tOe.undeestanding of-students'-affectiVe
. : domain, and forio$4: planning,apdcondu4tfOn of science instructiorv

\
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A PROJECT TO SURVE1 AND PROMOTE ELEANTARY.
. ,

$CIENCE INSTAkCTION, IN NOM CAROLINA

\.

Chayles R. C'oble'

East Carolina imiversity
Grebnville, NC '27834

Dale R. Rice

Fayetteville StateUniVerSity
Fayetteville, NC 27945

R4tionale for the Study

A comprehensive National Survey of Science, Mathematics 'and,,
Social Studies Education (Weiss., 1978) ,tound that the dissemina-
tion oV information concernisaR.the. new.pcurriculdth projec,ts in.,

-science initially lunded ackd's4pported by the National Science
Foundation has not been highly succe.ssfu1. Many COMMIX factors
well found to be serioils barrieri to affective science instruc-
tion, in addition, the time spent teaching elementary scienee
was low. Although. the,report by Weiss proVided much useful and
somewhat alarming information.about elementarytscience instruC-
tion across the natiOn, deptiled information concerning indivi-
dual statewide elementaty science teaching practices pd infor-
mation needs to be

.

surveyed and disseminated.
. ,

To melt this need ip North Caredind, an information dissemination
and survey study project was designed to:

1) inform key science personnel about the yarlous optiOns
and teaching thethodologies and research available
in eleinentary science instxuction;

2) survey local key personnel'concerning elementary
science insmiction; and,'

3). survey inservice.tekhers concernin lementary
science instructiop.' - #

Methodology and Design''

North Carolina has 145 local educational agencies (LEAs) contained
within eight regioris'of the.state. Each LEA is served by educational
personnel in the reiiIonal education center.

x,
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.:Ppoject staff trayeled across the state to) eall regional educa-
tional center and put on a two-day Awareness Conferew:to iffform
key sciance'oersonnel from each'IJEA with*n-the region_about, .
atethentary scieetce instruction. Administratfve, and teacher
queitionnairea were distributed at.,pach conference. Adminisira-

'. tore filled out the questitonnaire at the coRferedce and theii

. paised out the_oacher quistionnai'res.to two.elfmlnary teachers.
in each LEA following the Confetence. A foUlow.qup conference
was then,held to asséss the results and offesuggerition? for
the improvement of elementary scienC.e,inseluction in North .

.
. - . ------'. .

Carolina.
.

. ,

rpc.,,.,'-

.

...-1,-

Initruments and Data
_ .

The-questionnaire developed for the survey was aimed at assessing
the cothmon practices, problems ancl,areas 9f difficulty faced by .

teachers of elementary science in North Carolina,, The 64 item
-questionnaire was analyzed by rank order,ing areefeof difficulty
and most-conunon teaching practices. Amount of till* spent teach-
ing science was the average time tndicated by all:returned ques-
tiorinaires. Percentages were used to deterthine type of program
in use 'and grade level taught. Responses were gnlyzed 410 com-
puted for .each educational region and then totaled to obtain
statewide results.

,

Results and Conclusions

The survey represented the most indepth study-in etementary science .

instruction ever undertaken in the state Of North Garoltna. Dur'ing .

the eighteen month.ptoject a total oT 891,teachers and 142 adminil.
strators from the eight edptional regions responded to the ques,
tionnaire, The lack of supplies .and equipthent, insufficient funds,
inadequate -room facilities and-textbook too difficult for students
were the leading :actors affecting the teaching of elementary sci-

,

-_ence. Lecture/discussion was the most-prominent meani of teaching
with ovser 85% of the teadhers using g textbook to teach.seience.
A more.detailed report of the results of the project can be oetain-

,

ed bY writing the auttiors..

The follow-up conference Of leading science educators of the state
.fbrmulated a comprehensiye list of needed changes and proposed
new directions for. elethentary science instruction in North Carolina
fo the,decade of the '80's.
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CONCURROT ,SETON. A and
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Session A-4 and B-4 jechniques and Procedures -of Redearch

'A Quantitative Procedure for Treatment VerificatiOn
: in Science-

.-WiIliam

University'of Nebraska
Lincoln, NE 68588

Lawtence F. Lowery

University of California
Berkeley, CA 95720

-

This session will train participants in the use oa procedure tO
verify if there has actually been statistically signiftcant differ-
ences between tWo teaching methods as a means for arguing that the
dtfference in methods was actually responsible for-experimental
.differences'in Student achievement. Participants will prOcess
actual data and reach and discuss their own conclusions.
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Tle RELATTOtiSHIP 606ITTIVE LEVEL FUNCTIONIM 7

'1
we.

IN'ELEMENTARY,FRESWICE XEACHERS AND
r'

.CLASSROOKSCIENCE TEACHING BEHAVIOR.
,

°

-
Dennis-14.-Sunal
Cnthia S.,Sunal

West Virginia Ulilversity
MorgantoWn, WV 26506

4

Teacher functioning has assumed an important role in attempts .to
cteate more effectivelearning in students. Role'expectations, for
successful classroom hcience teaching involves many complex behav-
iors which necessitate effective use of highor lever thought .0-o-f
ceisses and decision-making allities. :these include'postplating'

,

hypothetical retationships be ween student classroom aneteacher. -..,,

vafiables, manipulating propositions -bilvolving effective learning
environments and making inferences about covert social-psYohol ical

processes. Professional t6acher.education prograras haye genera y

asspMed that these behaviors Are mey through courses, classroom
experiences and inaervice reqUirem4nts. Based upot-research in the., .,

area of life-long deVelgpment of cognitiye functionini, the vali-
dity of this assumption should be questioned. This research
indicates that only about one-half of adults attempting entry into,
or are ow involved in, professional education have developed fhe
necess y.high level thinking processes requisite for rthe perforMI--

. 8 ce o many professional role-behaviors.
, ,,.

,
.

The purpose of the study as to establish the extent these effectsx:I!k

7

the ability to uSe highly level thought processes, may have on the '

variAty and level-of-per 0 eption,,performance.and analysis of'class-
room science teaching behaviors. Postulating that general and
specific mental strucblres were related fo c,ertain science teaching
behaviors, the study compared classroom perfromance in the teaching
of a short science unit by preservice elementary and middle (K-8
certified) grade,teachers'of differing levels of cognitive develop-

,

ment. N.

a
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'.Formal thinking abilities were'assessed widh-a group test of formal,
reasoning andeith individual interviews using Piaget's tasks in-
volving combialtorial logic, hypothtical reasoning, and analiysis
and,use of variables. An,alternative hypot,hesis ldvolving,the
a ppearance of -formal thought in the area of professional'training
at an earlier time than indicated on traditional Piagetian,tasks
waa tested using a group test involving analysis of critical ClASS-
room incidents as shOwn on a Adeo tape.- Science teaching behAviors
Were assessed using obervatiOnal rating insttu4nt9 of instructicinal

, planning ancl, behaviors,jevalidatedendpublished in previousresearch
studies *science teaching, Ad 4uestidtnaire and analysisNreports.
of expectations and perceptions. Other variables Measured included
interests and attitudes toward teaching, teacher characteristics and,
ratings of.the supportive aspects of cooperatinfirteachers and class-

_ _ . _ _ _

room setti4gs.

The'sample, drawn from VO senior levelpreservice education students
at two large easterp universities, was comprised of §4 females and 12 c.
males whose median age was 22. These preserviceteachers,wer parti-

.(-..cipating in field oriented programs involving a minimumitt three
...seTestirs of exterfded oi;servation and teachingvin class oms. ,Obser-
Ivationg wera made.of general and Oecific science lessbn asbignments
in' o*der to increase experimental validity. Reliability of teaching
bettavior measures.t4as checkedsthrough use on multiple btcasions and
use of multiple observers. Precautions,wdre also taken to insure .

fre1ia6i1ity in the Piagetian measures.

Data obtained from the measures-were anaryzed-using analysis of co-
variance and regression analysis. The results did not aupport hypo-
theses concerning instructional planning and perception of.behaviors

, involved in teaching clasaroom science and the development of general
or spec14c Mental structures. The data suOported.the hypothesized
i'elationships between the obsrved classroom science teachinbehav-
iors andeeslting analysis of science lessons and the deveI6pment
of geneial and specific throught ptructures. The results hale im-
portant implications in the design of preservice teacher education
programs.and further research into tt develqpment of science
curricula used by teachers and inservi e staff development activities.

,
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PROBLEM SOLVING"STRATECIES OF .

SCHOOD-CHEMISTRY,STUDENTS

Dorothy Gabel
Robert Sherwook

Larry Enochs

,Indiana UniversitY'?"'

Bloomlipton, IN 47405
No.

Ong_of thebasic skills required of.high school chemistry students
is'problem solving. Chemistry teacher are well aware th t'many
students lack proficiency in-this area but reqiot ,cognizant of
reasons why itudents are unable to acqu e the skill. - The purpose
of this.research which is part of a stu y Supported by NSF, is to
compare through the use of interviews, the problem soling 'strate-
gies used by high school chemistry students that are successful and
unsuccessful.in solving chemistry problems. Comparisons of strate-
gies used by students of different Verbal/visual preferences and
different proportional reasoning skills are also made.

The subjects of this study were 560 high School chemistry students,
of nine dchools in central and,sputhcentral Indiana. Students were%
randomly assigned to one of our.different meitOds used in teaching
problem solving: factor label method, proportionality, analogies,
and schematic diagrams. Using programmed'bookletS incorporating the
above srategies, students studied four different units: the mole
cohcepti stoichiOmetry, the gas laws, and solutions. FVOM quizzes
given &king the units, students were claisified as successful or
unsuccessful,problem solvers; These students then formed tbe pool
froni whi.Ch Z50 students..of different verbal/visual preference and
prop rtional reasoning ability were selected for interviews,

There were three pUrposes.for conducting the interviews. These
"were:

'(1) to compare general problem solving strategies used by,
successful and unsuccessful students

(2) to determine.if students of different verbal/visuaf
Preferences' And varying levels of proportional
reasoning ability used different techniques, and

(3) to determine whether any of the fotir methods taught
was more successful than the others.

14
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Interviews which were conducted after,each of the four units ased
a "thinking aloud" technique in Fhich.students were given a problem
and asketlf to solve it alOild during which,time they were taped. Tapes
were later analyzed using a Coding sheet that examined the following:
reading/organizing, recall, proddetion, strategy, struccural errors,
_evaluation, .execution errors, and comments about the solution.

,Prior to study.of the chemistry uhits, students were classified as
_having verbal or visupi preferenées Usini a modified Individual
D fferentes Questionnaire first.developed by Paivio (1971). Re-

bility, using-the KR-20 mftho'd was found to be .77. Proportional
r.40# ()ping ability was measAed usin Modified form of an instru-
met? developed by..Staver .(1978.). Re tlity Using .the KR-720_:

,method was found to be .86.

Comparisons between successful and unsuccessful students according
to visual/verbal preferences,high and low proportional reasoning .

skills, and method used in instrUction, were made using non-
parametric statisticA techniques, spgcifically, Pearson's Chi-
SqUare Test of Homogenity of Distri6utions (Mardscuilo and MciSweeney,
1977).. These results and other insights gleaned from the inter-
views will be presented.
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THE USE OF ANALOGIES TO FACILITATE.

RULE USING IN ELECTRICAL 6CIENCE

Ronald Jay rolland

Florida State University
Tallahassee, FL 32308"

Analogies have been used since Ariatotle for rendering.unfamiliar
ideas more comprehensible. Many claims,in,the philosophical lit-.
erature about the ability of'analbgies to facilitate learning have
been made; however, very few empirital studies have been conducted
to substantiate them: .-The possible benefiti in using,analogies to
teach abstract ideas is suggested by turrent researdh in science

education.

Cantu,& Herron.(1978) maintain that many high. sthOol students have
difficulty in learning abstract concepts and rules-in physical
science betause they are unable to deal with rule and contept Attri-

butes that are not perceptible. jhe.authors believe xhat compre-
hension con be improved when.abstract attributes are made observabli';

Several authors have developed training programs that teach studwats
to perform some formal operations through the manipulation of physi-
cal-objects having perceptible attributes (Mekinnon & Rennet, 1971;
Towler & Wheatley, 1971). Almy (1966) found that contrete-operational
learners rely on imagery to manipulate th'e,elements Of a problem.py
forming images of what the:solution Would look like if certain physi-
cal operations were to be performed Analoiaq have been shoulP
to involve the manipulation of probtem elements via,imagery (Driestadt,
1968; Khatena, 1973) and, therefore, analogies may be usefuljn
helping concrete-operational learners to perform some forMal Opera-
tions and to comprehend abstract ifdeas. The purpose of the pres.ents

invesEigation was to'determine.how analogis could effecAvely
..be used in science.instruction to facilitate the student's acquisi-
tion of abstract electrical rules. k

4
s

A. two,-part study, was conducted to tese thehypothesig that the
effectivgness of an analogy is dependent upon the Complexity of its
attributes. 'Analogy complexity-was defined 'as the subset of attri-
butes that students could reliably be expected to interpret from an

analogy.

16



In the first part,:a technique for constructing analogies and-fOr
judging their complexity was.developed. Ten.Analogies mereconstruct-
ed and Subs/quentlyludged bysix science writers. TWo Analogies
dieffering,in complexity were &elected and incorporated into a unit
of electrical science.inseruction. Three versions of the instruCion-"
-al_ text were produced:

-6) no-analogy,
(b) ''high-cdtnplexity analogy, and
(c). low-complexity analogy

In the kecond part, one' hundred twenty-eine high schoollthysics
students-werw-randomly:assigned-to-one Df the three-treatments (ver
sions). Students were presented.wiih a brief.:teXt on electriC'al
rules. A short-answer postyst measuring rule-using served as' the
dependent measure. Significipt total test scores were found between
the two analogy groups and between-the high-complexity analovP and
the no-analogy. groups. There were nO significant.differences
between the low-analogy'and no-analogy groups.

Tpe results supPort the hypothesis that the facilitAtive effect.,of
an.anAlogy is a function of its attribve complexity. The results
have implicationajor how analogies should be used in instruction.
Typically, students ete assumed to interpret an analogy in the eame
way that the teacher or science author does. The analogy i$ as:Filmed
to contain ides familiar to the stildent and relevant to the concepts
being taught. ',This study illustrates the need for educators to
exercise caution in assuming that an analogy will be valid and under-.
stood by all studensp.
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SELECTIVE ATTENTION EFFECTS OF TEXTBOOK-STUDYQUESTIONS
0

William G. Holli-day

University of Calgary
Celgary, Canada T2N 1N2

s-

Teiktbook questions remain the most prevalent study,aid used to,helpr
students selectively,attend to criterial information contained in
4science learning material, (H011iday, 1979): Yet, Markle ana Capie's
(1976) mathemagenic experiment and Wilson andsKoran's (1970) analysis
of this line of research represenE the few competent attempts in
science education to increase'our understanding about how learners
react to various questfon types adj-unct to specialized learning
mdterUils in science. the present study draws on such mathemagenic
work and generalizes 'to textbook study questions (Lev usgelly
found at the end of book chapters) in which students are permitted
to review criterial material, as cogently justified andTecommended
J)y, Faw and Waller (1976).

A cognitive process model, selective attention, was used to prehict
the iesulte...of the present atudy and used by others to explain Math-
emagenic'and-"nonmathemAgenie research findinga-alSo dealing with
questioning behavior (Anderson, 1970;:Wittrock &,L'ulasdalne, 1977).
In paft, this model predicts that stddents often fail- to leatt
simOle'conceptual,relationships when they are nst forced to search
Ju8truction41 material' for queried coneptual astbciations. One way
of riot forcing studenti.to search "the material and focus attention"
on criterial information is to overprompt'learners by providing them
"-With strongliints to answers a theoretically-dysfunctional tech-
nique çil1 used by an alathfnK humber of teaChers (Anderson,-1970;

, and AOCrson and Biddle, 1975). Anderton and Faust (1967) 'aupported,A;
. this prediction in an experiment using a Russian vocabulary,- self7.
paeed..program., Indeed,,th4 'purpose of the present.study was to
eviluate.the generaliiability of these resUlts to-a specialized
-science.medium interms pf selectiye attention.: grpecifically, a
question and.no-question treatment wer.e,hypothesiZed to be more"
efftctive than a cued- (strongly prompted) question treatment.which,
in tern, was.hypothesized to be -more effective tie a'cOntrol.
(placebo).
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Methodology, Design and Instruments /
The sample consistecrof 171 (English-ispeaking, middle-class) high
school biology students..(14 to 16:years of age). Students were
randomly assigned to three,treatments and a:single control-followed
by a 30-item, multiple-Choice test, thus creating a posttest:only
equivalent-group design. The three treatment groups were provided
vith 8pec4alized learning material, a picture-word diagram describing
biogeochemical cyclea.

The question-treatment group recetved the'diagram ,Ond 20 textbook
stddy questions. The cued-luestion treatment'received the. Same
questions and diagram with added prompts (not information). displayed
in the-diitgram.-.The-hdquestion-treiIment.iroup,received just the
diagram. Finally, the control group read a science placebo passage.

The diagram used in this study described scientific pathways and
cyplic,scheme. Previous research (Hollidayx 1976; Holliday, Brunner
and Dpnais, 1977) has shown that this diagram can be.effectively
used with adjunct questions and can be used ,as a basis tor gemeratir3g'
operationally definable comprehension study and posttest questions
(cf. Anderson, 1972). Indeedf such questions and.relationships were
,deveioped for this experiment.

AIN

Results and Conclusions
,

As predicted, th:e_hypothesized ordering of ,treatments and control
groups. significantly differed (p 4 .05j with one, exception, as
evidenoed by-aii,pverall analysis of variance test followed by a

4
.,c1.4Newman-Keuls murliple range test. .The no-question treatment group

did,neit significantly outperformthe tued7question treatMent group.
,

h : .,, Otherwise, these findings were anticipated'and consistent with pre--
iv-

, .. :- viously cited research and the selective.attention process mocll.

(44
.10.; I'r.4.' i

h.' a k.,

4 ..# '-'-:6 A arenil cuin students to ueried information can reduce aPP Y1 g q
. .

,74!1.4

i'
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:stoderit's,need to search andgomprehend simple conceptual relation-
ships contained in such.a diagram.
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A DEVELOPMENTAL.COMPARISON OF THE EFFECTIVENESS

OF STUDY GUIDE QUESTIONS IN DEPTH OF PROCESSING.

A

Ob ective

Sandra Kirk
Paul Eggen

University of North Frorida
Jacksonville, FL 32216

. ponald Kauchak

University of'Utah
Salt Lake, City, ur 84112

The purpose of this deyelopmental study was to investigeqe the
effects of,study guide questions'iNdifferent forms on'the learn-
ing of science content from.written text. Develropmental compari-
soni were made by administering the study to fourdh, seventh, and
tenth..graders.

Rationale .

Study'guides in the form-of questions are ofterCused to aid student'
progress through science-text'materials but variables determining
effectiveness are largely unmeasured. Further, while the use of
study gUides is.common at all levels it is not known-if their effect-
iveneia varies for different age levels of students.

1

Studies have shown that.higher,level questions produced better.scores.
on anaevaluation level posttest withouta Aecrement in knowledge
leve14performance. In particularone showed that subjects pro-
ducing their own examples of'a p inciple scored higher than a
control and recall condition (Watts & Anderson, 1971). Verbal
learning research supports these findings, with "deeper levels
of processing" characterized'by semantic rather 'than orthographic
processing fesulting in greater retention scores (Craik & Lockhart,
1972)..

The present study investigated both these areas by providing study
guide questions requiring different revels of processing for students.

.' at' differenE developmental levels. .

'
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Method-and Design
,

.

Subjects were randomly assigned to four treatment groups. Each was
given a passage from a weekly science newsletter. The four experi-
mental groups were given'study guides with eight verbatim (V), true/
false (TF), paraphrased (P), or open ended (OE) questions respective
ly. Half the student study guides referred to the paragraph number
where the an'S er for each question could be found.(structured condi-
tion). The esult was a 4 X 2 factorial design. The study was
replicated with fourth graders (N = 85)-, seventh graders (N = 98),
and 'tenth gradeis (N = 90).

Instruments

A posttest consisting oftwo. parts was prepared. The first subeest
had eight questiOns,identical to the verbatim questlons (target
'questions) in the study guide, and .the sec6nd subtest had twelve
incidental question6 which covered theycontent of the science pas-
sage but were unrelated to the study guide.questions. The Kuder-
RicHardson 21 relidbility for the posttest was .79.

Results

In each replication a two way analysis of.liariance was used to deter-
mine if differences' existed among groups on total scores, and the
verbatim and incidental subtests. For fourth graders on total
scores and for both subtests, two way interactions were found to be

significant. For the unstructured condition total scores for TF Ss.
were significan'tly higher than both V and OE; on the verb.ltim sub-:

0
test TF Ss scored significantly higher than V; and-on the incidental
subtest TF Ss scored sLgnificantly higher than,all other groups.
There. were no significant differences between groups,on the struc-
tured condition. For V, OE, and P'groups the unstructured was
-significantly higher thanthe structured condition.

For seventh graders no interactions were significant. When com-
parisons by structure, were made no significant diffefences among
groups were found for the stitictured condition. For the unstruct-
ured condition'the verbatim group' shored significantLy higher than
the paraphrase group on total scores. Comparisons by treatment
showed the pE group was significantly better with Structure than
with no structure on target questions, and the verbatim grbup was
beiter with no structure than with strmcture-on total scores.

For tenth 'graders no interactions were significant. Comparisons by
structure showO no significant differences among groups for the
structured condi5ion. For ihe unstructured.condition the 'true/false'
group scored significantly higher than.the verbatim group on total
scores. Comparisons by treatment showed that for the true/false

41. -group'no structure was significantly better than structure on total
scores. No other differences were found.

e3../
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, Discurion

The result§ raise questions aboutjhe. advisability of identifying
answer locations in study guides. When comparisonsiby structure
were made, the general trend was:-for no differencigamong,groups, on
the structnred.condition for all three replications. This suggests
that locating the answers essentially neutrali?.0d the treatment
effects.

Another interesting trend was found. In general thl con ition re-
quiring.the most processing-resulted'in highest posOast scores. -

This was,indicated in fourth grfide mhere V unstructured scores were
higher than V strUctured, 'and unstructured TF were higher than _th4
other treatmenaoroups ln general. For tenth graders the TF group

higher.ekn the V groUp in the unstructured condition, and
TF upstructured was h4gher than TF structured. 'In each case, the
group &coring highest required more thorough-processing XTF' Ss had
to as'certain the veracity of the'statement and unstructured re--
quires more.processing or seaeching than structured). Additional'
investigation carefully measuring the effects of different types of
questions is required before firm conclusions can be,made:.
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PACTORS IffirtUENCINC SCIENCE .LEARNINC:

THE MODEL AND 'METHODOLOGY'FOR RESEARCH

Herbert J. Walberg

University of Illinois at Chicago Circle
Chicago, IL 6068-0

A chief.purpose of educational institutions as a -service industry
is to produce learning. General educational research shows that
there'are production factors that are consistent positille corre-
lates of learning and often substailtial correlates as well. .
Student learning in science as well as many othet subjects in the
curriculum appears to depend on eight factors: student abilityl
motivation, and age -or developmental level; instructional quality,
and quantity;.and the social-psyehologicatstimulation of home, .

peer and'classrbom environments.. Although randomized experi=
mentation with selected factors permitircausal inference and esti-
mates of 'teaming returns.to the production factors, experiments
are difficult to execute.in natural settings. Thust the investi-
gation'of all eight factors stmultaneously and the AISe of multi-
va'riate ststistical methpds partiaularlY'ectinoMetyieregression

1 analypis offer practical means for increasing the effectiVeness
and efficiency of science education.

Before launchinglarge-scale research of this comprehensive kind,
it is important to asseas carefulOty the 'relation of each produc-
tion factor, to learning both in general 0 well as ipecifically
in science\edupation. Such accumulation oPevidencej meta-analysis,
and reseas&h synthesis (as it has been variously called) can be
done by' eating studies or-statistics within studies filet are
t b ed acioss studies as units of analysis. A population or
sample of studies may be drawn, and the usual simple and advance
techniques maY be applied. .The statisltcs analyzed can include
the signs (pbsitive.or negative), the magnitude (such as corral
-tions or effectsizes),!for probaWilities of.the relations. In .

,

addicOon to estimat_ing the overall jlfect size on, or côrrelation
with, learning for each factor, the dependence of the relation,on:
sample characteristics such as size, sex, and grade level; c6nstruct

-4,

or psychometric properties of the feCtors;. and me-thodological fee--
. tures ate ipporfant to estimate.

1'-
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A SYNTHESIS AND CRITIQUE OF SELECTIVE RESEARCH-ON ABILITY,

DEVELOPMENTAL.LEVEL,.AND QUALITY AND QUANTITy

OF INSTRUCTION INFLUENCES IN SCIENCE LEARNING

14'4+

F. David Boulanger.
,

Univer#ity of Illinois at Chicago Circle
-Chicago, IL 60608

Walberg's (1978)- Productivity Model identified eight constructs
substantially related to school learning. The purpose of this'
study w'as to review and quanti6tively syntheiize the.1963 through'
1978 grade 6 through 12 science education research in four of those
construct areas.. The four cdhstructs are ability, age or.develop-
mental level, and quality and quantity of instruction. A Oanti-
tative synthesis over this period would provide researchers And
practitiqners "estimates of the"degree of influence of each con-
struct on.science learming,\identify gaps and weaknesses in the
research, and provide a basis for policy decisions,on research
needs in science education. These objectives are in harmony with
the needs expressed by the NARST-NIE Commission on 1.search Prior-
itiesi in cience Education ("Yager,-1978).

. Methodology

Beginning with the ERIC:bibliographies and.annual reviews of
scienCe education research as guides, publishedvstudies with grade
6 through 12 students in the 1963-1978 period were scanned to .

identify all correlational Or experimental ktudies relating any
of the fodr.constructs to cognitive, affectivi or psychomotor
-scienCe Learning. Glass' (1978) techniques of- meta.-analysis
mere applied including numerical coding of approximateiy 40
study characteristics per study with reported correlations or :

effect sizes AS dependent variables.. Computer analysis of codvd
information was employed where warranted by the uantity of coded

.infprmation. Relationships'between the dependent variables and
study characteristics were investigated. Of particular interest
were the relationships, of the quality of measures used, subject
characteristics, and study design features and f1aWs with the
correlations Or effect sizes.

25
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Results an4 Conclusions

Thirty-four studies relating ability to learning outcomes in
science wife found.to be h4ghl. consistent in mean cdtrelations
across ability and outcome subcategories., The study character-
istic.accounting for the greatest amount of non-random vatiabil-
ity in reported abillty-cognitive outcomes correlationsOas the
reliability of the ability and outcome. measure.'

Fifty studies in five subconstructs ofthe quality of instruction
construct.rebealed mixed-results on the effectiveness of various
experimental intervention's: Published studies on the use of pre-
inatruCtional-attategies; eapeCially behavibtlia Cibjects;:studiee
on training in scientific thinking; .and studies on the'uie of mere
realistic or concrete adjunct\materials showed the greatest posi-
tive effects on conceptual learning. Director deductive strategies
appeared more effective in lower gradea while inductive or indirect
strategies'were more effective in higher grades. Only three studies
on.quantity of instruction were found, each showing little impact
on learning.

Twenty-three studies relating age or developmental level ta.science
.learning showed ability'measuires to be better-predictors of
science learning than ai.e mel4ures of Piaitian stage or logical
operations. A slight riseihin the growth of logical .operations
was found'in the grade 7 to 9 period. Age or grade was
found to be a poor predictor of science learning.

-Recommendationsffor future research include more replications of
studiel and more consistent reporting procedures. .
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A SYNTHESIS AND CRITIQUE OF RESEARpH ON

NoTIVATIqp,,mmE AND PEER

.INFLUENCES IN SCIENCE LEARNING

Barbara K. Kremei

University of.illinois at Chicago Circle
Chicago, IL 60680

etA^

Walberg's '(1978) ProductivitY Model identified eight constructs
substanti&lly related to school learning. The purpose,of this'
synthesis (gas three-fold:

I) To vrovide researchers and -.practitioners with
estimatIps of-the influence of the construCts of
student motivation, home environment, and peer
environment on science leaviing;

2). to identyy gaps and weaknesses in the science
eduCation:Aresearch; and, ,

3) where results are sufficiently conclusive to
'provide a basis for educational policy 'cleci-
sionarAnd research needs in science education.

Methodology

-

llaing ERIC bibliographies and annual reviews of science education
research as guides', published(studies with grades 6 through 12
stuckents in the 1963-1978 period were scanned to-identify all
correlational or experimental studies relating any of the three
constructs to cognitive, affective, or psychomotor learning in
science. Studies located unUer construct areas were numerically.

4 coded according to approximately 40 characfe istics-per study
,reflecting methodological strengths and wea esses; and the charac-
terization of the sample, construct variabl , and science learning
outcome: .11



,

Results and Conclusiond

The vesults of the literatye searCh apd selection undertaken
rptealed only 20 studies in these three construct areas: .5'of
Motivation, 13 of home environment, and. 5 of,peer environment.
$itice the number of studies located.in each area was-limited,
quantitative met,p-analysis of correlations and "box scores"
was carried out.

The synthesis of results frbm these studies indicat that student
'motivation and home and.peer environments are importantxcorrelates
of cience learning that deserve greater attention from science.
educators than they received in the past. Results observed-for-
these constructs in science were also found to be aimilar to those
of meta-analyses conducted in general education. This finding
sugg'ests that social and psycholcigical factors on learning are
independent of subject area, but further research is-needed.
Several methodological threats to the validity of the studies
surveyed were consistently noted. It is suggested that future
studies in _these areas implement mbre riorous designs and
sampling procedutes.
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A SYNTHESIS AND CRITIQUE OF, RESEARCH ON CLASSROOM .

EVVIRONMENT INFLUENCES IN SCIENCE LEARNING

Geneva D. Haertel

University of Illinois at Chicago Circle
Chicago, IL 60680

p.

This paper reportS a synthesia,of research on the relation of
socio-psychological environment to cognitive; iffective,- and
behavioral learning outcomes in science education as well as other
subject areas. The socio-psychological environmöpt of the.class-
room was iaentified by Walberg (1978)'as one of eight constructs
.hypothesized to be related ta academic ,achievement. The putpose
ef the study was to estimate the magnitude of this relatiohship,-
and its variabilitycacross grades, subject areas aid aspects of
the learning envircoment considered. The study shows what kinds
of classroom environments are most facilitati* of science learn-
ing. .

A total of 734 correlations were analyzed, frolu a aompiehensive--
collection of 12 studies of 10 data sets on 823 classes in 8 subject
areas, encompassing 17,805 students in 4 notions. All of these

_data were taken from studies carried out in naturalistic classroom
settings, and all were simple, part, or partial correlations be-
tween student perceptions of the socio-psychological climate and
end-Of-course learning. The strengths of these relationships w
studie&as a function of various substantive and methodologica
characteristics of the studies from which the correlations wer
taken. A range of teChniques were employed; based upon die wo
of Glass (1978).

Methodology

A search was made of Dissertition AbstraCts, Education Index, Psych-
plosical Abstracts, Social Science Citation Index, and,'since much"
of the relevant research involved science curricula, ttie annual sum-
maries of researcti -sponsored by,NARST for the years 1963 through.
1978. All studies involving naturalistic clasAroom settings that
reported simpre, partial, gr part correlations between student
perceptions of socio-psychological climate of their classes and
end-of-course learning 'Were selected., Information on eight charac-
teristics was recorded for each correlation taken from these sp4dies:
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National location of the studyi grade level and number of students, .

unit of inilysis, type of correlation, type;of socio-iii06holiogica1
perception, outcome domain, .ahd content area of subject-matter,
(biology physics, etc.). In all analyses, the correlati8h of '

environMent perception and learning outcome was 04-dependent?'
variable. The eight chAracteristics were used as:independent.

,

variables. SeveraLanalytical techniques viere useth simple.tabL
ulat OnsilForrelation-weighted one-way analyses of,variance, and ,

.wei. hted Wultiple regression analyses. :

Results and Conclusions

It was concluded that the magnithde,of the correlations was,- ..-.

dependent,upon the aspect of'the socio.'-paychological classrom
environment measured, the unit of analysis-for which the'correla-
dons were computed, and the nation in which the study_was con- ,

ducted. Learnng outcomes and gains, including student acheive-
ment, Rerformance, and Self7concept, were found-to. be positively
associated with student-perceived Cohesiveness,, Satisfaction,
Task Difficulty, Formalitjr, Goal yirection, DeMocracy, and Material
Environment. Negative associatrons were fOtind with Friction',
Cliqueness, Apathy, and Disorgalp.zation. These findings were
largely ih accord with theoretica predictions made ,by Walberg

(1969). Of 36 hypotheses, 31 were supported. Correlation size
did not depend upon the'number of students 'tested, the subject
matter taught, the'iearning outcome domain (cogriStive, affective,
or'behavioral), or the presence versus,absence ot.statistical
adjustments for ability or pretest scores. A
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I.

Rationale end Objectives

.

The.cognitive preference.-constrUct-(Heatp, 1964), an applicatiOn
of cognitive styles to science educstio , has.been succesSfutly"..
appliectto the evaluation of high,schO: science curricuiaHow ---
ever, important questions regarding thi-'Validity and interpretation
of'the construct and techniques for data analysis stilt nee(Fto be
resolved (Brown 1975). As a part of a sqies of validity studies,

' this study was designed to investigate the convergent validity of
the cognitive preference -construct and to'develop and test new
niquee for adalyiing cognitive.preference data. ..'' ,1

Ithodotogy and Design
.0

Two.insiruments were cbnstructed,to measure cognitive preferences
in'alternatiye an'd More natural ways than conventional ir*ruments).
These and-a, conventional-instrument w4re administered to 71 elemen.r.
.tery education majors in a' midwestern,univeraity and the results
wore analyzed-utilizing a multitrait-multiMethod-design (Campbell,
and Fiske, 1959). Furthermore two statiatical'indices of distinct-
nes& Of cognitive preference patterns were devetoped.onefor.use' -
With, ipsative (ranking) cfata and one forJlermative,(rating) data.

\
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Inatruments-and Data

The Science Cognitive Preference Inventory (SCPI) is a conventional
instrument which follows the format develqped by Heath (1964).
Cronbach alpha reliability coefficients-4n college samples have
beeh better thw,A..75 for each of thi' four preference modes when
rating procedure was followed and better thad .60 when ranking
procedures mere employed.

In the Teacher Rating Instrument teachers respond to.fourte
queptions from which ratings of student behaviors could be rived
whith by.deiinition are'indicators.of cognitive Preference.sucte.
as:1 reacting critically to _scientific±informationbeingAnteiest-

'.ed In applications of science, or having a-tendency_to learn hy-
rote.

4
In the Reading Instrument students are asked tgaiindicate most
and least interesting sentences in each of theilifteen-paragraphs
of a, science reading covering four different topics. Objective
'scores are'derived from the cognitive preference classification
of these sentences'

Results and Conclusions

Correlationef-Q (questioning) and R (recall) with R, P (princi-
ples), Q, and.A (applications) scores across and within inettuments
fulfilled most of the conditions for Convergent validity. The
correlatioas were higheein,a subs6ple of students withllighly
distinctluitterns Of cognitive prili-reff6e,6cOree; 4-finding Which-
strongly.supported the validity-of the Q and modes of cognitive
prefernce. Correlations of P And A with R, P, Q and A scores.,
only partially fulfilled these conditions, indicating[weaknesses
in the P and A preference modes, ,Lp

Correlations of q,Ar;(1 R within and across instruments st ongly
supprted the interpretation of Q and R as opposite pol s oi,
one dimension which'could be called: "critical thinking."

the indices of distinctness of cognitiv preference.were useful
tools-in the validity study. They.also ded important infu-
mation regardidg the nature and interpr on of cognitive.pre=
ferences.. The indices may be used as individual characteriStics
in their own right:,

t

The study was successfully replicated in a sample Of high school
students.,
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DEVELOPMENT OF A TEST OF,,THE INTEGRATED SCIENCE

PROCESS SKILLS FOR SECONDARY SCHOOL STUDENTS

F. Gerald Dillashaw
James R. Okey

University ofAeorgia
Athens, pti 3002

r
Rationale and 9b,jectives

Curriculum guides and textbooks include integrated science process
skill outcomes among'those important for seqondary school students
to acquire. Along with.learning science content, these students .

are expected to learnjo develop such skills as5 stating hypotheses,
operationally defining variables, designing investigations,- hd in-
terpreting data. But if schools emphasize these skills in t ,ruc-

tion, they also.need a means to see whether they are acquire . The

purpose of this project was to.develop a valid and reitable test of
the integrated science process skills for students in secondary
schools.

DesIgn and Procedures

A hierarchy of Integrated science prikess skills was deVeloped
that began *ith simple skills and lead to the- ultimatetask of
planning and conducting an inves4gation of a hypothesis. Multi-
ple-choice eest items were developed for each skill in the heir-
archy. The items were designed to be nonsubject ppecific, that
is, test items were based on conteht from a.variety of science

The test ihat resulted was submitted to a panel of science educe-
tors to deiermine if it was valid and objective. A crOss section
of students from six-iarge schoofs in two states were used to
tryout the test, and provide normative, data. .The test was first
administered to approximately 300 students in grades 7, 9, and 11.
Difficultj'and discrimination.indices for each item,and an assess-
ment of the.test readability level were used to make revisions in
items. The revised version of the test was administered to a
second pailiple.of approximately.700 students in grades '7,-9, and 11%
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Instruments and Data

The Integrated Process Skills Test consists of 36 items in a
multiple:choice-format with four alternative responses ..for each
item. The reading level of the test WAS originally 11.2 and
recruced to below .9.0 for the secon'd version.

to assess the content validfty and ohjectivit f the test, four
expert'raters were used. For a total of 144 responses (4 raters
x 36 items), the experts agreed with the test developers on the
assignment of test items to objectiyes 957 of the time And agreed
with the scoring of 'the test 97% of the time'.

'The first version ot the test was administered to a sample of 308
students (grades 7, 9 and 11). The mean of the first version
was 18_75, standard deviation 7.59. Reliability (Cronbach'e ot)
of the.first version was equal to .88. Thd mean item discrimination
index wes .39:and the average item difficulty index was 527.

The second version.of the test was administered to g sample of
711 sEudents (grades 7, 9 and 11). The mean of the second vereion
of the test is 0.99, standard deviation 7.60. Reliability is ;
equal to .89. The mean item discrimination index is .40 and the
average item difficulty index is 537..

In addition to the summary data given 4o-ve, normative data for
the three grade levels on each of the inbegrated process skills

so,

will be presented. .

Results and Conclusions V.
The agreement of the raters with the teat developers ,on the assign.-
ment of test items to objectives and on scoring was takqn as evidence
that the test has content validity and is objective. TO% results
of the analysis give evidence of,acceptable reliability for the,
test. It was concluded that the Integrated Process Skills Test
is a valid and reliable instrument for assessing the acquisition '

of the integrated science process skills by secondary science
students.

4,
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'AN ItiVESTIGATION OF THE RELATIVg EFFE6TIVENESS

OF INSTRUCTION IN FORMAL ,REASONING OF CONCRETE OPERATIONAL

SEVENTH GRADE'AND COLLEGE STUDENTS

Anton E. Lawson

Arizona State University -

Tempe,-AZ 85281 ,

'Objectives and Rationale.

The present study has as its,primary objective the determination
of the relative effectiveness of instruction designed to.teach
concrete operational,seventh grade students (ages, 11-12 yeari)
and concrete operational college students (ages 20-24 Years),how
to reason formalty with respect to two aspects of formal reasoning
-- probabilistic reasoning and:correlational reasoning. Secondary
objectives include determination of the amount of variance in

-'.xesponsiveness. to instruction acOuntecrfor by initial.level of_
intellectual development, cognitive style, and veTbal

3

It was flYpoth'esized that fhe concre`te oPerational college students
would.be more responsive to instruction than,the concrete opera-
tional seventh grade students in that:

1) their biological ,maturation in terms of brain
growth is complete wher as he brain growth
of the siventh grade studen s is not complete
(Epstein, 1978); and,

2) they have,accumulated. a greater store of general
experience duripg adolescence and early adulthood

. that can serve as-a pool of connecting or general-
izing experiences to help cognitively anchor,the
instructed aspects oT formal reasoning.
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MeOodology and Design

. 1

The study amplioyed a modifipd version of the &tandard pretest-
posttest conttol group design. Fifty seventh grgde students
(mean age 12.5 yeats) and 62.college students (mean age 23.6
years) were cgrqfullyselecte4;,and.matched on the basis of level
of intellectual deyelopment and verbal'IQ. Subjects varied with .

respect.to degree of field indepenlence and of course age. Both
gioups were then given identical instruction on tep Aspects of
formal reasoning -- probabilistic and correlationhl reasoning.
Instructive techniques employed were based upon previous research
(Adi, Kerplus, Lawson and Pulos, 1978; Fischbein, 1975; Lawson
and Wollman, 1976). Posttests followed to assess the degree to
'which -the- ins eru'c proved e f fec tive

Instruments and Data.

Lawson's '(1,978) 15-item Classroom Test of Formal Reasoning was
used to assess levels of intellectual development. The Group.
-Embedded Figures Test was employed to assess degree of field

'dependence,-independence 041tkin, Oltman, Raskin ahd Karp, 1971).
Verba4 IQ Was assessed by.a series of verbal analogies (Shipley,
1940). Data were analyzed with both descriptive 'correlational
and experimental Shalysis of 1:7ariance techniques. Posttest tasks
included items requiring probabilistic and correlgtional reason-

., ing contents familiar anl unfamiliar to the subjects.

Rest.O.ts ;and Conclusions

The mean scorefor the seventh grade subjects on the test of- formal
reasoning was 6.6.out of 15 possible (S.D. 2.6). The mean score
,of the college subjects was 6.5 (S.D. = 3.4). Thirty-one percent
of the seventh grade subjects and thirty,percent of the college
subjects, were found to be concrete operational. Mean.score on

.\ the measure of verbal IQ was 13.7 out of a possible 20 points for
both samples. The seventh graders proved more field independent
(R = 12.0)-than the college subjeCts (R = 7.8):

Overall the college subjects performed significantly bfitter ('p'4; .01)

than the seventh grade subjectS on the posttest measure (R = 16.8
and 12.2 respdctively). The concrete operational college students
correctly answered nearly twice as mAnyitems as their seventh%grade
coUnterparts (R:= 14.3 and 7.5 respectively). Verbal IQ and field
independence ,were significantly correlated with posttest task
success.
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Significance

Two important educational iTplications can be drawn:

1) instruction in aspects of format reasoning, even if.
/- it occurs after the normal develbpmental period (ages

. 12 - 15.years), can be successful and should be .

pursued; and,
2) training of'concrete operational students early in 4

the developmental period for formal operations may
be ture and may be more successful if delayed.
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COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT ANp ACHIEVEmENT,

AT FOUR LEVELS OF BLOOM'S TAX0 NM4 FOR

JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS

J. Michael Russell

Averett College
Danville, VA 24541

Eugene .Chiappetta

University of Houston
Houston, TX 7004

The paper re orts the results of an investigation into the pos-
sible"relationship between eighth grade Earth Séience stu ents'
cognitive developmental level (as measured by a written t st
developed by W. M. Grey) and their ability to anSwer qu tions
at th.,1cnowle4ge, comprehenqive, application-and analysis levels__
of Bloom1134taxonomy.

As paq of the author's dissertation study a model of problem
solving was proposed and theoretically.linked to Bloom's Taxonomy.
In this model the application level was said'to,correspond
to the tn., of student behavior which could be classifiedliv
problem staving. Six weeks'of instruction was given to 274 .

students who were randomlY assigned to either experimental or
control sections. The instructiotc for the experimental group
consisted of activities based on the problem sq.ving method and_
emOasizing student operation at the application level. The

control group received instruction in the swim Content, but in a
traditional madher.

Upon completion af'the instruction, all students took a 40 item
multiple choice teit,made up of. equal_nUmbers of questions from'
the four taxonomie "levels. .Subsequent analysis of the data.
Showed that the experimental group oUtscored the controlgroup
on each of the foui'levels (p.6.001). The,results'of A discrim-
inate analysis led to the conclusion that the analysis level,
qubstions contributed most to differentiating the two grOups
and supported the major hypothesis'of the study,.that activities

40
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patterned after the _probLem _solving model contribute to a _

student's ability to thiuk at higher levels aS measured by
Bloom's Taxonomy.

The same students were also given the "How's Your Logic Test"
devised by Grey. The proposed presentation will examine the
possibility of a rerationship between students' scores on each
of the four taxpnoMil.c subscaleS of the, achievement test and'
their Piagetian developmental level-as determined by Grey's
test. The implications of the.presence or absence of such a
correlation Will be discussed with reference to classroom.
teacher behavior and types of activities appropriate
for,middle apd junior high school students,

o.-
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CONCURRENT SESSION,C and D

'Session,C-2-and D-2 , Techniques and Procedures of Research

Single Subject Designs for Science Education .

,

Research -- The Unsung Paradigm
Topic:

"

Donald C. Orlich
Macarena Figueroa

Washtngton Aate UniVerAty.
r Pullman, ,WA 99l64

The rtheme of the 1979 NARST eonVention was the "Impact Of'Learning,'
Paradigms in Teaching Reiearch." garl F. Berger"s conference
address "What are the Iniplicattons of ParadigM-Based Readarch,for
Science Education Research" tend0-to suppdtt trtditional research-
desighs. The major presentations at a generaUsession stresaed:

1) Recepikon Learning r(Novak);
2)' Hierarchical Learnirig'(Jones); and;

-3) Developmental Learning (Lawson).

C

The nation's leading science education researchers had no formal -

presentation about single sdbject paradigms at the conference.

No paper's using single sdh)ect design have been given at,the
'last four NARST conventions. 7An ,iltensive review of JARST issues .

, from 1967 to present'failed to reveal: one published.paper using
single subject design (SSD). It may be inferred that NARST members
are either unfamiliar wIth SSD or are not usAng SSD in their re,-
search.efforts.

The, objectives of this presentation are'to:

1) describe the basic rationale and procedures of SSD;
2) analyze selected SSD models for their appropriateness

to science education; and,
3) desdribe the applicability of SSD to NARST members.

.42
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The use of SSD as an evaluation tool will also be presented. As_
SSD may be used with,as few subjects as one and ai many as.an
entire group or classroom of students,.the concept of'replica--
tion will be noted.

With the current stress on accountabilAty and thA, concomitant ,
scarcity of science ,education research funds, members of HOST
Must.learn new and powerful xesearch designs,. Finally,. With,the
advent of PL 94-142, The- Education for All Handicapped law, more

,science educators will tocus.on research wittOandicapped child-,
ren. This specific.group.is tOO small to use the traditional -

research paradigms, thus ssp will.be required.

.Ftnally, we will suggest studies,previArsly puglished in-JARST
tWat-could have vtilized SS0'.

.1'
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,STATUS AND NEEDS OF SCIENCE EDUCATION;

*A REPORT'ON PROJECT SYNTHESIS

I 1 '

'Waype W. Welch

University of Minnetota
Minneapolis, MN 55455

Ronald D. Andetson

University of Colorado
Bourder, .00 80302

- Herold Pratt

.

Jefferson CountyrSchools
Lakewood, CO 80215

In 1976, the National Science Foundation sponsored- three large-.

scale studies of the statud of science education. Contracts

were awarded for a'literature'revipw (Helgesoni4losseri and-Howe,

-1977); aseries of'case studies (Stake and Easley, 1978); and a

national survey:of:current kactliices (Weiss,. 197*); :the, Ofoymaa

tion generated by.these studies 1.4A9 extensive and iaqUired further

syntbesis.' .

v

In 1978, the Foundation tunded a'research proposal designed to pro-

vide interpretive consolidations of these ehree studies as,well

as the three national assissments that had been,carried out in'

, science. Project Synthesis,is a data reduction and interpretation

project whose purpose is to°give meaning to the vast quantity of

. information recently available in,science education. ,In, this paper,

..
we.describe the data synthesis process and repott the-mapor-lignd7, 0

fgs ot thestudy. ImplicatiOns for educational policy are-also ,

g

discussed.
. .`..

---

The research plan used by the pnojeft Syhthesis group wiwa three-n

stage discrepanCy derategy. The actual'state of affairt as describ-
,

ed in the four primary data sources was compared to a pte'-deterhined.

desired stjte
t

In order to identify discrepancies. ,Gro t-of consul-

tants, representing five different perspectives (biolo ical science,
,
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physical çnce, inquiry, elementary-sciencei-scieneetsocioti/.
tephnology). efined what they considered to be a desirable itaEuit.
.for the discipline. ,The informatiOn sources were then perused.to
determine theactual-status. ,Discrepancies between the desired', .

:and Actual state were identified an&-represent the Mojor findings--
. .

of the stu4. These'include:

The destred state of affairs for elemeptary.s4ienta,.
as defined by the group of educ'ators, is not'accepted
nor valued by parents, administrators, and most teachers.

2. fresent societal arid school conditions serve to a4
as barrfert Father._ than --fa-eIlltst.ows---td--the Imprementa-
tion of.t6e desired science program:

3. Elementary teachers are not-prepared nor interested°
in teaching science.

4, Tbe biology kesentiy taughrin the schools, and based
on the structure of the Oscipline, differv:In philo-
sophy, historical perspective, goals-and content froth
the human-.oriented biology advocated by the biology.
foctit-rgtoup.

4
.5. The á'ontribution the Physical sciences tan make ;to

personal needs,'societal issues, and career.preparation
is largely ignored at the expense of emphasizing funda-
mental kndwledge of the discipline.

g
,

9

6. Science, especially physical tcience, is not a valued
part of the public,school Curriculum of general educa,iion-
for all stMents.

:

The desired classroom practite; contextual support, and
student outcomes that would indicate student undertand-
ing and application Of the processes of scientifi.c:
inquiry ate far f,kom-being met.

.

8. The educationat,Vystem hat systematicall9 excluded, not
only' the study of techlology, but. the study of science

. arid technology as it relates to.and interacts,with the
c4anging ,society.

S.

1 'I"0 "

The conclusions reached by the Prolect Synthesis group do not prevent
a verY:.encourIging picture for science education.-"The image islurther
darkened by' the fact that we hio:re just come through aft extensive 20-
y'ear period of federal tupport. HoweVer,the defined discrepancies-
do stiggest seergl.recommendations for the future and are presented
in'the Taper.. 'the underlying theme for the' fecommendations is

4

responSiveness.." We believe those charged with the teaching and

,
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learning of science must actively respond to the environmental

forte-S-thatAeKermine-what. sciente-eduaation-will-be-taught-in the

schools. Chief-among these are the social environment of the schools,

4 including-Parent and teacher valued,,student characteristic,'our
current knowledge of.pedology, and the nature of science.' We-must
14'sepsitive to all of these factors tf we evet hope.toproVIde
the kind of science program needed by our children..

We are at the dawn of a new era in science education. We seem to
-have failed in our'effoiLts to shape education-by:relying on the
specialiststn the subject matter disciplines. It is time we turn;
instead, to those people intimately involved ih education for new
direction and guidance. Let.us hope that the joini efforts of,
teachers, schodi managers, parents, and sclebed-eddWtor-s are suc-
cessful in-meeting the changing and complex needs'of individuals
and of society.
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CONCURRENT SESSION C. AND D

Session C-4 and D-4 Techniques and Procedures of Research

Topid:

J.

Applying and.Interpreting Multiple Linear
Regression Analysis Procedures

Arthur L. White

The Ohio State University.
Coluqtbus, OH 43210

% 1 F:A3erger

University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, MI 48109

bk.

This session has been designed to provide.a general,conceptual
base for multfple linear:regression sO that participants can bet-
ter apply and interpret the, results of the application of these
procedure?. .The session will be condudied with application as
the majot focus: The knowledge of mUltiple regression 'analysis
necessarY to set up the ctrol cards and interpret the resylta
for the i3Mti and SPSS computer prOgrams wiX1 be"?the conceptual
content of the sessionL4Examples distributed and dis-
tussed throughout the. ion. It will- be assumed that the-
participants have basic knowledge of correlation andsimple,
analysis of. variance. All participants should bring a calcula-
tor" which,has the four basic functiongand a square.root'key.

,
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AWANALYSIS.AND COMPARISON OF EL ARY

111 PRE-SERVICCAND IN-SERVICE SCIENCE T thERS'

.;

BELIEFS ABOUT TEACHER CLASSROOM BEHAVIORS

Willis J. Horak

0;

_
University of Arizon'a

Tucson, AZ 85721'

*1,

Teacher attitudes and 1e1ief6 have been studied by educational
researchers for many yeara. Early research studies by,Kerlinger
(1956), Ryans and Wandt (1952), and Gibb (1955) have stiggested
that there are common gvoups or dimensions of behaviors and
beliefs about educational practice. Wehling and Charters (1969)
later Wentified eight dimensions of teacher beliefs that were
not unique to particular' populations, and Soniag (1968) analyzed
thedimensions of teacher perceptions of classroom"behavior
an&-identified four recognizable factors Ln'various teacher
samples. In the area of science education, recent studies have .

been reported by,Bybee (1975, 19785 and' by Horak and Lun'etta V

(1979). These studies have generally shown that groUps of sci-
ence teaching behaviors may be _prioritized and that types, of
science teachers may be identified relative to their ,beliefs
about the importance of specific science teacher behaviors- in
the classroom. .

The main objective of this stUdy was to see if specific science
teacher types could be identified among elementary inservice

,
and preservice teachers. Additionally these science teacher
types forreach sample were analyzed for their correlation with
previously reported teacher types identified in junior and senior
high school science teachers.

Q-methodology and,tediniques were used to analyze the belief
patterns of teachers With respect to.statements dealing,with.the
classroom behaviors of science teachers. The instrument used was
the 8cience Classroom Behavior Q-sott (Horak and Lunetti,-1979).
This4linstrument has,reported content validity and-test-retest
reliability of 0.810. The'sample for this-study consisted of 80
pteserVice .elementary teachers and 80,inservice elementary
teachers from a regional,area. In Q-methodology, selection of
the participants is not usually,done.,randomly, but.rather they
are choSen to represent identifiable divisfons of the poPulation

cb.



- with whichthe study is concerned. For this study', background
characteristics and grade preferences of the participants were
used to help identify relevant Segments ofjhe teacher popula-
tion.-

The data consisted of the 160 participantls sorts of the 80 behav-
ioral items into a quasi-normal distribution. Beliefs about the
relati-vejmportance of specific science,ttaChing behavior were
determined by item rankinga.on an 11 point scate ranging from
perceived most important behaviors to perceived least important
behaviors. The data obtained was analyzed using an extended
factoring program which provides a single-execution method for
handling all phases of Stephenson's Q-analysis.

Similar science teacher types were identified in both the pre-
servicv and the ,inservice samples. These science teacher types
were additionally found to.correspond closely with types previously
identified and reported for junior and senior high school science
teachers. The percentages of teaChers identified laith each type
were, however, different. Descriptions of the science teacher
types also showed that they could generally be associated with
underlyin§ psychologital theories. These resillts etended the
generalizability of the previously reported researdh to include
elementary preservice and inservice science teachers. They
also indicated that it may be necessary for future research on
teacher beliefs and bel viors to consider teacher actions in a
more global sense, _as well as:for science teacher education insti-
tntions to include modules in their curriculum that relate to
relevant behaviors for thesebroad categorizations of science
teacherst
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USING SCIENCE ACHIEVEMENT TO

VALIDATE STUDENT TEACHER COMPETENCIES

Capie

Kenneth G. Tobin
Margaret Bowell

--Univei-sity of laeoritft

,,Athens, GA 30602

Objectives
LI

,

This study was designed to determine the validity of competencies
whieh are the bests' of professionak:Teaoher. 'certification.

Rationale ,

GeOrgia is implementing performance assessment as part of the
teacher certification pr'ocess. The TeacherPerformanee Assessment
Instruments (TPAI) (Capie et al, 1979) have evolved over a three
year period to assess e'ssential competencies. Competency deleCtion
and instrument developmewwere.described earlier (Okey and Capie,
1979): A,preiiminarYi edition was used.in this study.. Each compe-
tency is defined by two to five spec.ific behavior'statements called

indicators. Each is rated on a.five-point scale representing de-
grees of increasing 'proficievy. The five Scale points,are defined
to reduce ambiguity and enhahce'interrhter agreement.

The inwument's have Veen studied extensively to determine their
technical characteristics. Modifications have 1)een made- losed on

formal and informal feedback, 'studies of interrater agreement,and
)internal consistency, factor-analyses, and Various validity irivesti-
gations. The best measure:of validity has.been considered the
ability to prvdict student-achievement. Consequently, this study
was planned to determine what, portion of the variation in pupil
achievemnt could be attrif:puted to measures of student teackler's'

competence.

Methods

ThirtY-three undergraduate interns in early elementary educatioh
and several hundred elementary pupils participated in the study;

4
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Interns visited Classrooms for two days early in the first quarter
of a'two quarter senior internship. They returned to campus and
prepared a short science unit for (Ise in the school. During the \.!

firritfull week of school-activity the unit.Was implemented. In-

terns'were rated on the TPAI by their science instrucfor as well-
as an .instructor in genival methods after independent observations.

,

Thirty-six TPAI indicators comprising twelve competencietrwere
rated. In addition, factor scores besed on analyses by Tobin et
al (1979) were computed.. All scores were available from both
data sources as'well as from the combination of the twci.

-Pup11s-werepre=-Snd-posttested on-unit objectives with instru-'
ments developed by the interns. An-effectiveness index derived
from the pre-and posttests was the class mean of a measurecalled
the percentage of the remaining gain Computed :for each pupil.

v. The difference between the post- and pretest (observed gain) was
divided by the difference between the maximum i'possible score and
the pretest score (possible gain) and then multiplied by 100 to
compute the percentnge of remaining gain (splip-half reliability

0.92

A multiple regreSsiOn of the factor scores against the teecher .

effectiveness index was cdMpleted. Pearsob product moment Correla-
tions'vere compu-ted between the effectiveness index and each
ihdicator rating and each competency, aad factor score.

Results

A totfil of.71 significant correlatiqns were identified (p 0.05)

in the various analyses. A sun ary is reported in Table 1. Corr,la-
dons ranged,t0_0.72 for indic ors and 0.66 for competencies. R-
values ranged to-055:.

Conclusions

The results'affirm the valdityof TPAI competencies among pre-
, service.teachers- The most consistent pattern of significant

correlations reflected classroom management skills. The fact,or
scores,which represent all indiCators produced significant It'.
velues'which is strong evidence for the validity of the competency
set. InStrument validity is better studied with multiple raters
to increase generalizability.
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TABLE

'

Correlations between teadher ratings
and pupil achievement gains in science

First Occasion
Science College Coaine4

Instructor Supervisor Ratings

Number of indicators rated 11 32 33

(

Number of significant
correlations 17 fi ,

Number of Competencies rated '11 , .11, 11

-Numbeeof significant .4.

correlations 9 9
,

The complete paper discusses several related methodological iSsUes
such as multiple raters and ,appropriate inference.level for obser
vational instruments.
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COGNITIVE STRUCTURES AND ACHIEVEMENT INtPHYSICS

'George Pallrand
David VanHarlingen

Rutgers University
New Brunswick NJ 08903 ,

,

Ttle difficulties experienced by students in introductory college
physics courses are wel): known. The problems students eneounter
in such courses may accohnt tR part for he recent interest among
physics teachers in the Character oEthe.cognitivT Structures which

-students possess. The th'oughe' processes calied: upon in understand-:.
ing physics may be 'new to, as weiras under-developed. in, many .

students entering college. ,The'ditficulties,experienced by'many
in the more abstract sciences and mathematics courses suggests
'that this relationship should be examined.

The thouggt:processes identified by Piaget in cWaracterizing formal-
thought provide'a useful paradigm to examine such a question,. This
research examined the availability mmong students of a or& to' One
matching strategy in contrast to 8 group strategy as these related
to achievement in physics. Fifty subjects,entolled in a physics
course at the university level participated in the experiment.

The one to one matching.strategy consisted of matching attributes
of.a variable to an individual instance. 'The group structure on
the other hand enabled the subject to considera populatior\ within
which he may be included 9,r excluded on the basis of attributes.

.

Avaitability of these coghtive structures was determined from-
individual resp:Inses to a propositional logic test. These strate-
gies were further related tO the availabilttyof'Confirming and.
',disconfirming stratehd.es as exhibited tn hypothesis testing
situations. A modification of the Wesson and Johnson74,aird
'four card task was used for this purpose. It was hYpothe0;ed,_
that a confirming,strAtegy woUld be used by individuali?using a
one to .one matching strategy while those processing the group,
structure wid use the diiconfirming'strategy.

The analysis indicates that ability,as measUred by'the logic test
is related to achievement'in physics. The CorrelatiOns between,
logic score and the sum of mid and final term grades was ..48.

The ,correlations between tht items (copjunction ancidisjunction)
used. as a measure of the availability of'a matching strategy.
was .39, While the correlation between the items.(impLication and
biconditional) used as a,measure of the availability of a group
structure wits .52. The scores on hypothesis checking items pro-
vided a correlatibn of .54 with group structure items and .15
-with matChing 'strategy items. '
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The correlations between logic items and the hypothesis checking
task exceeded those77ith physics achievement. -This -Suggests
that students demonstrating the,more limited cognitive structures
may attain at best an average grade while those pgssessing t
more advanced structures May be distributed over the entire,ra-ife
of grades, with the greatest concentration in the above category..
The eiptence of certain cognitive structures appears to be a ne-
Cessary'condition of,achievement in physics. Availability of
&ore advanced stNuctures does not proVide a sufficient condition
for,above average achievement. This analysis further suggests that
introductory courses may not fully utilize available cognitive
structures of many students.

4
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THE RELATIONSHIP BETWE6 LOGICAL OPERATORS AND

ACHIEVEMENT.IN UNIVERSITY PHYSICS

Walter Lockwood
George Pallrand
David VanHarlingen

Rutgers University
New 'Brunswick, NJ 08903

Recent studies 144 shown significant relationships between
physics achievement and performance on tasks involving the
analysis of statements relating to logic structures. These
'statements halie emphasized logical operators such as conjunc-,
tions,,disjunctions, implications and bicOnditIonal situations.
It appears that conjuhctions and the inclusive disjunction are
poorer predictors since nearly all students tested possess the
struCtures associated with these tasks. The combined scores
of the implication and biconditional statements,are highly
predictive as ve the total combined scores!..4

This investigation deals With the observation that a very small
subset of "answers or choices are very ndarly equival,ant in
iiredictive power to the total,test sCore. This subset, called
the "null" Set are the included.but non-specified items on the
implication and,biconditional satements. 'It appears. that the
null'set, consisting of 12 itens, was as nearly predictive of
.success a4. the 64-item total score.

The sample for' this study is comprised of students from similar
populations f first ygar university physics students. The
.first group'224 was selected from 500 science major& enrolled

' in the 1978-79 school year, A second group of 50 frdm 105
students in the 1979 summer sesilon, and the third group,consist-
ed of 440 of,776'students in the 1979-80 school year majOrin4
:in engineering.

There is 'a.distinctly bimodal distribution of the scores.which .

is Prighly consistent. Over the three sequential'. test periods
the distributions for the group of nearly 1600 students are very
similar.- -Approximately 15% of the students taking the test miss
all 12 items and over.30% answer them all correctAk.
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Nearly 507, of all the errors on the test were observed to occur

in this subset ofanswers. .A significant relatiOnahip Wilats to-
,

exist between the total number of these item missed and final
grade, early course withdKaWal and the number of clase-dropouts.

Comparison of (he lower 'end pf,the "rmll" set distribUtion cores
with lbwer.grAdes, D and F, nd dropoyts show a 'Pearson produ-ct
moment'correla0.on coeffient of .3 whicfi is statistically signi-

ficant atIthe .001 level, These reiults indicate students scoring
low on this 12 item subset test.Wave a very high probability of
performing poorly in a university level physics,course.

Detailed analysis of student behavior when solving eXtended,logic
-typt-ptotems-indicated those-missing manTitems-on the. null aet
tended to use i one-to-one matchingstrategy,while those missing
none or only' a few tended to yiew Nhe larger set of items as groups
"or in a holistic manner. -Veye did expear to be a transitional
state in which the subjeCttsed a vWing mix of the-two strategies.

Very poor .performance'on the 'nu11" et apPears to indiCate that-
these students generally willHearn grades of,C or lowAr.
interviews are needed to determine whether ttie use of a matching
straegy is related.to a student's strategy for solving physics

problems.

-
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Frequently students who:succesprfullycom-Plete a developmental,
,

(remedial) science course encounterdlfficultfes when they,
'41

Subsequently,enroll'ill a college level science course. ReAlnt- N

.research.suggegts such difficulties may be'related to,gtheuni0aWr
..-

ability of ceitain 'cognitive schemes. Out reSearch exam*nek-th6'Y.''
relatiouship.between ayailability,of a one-to-one matching sttagy ,

in contrast to a group:strategy and achieveMentln sciencelcuurses.
This research, conducteelmohg forty-four community college deeld.W t

mental chemistty students and filty university physics atuden,esi '' .';

prOvides some explanation.lor the"aforementioned difficulties,
. .

.,4, - .,, .,,

. /

.

S

.

, ..,Ii'
,-.

The insttuments used were,a logic test pnd a hypothesis cbe0d..91'1 ..
.task. The-correlatiton amorig'the community 4college students.:betbAlt:en,__A.".._.,%,- "

^,L

logic' test score dnd developthental chemistry final course grade"Wes,
.59,:comparing with a correlation of .51 between:the same logic
test-and final grade in the universtiy physics course. The logic ,

1

test waS then split intd two parts, The correlation wfth finO
.

grade.between items (conjunctiOn and disjunction) of the,logic test
used to measure the El-lailab4l4ty of a one.-to-one matching strategy S

.

was .53 with,.a median score of 28 .5ut of 32,for'the community colT ...

lege students. -.This-contrasts with.a correlation of .39'and a. I,' 4." 0

Median of 31 =for qte universitystudents. The cortqation' with ' .0
final graae betweeh items (implication and biConditldilal) of the .

-.. ,,;:, -,

4

logic test used tomeasure the.aVOlability of the grovp 'strategy
was .40 with a median of 19 Out of 32 for_the Community college

.,,.:

students. In contrast the..correlation was..45with,a median, of ,

29-for the 'OniversitY students. The significantly:lower median' ,.

score for the community cbllege-studen'tS indicates that "the .group ..
...e,:..,:, ,,.
...

strategy, is not as fully.developed amohi them as among the univer-
sity students. This contrasts with the individual Matching

.

strategy Where the medians' of the two groups are almost'equal and 4

not signifiahtly different. .
. #
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The score on a'hypothests checking task provided torrelations of'.

.46 with _group struct01,itema end -40 with'ind*Viduhl mWhing
itims,Yith a peditin of 1.8 out of'8 f r the cuhmTunity college

students. ihis tentrastsiwith correlations'of .52-and .15'with's
median .of 3:6-tur-the"-nrrfverreity---444idtist.-e-.,...---,....._,.. ,

. .

. .

, ,- ,

-- . . ,. ,
. -

These retsutts may,peovide somepinsight itIto the'difficulties. A
- T
"entountered by students.wheft they complete's deveDopMentat 'science
cdurse-and enrollItn a lull collegeAevel cpurceb. &large coM-

,...,

ponent of, achieyement fn a developmehtal ectence cdurse ls -mastery'.

of'ihe terminol6gy and vocabulary'of the acietice; a necessary"
' skill,:but one with ajarge verbal componenl. Ih..contrast, in

the-college level science Courses, the logicS1 component tends -

predominste.in:schievement. Students_who,do not possess more_-___
fally developed cogn4ive structures (those who'can utilize one-td-
ohe matching strategrhut not the group structure) are 4ible tp
subcessfully complete the developmental/course but encounter_diffi,-,
culties with the college level courses tn science. Those who'

possess the more fully developed struCtures nsully encounter po .

difficulties, with' the developmental course.and e,able to.fumtion
. "in the-college level science 4ourse as, wellits any other stUdents.

,--

, ....... .... ,

1
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COGNITIVERACTORS AND:PHYSICS ACHIpATEMENT

avid VanHarltngen

George Pallrand
.t

Rutgers -University-
New Brun.swick, NJ 08903.

Al

Introductory OhysicsfrcoUrses.at the college level:have frequently .

produced.difficulties for many students who had not-enc?untered_
such frustrations with other aca.demic subjects. A number of-,
studies,have,attempted to determine whether certain abilities'
distinguish successful(students (those attaining.an,"A" or "13")
from unsuccessful students.(those attaining."D" or failing grades).
Many of these studies have focussed'on SAT'score's, basic matheMati- ,
cal skills., Piagetian items, prior exposure to science,or mathe-
matics, grade point averages and other.bro4a background varables.

_This study focused on determining whether iihysics achievement
.

'could be related to sets of Cognitive factors covering .matheMatic:
al ability, logical reasoningtwo spatial.dimensions, and. 'erbal

,

ability. The subjects were 519 students, mostly sophoMdres
.

omplej
ting the first semester of an.introdUetory calculus-based..ph ics

coutse aimed primarily at students majoring in the sciences at.,
an eastern state university. Of these, approxtmately.85% alSo

,-

completed a pretestconsisting of A three part Mathematics test.,
.

three tests of logical reasoning and three spatial tests. VT
Scores were alsoobtainable for about 75% of the subj,cts.

Princtpal com6onents factor analysea were performed.using first
only the ind6pendent variables and then incldding the dependent
vifriable (physic's' aphievement): 'The total score on three p ics
tests takeh during the semester.

The first factor analysis 'produced two factors: pne comprised of'
the mathematical teats 'and lOgical reasohing tests; thesecond
was comprised of the spatial tests. When physics tests were in-

. .

cluded, they loaded on the same factor as the math and logic
tests. The two factors accounted for nearly 60% *of the variance
in the first instance and only slightly less than that in the
second.
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A regression analysis was coMpleted uaing the individual tests
to determine the contribution of more'specific abilities to'
physics achievement.

Thirty percent of the variance in physfcs.score was attributable
to three tests: ihe overall mat.h ab.lity, a test-of pr469sition:
al logic and a test of visualization, When the tests,wereArrPOO
into subparts, the parts o*he,math test most predictive were
those invotvin,g items from calculus and functional relationShipa,
and those from geometry-and triAnometry. Items on tha. logic test
involving implications and biconditional statements were also
significant predictors.

A,
It appears from these results that a logical-mathematica ability
is of majo'r importance in succeeding in physics. ,Our se ondary-
schools' and early college courses need to.concern themselves with
solidifying students mathematical foundations, especially.in
second ond third year courses and devejoping logical reasoning
ability involving conditional statements for students intending
to-major in the sciences.

A
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SCIENCE .E,CATION 'AND BILINGUALISM

Mary Ellen Quinn

Edgewood Independent,School District'
San-Antonio, TX -78230-

Carolyn Kessler

University of Texas,at San Antonio
San Antonio, TX 78230

The purpose of this papei is t,9 present statistical evidence that
bilingualism has a po'SlAive:effect on the ability of students to
formulate scientific hyotheses or solutions, to science problems
and thewto offer a possible explanation for that positive effect
together with itg-implicatioms for science education. An explana-
tion of the results is based on Piagetian theory. Implications
of the study apply to language as well aA scienceeducation.

The subjects who formed- the sample of this investigation -were
sixth grade students in six intact classrooms. One treatment
end one control group were monolingual English7speakini; Children
from an upper socio-ecanomic area in suburban Philadelphia,'
Pennsylvania.. Another tveatment end control group came from
a low socio-economic area in SouttvPhiladelphia. Of this group,

'one section was monolingual English-speaking, another section .

was Italian-Engligh bilingual. The third group consisted of '

Spanish-EngliSh bilinguals in a very liy socio-economic area of/
San Antonio, Texas. All Of the last group had participated in
bilingual education programs during primary grades,.an opportun-

. -ity which had not been available to the Philadelphia bilingual
Children.

All.subjects in the treatment groups partl.ctOated in a series of
twerve pcience inquiry film sessions and six discussion sessions,
each 40 minutes in length. Each film session, based.oh a three-
minute iilm loop depicting a single physical science problem,'
ended with the stwierits writ-inCas-menhypothases:_es_they
in a rigorously controlled twelve minute period. Tbe indiVidual
papers were.then scored using ehe Hypothesis Quality Scale.develop-
ed by Quinn (1975). At the end of the 18-lesson instructional
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period, a new series of hypotheses was elicited and scores from
these were used as the criterion variable. Analysis of covariance

, was then used to compare the following: Treatment with control
groups, socio-economic groups and monolingual with bilingual groups

of children.'

A modification of Campbell and Stanley's Design Twelve (1963) was

employ,e with analysis of covrariance. Before being given any in-

Y'
struct on in hypothesis formation, students in the thife control
groupsfwere testea on the criterion variable. In eff ct, this.
meant that each control group constituted a non-treatment group,
a technique permitted by Campbell and Stanley's Design Twelve

when its assumptions.are met. Those assumptions were' met in this

-study. Instruction-in -hypothesia-formation-preceded_the cric.erion._
variable test for Ihe tireatment groups. The Hypothesis Quality

- Scale proved to possess an interjudge reliability coefficient of
0.94 when tested by the Nash-Beyers interjudge reliability compul

4 ter program based on Winer (1962).
4

Results indicate that the treatment groups performed signtficantly
better than the control'groups. There was no significant difference

between the socio-economic groups. The bilingual childre6 performed
significantly better than the monolingual children at -both high and

low socio-economic levels.

.

'Plaget's theory of internal conceptual development offers .explana-
coyy power for the observed dif,ferences between the monolingual
children and the bilingual children of this study since theqbi-
linguals apparently experience more fully the conceptual oonflic-t
that triggers accommodations in cogniti.ve development, a position
that would account for the superior scores-of.the bilingual
children.

The results reported here have implications for ficience education

as well s language e4ucion. They suggest, among other.thinglo
that Students educatedtrrmore than one language will be better
science problem-solvers than theitf monolingual peers: For science
educators at all levels this could mean the active.seeking af
bilingual students. This"could in turn mean a. closer working rela-
tionship between language and science educators.
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PREDICTORS OF OVERALL ACADEMIC, SCIENCE, AND

MATHEMATICS ACHIEVEMENT IN BLACK,

INNERCiTY ADOLESCENTS

Mae T. Lee

Community School District #4
New York, RY 10035

Theresa J. Jordan

New York University
New York, NY 10035

Tina J. Jacobowitz

Montclair State College
Upper Montclair*, NJ
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The purpose of this investigation-was 'to examine the'reletions
among the predictor variables, verbal ability, academic SW-
concept,. and.academic 1ocup. of control and the criterion vari-.
able, achievement, i.e.,.,overall aCademic, science, and mathema-
tics achievement. Previous studies .(Jordan, 1979; Jordan And
Jacobowitz, 1979) conducted at Project City Science with black,
innercity adolesdentS showed that academic self-concept was more
predictive of academic achievement in boys than in girls,4
-similar trend occurred in science and mathematics achieVement.
Furthermore, there were no significant ctoss-sex differences in
academic seaf-concept. That is, although both boys and girls
held similarperceptions of their acadethic capabilieies; the
relation between these self-percAptionS and achievement variables
was significantly stronger for boys than .fOr girls. What.accounts
for this.dtscrepancy? From ongoing classroom observationk, we
noted that teachers demonstrated differential reinforcement
patterns. Girls were generally reinforCed.for more stereoty0ic
verbal behavlor, while boys were .reinforced for mote reality-. -

based, situation-spectfic behaviors. For 'example, in science -

classes-boTs were reinforced for "hands-on" as well as verbal \'

skills, while girls were only rewarded for verbal performance.
Though girls perceived that they ccAld perform lacademically:, qley
may not,havefelt they possessed control'ovag ,actual schlevement.

S.
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Hence, the critical affective variable in addition to academic
setf-concept is academic locus of control. -Consequently, a
measure of this variable was included as a predictor to explain
this aex difference.

Three instruments were administered on a group basis to 229
(108-males and.121 females) blackeighth grade tnnercity students:
Tbe,Self-concept,o1 Academic Ability Scale, the IntelleCtual
Achievement Responsibility Stale, nn th'e Peabody Picture VO9(bu-
lary Test. Overall grade point average, science, and mathetiatics
grades were the criterion measures. To mfnimize reading prjblems,
all instructions and items were read aloud.

Both commonality and multiple regression procedures were employed
inr the dato_analyses. These data were analyzed iep#rate,ly by sex.

Some salient findings were:

1 Verbal ability in combination with academic selfr
concept and loCus of conttol contributed signj.-

,
ficant proportions- of val.-tante to overall academic
as well as science and mathematics.achievement
for brh sxes: 4-

For boys, all three Independent variables contributed
significant propottiona of unique va-riance to overall
academic achievement. For girls, only verbal'ability
and academit self-concept contributed significant pro-

f A

portions..

3. Academic locus of control was not a significant pre-
Aicitor oE science achieveqlent for either sex. How-

-ever, it was a significant predictor of 6athematics
achivement in boys.

.

Our hypothesis that acadeMic.locus of control would explain the sex
dis.crepancy in relations between the affvctive and achievement vari-
ables was not substantiated. Results indicated that for females,
locus of control wa5 not a significantlx.edictor of achievement.
However, for males, it was a potent,predictor for overall as well
as mathemaeics achievement. These iritermediate-results suggest
a necifor differential reinforcement for the two sexes While
enhancement of academic locus of control may lead-to hiper achieve-
ment.for males, it'hbs no eect 011 females. In future analyses
,of these data we need to control Zor the effects of verbal abtlity.
and to examine further sex differences.

;.^ .65
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THE-ANALYSTS OF A TAILOR-MADE CURRICULUM

AND ITS IMPACT UPON 5TH AND 6TH GRADErINORITIES

AND FEMALE CHILDREN

Westbrook, A. Walker

Arizona State University
Tempe, AZ 8'5281

.04

Rationale and Objectives

Science is taught in elementary schools to bring about.pupil
growth in the cognitive, affective and psychomotor domain's of-
knowledge. Beisenhertz (1972)".stated that in most claisrooms
a major part of the school-day is spent with,language_arts and

mathematics being taught as mechanical\ states with little or no
deviation in approach from day to day. Now scienceis slowly
being integrated intb4hat mode causing children to lose interest '
in the process of sciencing. Walker (11,73) found that:

1. the use of a vAriety of strategies employed in
4cience tesching offered the participants the pro-
cedural option of selecting anclutilizing a sl'ecific
strategy for his/her own Learning style;

2. the application of a "tailor-made" instructional
yequence improved the abilities of-minority and cul-
turally different levrners when direct, specific merbál
inlructions were stated in the longuage of their
environment; and,

3. the use of action verbs to articu1ate'a,specific
objective proved effective in increasing the partici-
pant's ability'to achieve.

ciJ
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The pufposes of this study were:

1. to develop an embryAlc structure for an experimental
instructional technique in science so that the design
And philosophy encourage the use of varied teaching
techniques in meeting the need of a participating
learner;

9. to4measure pny positive increase in perfol-mance or any
fluctuation in performance resulting from he use,of
the technique; and,

3. -to-develop and-evaluate-An-instrument-by-Use-of-a-
'- particular technique for isoliating other variables.

Methodology'and Design

Sixty-seven elementary children from.one school vire toed id a
large group setting from an inner city area. The sample consisted
of 21 fifth grade and 46 sixth grade youngsters,'all divided
.into three classes. This sample included six Mexican-Americans,
one whi A!i4rican, and sixty black Americans. All volanteered
to pargicipa e tn the study. rhe behavioral.skills to,be develop-:
ed in the st dy were distingugshing andNiallipulating. The pro-

cessess usedi to engender these, behaviors were:

(a) team teaching
(b) individualized inst,ruction
(c) programmed inst-:uction
(d)- laboratory-oriented instruction

.The media selection included instructional television, video-tape
recording, electromagnetic tape-recordings and 16-millimeter films.

The design used for this study was a one group pretett-posttest
time series design which iltilized multiple measurement proCesses
on the experimental group.and introduced continual treatments
during the time;series of measurement. Stanley and Campbell (1963)
diagrams this in tLe following fashion:

01 0,4 03 04 X 05 06 07 08

'Instyuments and Data

The evaluation instruments werecomposed of fifteeri 8 x,10" high-
glossed magnetil photograms produced by,a.photographic chemical
process.
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The lines of forCe captured on the magnetic ph6tograma -were
,

produced by manipulating magnets beneath photographic paper
sandwiched between two clear sheets of Olexiglass. Iron fillings
were sprinkled on the plexiglass producing the lines of-forces ,
to be reproduced by the 1eirner. -Written questions were devel-
oped for the study to ac ompany a-pictorial diagram 00randomly
arranged particles: Driifrings of symi4etrica11y arranged particles.,

were also .designed to e lain magnetized and non-magnetized.
substances.

The statis
A
rcal L.tests ed on data collected were the analysis of

variance, :afysis' of S multivariate linear model, and the uni-
--variatie -and' multivariate analysis of variance, covariance titcl
regression for trend analysis.

Results And Conclulaions

The tests'of the mill hypotheses stated for the study resulted in
the rejection of dertain hypotheses. On measurements 0

1
. . ..0

8
tests.of gaiils were made add were significant at the
.01 level, Repeated measures, between groups and\by groups were
all significant af p d .0001. 'There wag mean achievement'in
observation which showed significance at the .01 level. Language
usage proved significant at the .01 level. The posttest showed no
significant difierence for all groups.: Correlations showed that
the participants oere able to solve problems witho4 being excel-
lent readers. Correlations between'language usage and concept
developing skillswere positive and significant at the ,05 leVei.

Moreover, the study concluded that the difference in use-of the
strategies proVided in this study offered the participants of the
study procedural options of selecting and utilizing the\ strate-
gies which were suitable for their, learning styles; theuse of
nonverbal instruMenfs allowed for cultural freedom, and achievement
was significant.

t
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ANALOGIC MODELS IN THE LABORATak EXERCISE:

ONE METHOD FOR.TEACHING TO THINK

1

Gerald T. Johansen, Sr.

Cornell Univer5ity
Ithaca,-.NY'l44.53

Recent writings in educational and science philosophy and in-
educetional psydhology'have begun to focua upon the very acti-
vities that represent how thinking begins, and hoW this thinking
manifests itself.in the creation of the various disciplines of'
man'S inbellectual endeavors. The ppoduCts of his thinking
within the various disciplines are'the sorting systems which
become the conceptual and methodological means by which quevions
'are posed and answered within that dtscipline. The works-of
.Elkana, Kuhn, Toulmi.n, and others in science philosophy stress
that the purposefulactivity of conceptual construction is uni-
quely dependent upon, the cognitive "goggles" of the knqiejedge
creator. Ausubel and Novak have articulated a cognitivrtheory
of learning which demonstrates how concepts are.learned and how
these concepts become the subsumers so thati new.concepts can be

learned meaningfully. Belth, in en attempt to,articulate the
models of a discipline of educaton, has defined the act of

thinking as metaphorizing or analogizing. The teaching models,
deducible from Belth's theory of the discipline, become the
sortin systems by which the teacher and-student can "see" the
btructu e of a piece of knowledge, how thaknowledge is created;
and how bt khowledge cah later be changed or transformed to'
form new types of knowledge.

This paper attempts to.show.how these varioUs.avenues of concern
from"philosophy and ps7cholou can ke merged together,to fOrm
a coherent theory of .trching and learning. As an erample of.
this, the laborator)Hexercise is ahown to be a .paradigm case of-'
the theory, and Plne,tiils'by which students Can be taught to think,
Tha labbratoxy exeriSe, thOught pTfiviously to demonstrate .onIx
the "proc,ess" of sciehcef-can notalle used,t45 deiTIOhstrate ql.fgcet
pf. the 'concepipiill. natre, of :sci,,ene:and t.o te&th stodpnts that: tW:

Onstruqtiori of"'experiefOenta). 4esign,repraSints,,,a.partUUlar
kind ofanalog.S.'.; '0111e.,that .is .1)ased .upon: the":ideas that what happr

.al,e,tilbizfatory is-an analOgpe of what oc.curs:in.naA1.14,.
;.,cdtlitVL evidence .feam .actUal. cressrooM :01pe.rienceSHvqitkihti,

teaching- strategy wi.11. be 1scusaeC -
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EFFECTS OF DIAGNOSTIC T

A

INU ON gCHIEVEMENT, RETENTION,

AND ATTITUDES OF GH SCHOOL BIOLOGY STUDENTS

Sandra Hall Holmes
Willtam Capie

University of Georgia
lAthens, GA 30602

Ar.

ObjectiVes

The purpose of this study was to determine if achieVement of
high school btology students and attitudes toward the topic
were affected by using diagnostic tests.

Rationale

The goals of mastery lTarning would be endorsed by most teachers
but implemen ing a mastery learning program is difficult.- Implied,
'in the mastery arning model Is fte7testing, litstrUction based
on test results, posttesting, with reteaching and,retedting con-,
tinuing until an acceptable mastery level has been obtained. The
logistics of iuch a system are beyond the capability of most
teachers.

Writers (Brat t, '1976; Okey, Brown, Fiel, 1972) have advocated
beginning ta i plement 'the mastery learning model in a manage-
able way.. t_igg tions include beginning with one or rwo units
or,allowing stucj4ts to manage scoring Chores.

Poother dpproacll detprmine which elements of the mastery
jealining :prcgraWare Nticel to its effectiveness. Diagnostic

- -teSPicikhas.fiebn,postulat d as the key_element of the program
.(Okey,-(19741. Alra§ian, 197 Diagnostic testing has been shown

, ,

E0 increase,achiev:erffent in ssience instruction in several studies
mtddle.Schbol And coil owlevel 'OaUnders,,1978i Yeany,

:Dtist.;bd.M'!Atchew;1.9/9).1 b:ms quevrly, thJs study was 'undertaken.
; .%tb.4deferniine. If diagnositicntesting would affey achievement among

laah'schouls,stugents.
, .

. 11 .1 f
0
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Methods
.,

4 .
, . .

The subjects, in the.study were 37 tenth grade students in two
SuCvey of 0.o1ogy classes. BecaUse studemts, were,assigned by

, * k

CoMOUter to classes, no systematic difference exi$ted bktween ,

.
.

them. Oneeclass'was'randomly chosen.ai-,rhe trettmiint group.
. .

Thetreatment`spanned- three two-week units.' The same methods
, were.used in each, class except that.one received only objec-..

tiVes'for ithe unit while the other also took disgnostic-tests
overtone to three days instruction. Five to ten-minutes were

A requited for each test'including.scoring,by the students; re-
sufts were not-known to the teacher.

Students.took a suMmative. tpst over each unit and a comp en-

'tive test two weeka after the experiement. The teacher-made
objective tests were validated against unit Objectives. Reli--
abilities for Cie four tests were .87, .85, .85 and .81, re-

spectively.

Attitudes were assessed with a questionnaire consisting of
statements Which the stude.nts rated on a five-point scale from
strongly disagree ScoTes represented the.sum of'the,values
for all items with positive values being rated 5., Alpha sreli-

ability for this me sure was .65.

An analysis-of varianc was completelpon each set Of data.

NI

Results
_

Group means for the (7:.;!7-E o tests-were nearly'tdentical. On
the third summative rest and on the retention test there were
significant differences in achievement favoring the treatMent
group.

There also were slight but "significant differilnces n attitude

favoring the tv'atment group.

Conclusions
,

..

This study did sbow that'aiagnoatic testing increased achieve
ment among biology Students. ,As in stUdies with students at
other levels, the eftetts were_ not immediately apparent. Some..

time m4y be necessary ,ftfr studento become oonvinced that
testing really helps.

,

.. , 4 , 1'
4

Attitude Aiffetenc,tag_were.hemall4ut delirabte., I't do'es seem ,

reasonable thaL-Stuaiints:Who do7well wilylave positi.y. at,ti-
.,

.., tudes, even though t js effetChas hot been démorptnatedeton.-
, ,, .

Sistently).
/

, - ...

%;
, 4

,
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It is encouraging that a retatAvely simpAe,procedure such As
using the short diagnostic teats several times each week,°can
increase achievement. However, 0 stuldy- has shown that ehe
effects would persist if the tredtment Were maintained for a
longer period. 4
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AN ANALYSTS OF METRIC ACi

USInG TWO MODES OF COMPUTER.INSTRUCT,ION

S-trickland
Pete Sturm'

Indian8 University
Bloomingron IN 47405

J.

The Poteatipl.lor effective instruction via the comPuter medium e:
has been substantially'llethonstrated (Liilabutg, Cdston,
and.SnOdgrass, 1974; .StaCkland, 1979a;.'Strrfa1aridi.1975b; Okey

and Mpjer, 197eq'Due11 ad Smith,-1973)44, .Since :the use.of com-
puters in some form seems judicious, theAugstikiis refinemen'ts
mighethen Wee next'plateau.

The -161ta1. og'this research was to examine the ef.cectiveness of two
instructionaf.modes usinip.th,e PLATO.IV.comiwutpr system in de.1.1.--
vering metric instruction to upper division college-student4,:

. .

The two modes selected were: 5

I) 'a linear interaEtive.instructional model
-(e.g., drill and .Pratice); 'and,

2) a branching'ihterattive mode
(e.g. .

., .

. . ..

,...
.. Ninety subjects were randomly assignedtO,one ot three

4.
ffeatni:ent

. ,. .

. groups --ttie two comp6ter insttuctiol *des, anka7p1p6o.
group. Subjects were administered ,an.attitudinal meE4ure" (related

L
tO COmpilterg)ç a metric pretest", ahd d short-term meMory,test

I

.Orioi- to instruction. All grcrups receiwed a posttest measure
evaluating mettic aalievement..s.

0
X -

. % a % 4.- %

N, 4
.comyariSon 'of performances on postestScores.ihdicattd sitsigni--:

.
..ficant difference 'between the,Oacebq and the experimewroi--groupsl
Moreover the branching.inreravive mode,Oroyed .to-be,isigilificaltly:
more eyecriNie in after"ibg the-subjects',mettic.achie'verdent..' Til:

_

. additj.bn, theHsubjects -experiencing the brapOhirig' interaai7e ..
. 1

.. mode Aisplayed a AirepOsitive change irrattitude"toward'comPuters.
,

ek:

4.`

11`
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,

This research indlcates thAt continued exWration and refine-
ments of computerlurriculum materials a-re needed. Additionally,
the tesults indicated,the presence of tnteractions between selected
learnee apritudes and the instructional treatments. The plausibility
of these results point'the way for further exploration.
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Crises in Science Eductition"...

Robert E. Yager
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0
. s

.SCience education needs. Constant. rerprsal to determine its
,

illignmen_Cwith the re uirewets of. the people it serveb. The

.1 prfesSlon must re d to.new demends as it tias periodicglly
.

9.

/ ,' .

, fh the post. - .

,The problems'of sotje6r 4e..yastly diffent.today and the
cOnOktions affecting them are changing Mbre.rapidly id*he ,
current,agthan-they ever_hsve in.the past. The publV. iS
cqfronte wit.hmany scienie.tel'Ated sOciai issues: atia,etwir. ,
undei6tanding0 of these issues will determine Op abil.ity Of,our:
Ociety to respond'.4ffect1vely The science Or'the 1970's anti*

Fs 'Afferent .thaft,it v:ias previt4019N%HenceAwfth-sociAI
condition (sOciety) and, science in a'periOd 0,significant
.change,, science edu'cotion muSt :resiiortiLit cannot be static.,
Clearly,some.new,directionsforfence 01Uation,are'needed.

,

'7

c>.

'
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THE : RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN STUDENTS r ATTITUDE' AND

-ACHIEVEMENT IN CHEXISTRY AND CLASSROOM LEARNING ENVIRONMENT

I

./ 'AvlNofsteln

Univerity 'of Iowa .

f Iowa .gity,-IA'52242

Ruth Ben-Zvi
r

%

The Weizmann Idttitute
Rehovot, Israel

."

Fional'e and Objectives -

/

Getzels and Thelen (1966) 'Presented a framewol!k for the Analysis
of-the school,classroom as a unique social system. ,The4r sc4gest,'
ed that classroom climate is a variable which can interact-with, -

as well as predic't, both achievement-and attitudes of students.-

''An important,contrfhution to the Understanding of the Tole of-

the. learning envirovont was made.by Anderson and Watberg (19644
in Ohich measure.ol classroom social climate was developed and

cvalidated (L.E.I.I learning Environmental Inventory). in 'Connec-
tion with the Harvard Project Ftlysica (Welch; 1973).

Ali;,

.This atudy was conducted in order to inves gate.the 1assUmption
. that stndent attitude and achievement in'chemigtry is 'relatO

o, and can be(predictea by their'tferception of the,Learang'

t -environm'e-nt of their chemistry classtoom.
4

-

'Instruments and Methodology

No

1

A mddifiekHebrew rsion of the L.E.I.slwas used in this study%
Whenever POssible, a 'chemistry notation mas given to the item,

.

13 scales (out of t)) were ussf, dilficufty, speed, apathy,,
satisfaction; cohesiveness, di4organization, competitiveness,
diversity, democracy, frtction, goal direction, and fovoriti-sm..

c.

0

7 7

a I.

8

4.

'

I
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In order'to measure'student attitude towards chemistry, ttie
semanticItifferentia4 technique was used (Osgood, et al,' 1975):
The inventory consiated of 20 (7 point rating) scales on the
concept chemistry. The number,of vasiables waa,reduced by a
factor analytic ,technique. . Four factors..were extracted and
used as measures of student attitude eowards chemistry:

Factor,I '-- Attractive and Exciting
Factor II ---Clpar.and Understandable
'Factor III Vdcessary and Useful
F.actor IV --. Inexact-arid Coniusing'

The achievement:test consist'ed oi 25 multiple choice items
des.igned to test students knowledge in chemistry at the end of
the eleventh grade (0C 1-Onbach 0.86).

The 1,4,1..,.attitude_end.achilevement test'wef-e given to 400
eeventh grade (age J.'54 students .from 124:1aqaes in eight
Israeli 'high qchools. All ptudents* were ip their second year. of
chemistry learning, studying the same.high school cHemistry
curriCula.

keialts and Discussion

In order to determine the association between the two sets of
variables a canonical correlation analysis was conducted. .Two
sigriiticant.canonical cOrrelat.ions were-obtained 0.48 and 0.41
.(p 0.091).

'Afeer Ilotation, these canonical analyses revealed 'the following-
_

pattern:
4

First Canonical-Variate

.1.eaning environment variables

Viigh goal drection high ,attractive and exciting
'high satisfaction -neCessary and useful

r ^

low . disbrganizatidn high clear andunderstandable

'§eco.nd Csnonica.1 Variat '

4
.

biigh difUcurty
'high. frictiori

''Sr;eecr:

k The two

ileertain asi)ettk Atte cl:asaroomlearnin$: et*roilment can.predict
. .

studept, A-titugles' toward chemigitryr"- ,

0
,, .

't
,

,

canonical_ ' riates obtained support rthe assumption that

;1

-cleat and understandable

a
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A,multiple regression Analysis was used in order to determine
the relationship between achieVement as the dependent variable,
and the'L.E,I. scales as independent variables. The regression

'analysis implileb pqat six scales of the L.E.I. (friction,'com-
.4yetitiyeness, diversity, apathy, difficulty and cohesiveness)
account for substantial variance (about 25%) in the measure of
student achievement in chemistry.

V

Summary

One of the most important goals of science education is the
fostering of a-positive attitude towards science as well 'as
ineteasing student athievement. From Che resul,ts obtained
in this research, it seems that creating a positiVe classroomv
atmosphere can elbance-stqdent attitudes toward science and
their achievement in science.

f
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STUDIES OF SCIENCE STUDENT ROLE SPECIFIC SELF-CONCEPT

AND PERCEKIONS OF BEHAVIOR

Ken Petersdn
Don Kauchek

'

University of Utah r

Salt Lake City, UT 84112

,.., .

-A series of studies assessing science fitudents' role specific
self-concept and per;ceptOns of behavior was completed using a
computer scored double Q-sort in'strument. The Q-sort consists
of 20 behavioral.items which Ss sort first to describe ideal
science student behavior and Alen again to describe themselves.
Computer assisted scoring con'sn-ts.of rank order correlation

and group profiles of mean item ranks. le sorts Were kidminis-
coefficient between the two7sorts a measure of self-concept)'

tered to over 800 eighth, tenth, and twelfth grade science
.students in the U.S. and Isr el.

1
Self-concelic levels were found to vary by course, class success,
gender, and individual clas;rooms at the end of courses. Tenth IP
grade,(mainly tio.11o:ey students) had the lowest levels, with
eighth graders sentors having similar higher levels. The
strongest relationship was found between classsuccess, as mea-
sured by course wade; and, self-concepE. A nearly line'ar rela-
tionsh,i0 ITs found, :with self-concept increming with higher

.-Ietter grade. ,o statistically significant self-cdncept differ-
ences were found between genders. Significant differences were
found among classes of similar ge-ade, level, course, gender and
grade slistribution. I§raeli stud'ents were found to have signi-
ficantly lower seYf-conCept levels than their,U.S. counterparts.

statistical differences in the meart ranking ofdpecific itemS ,

for a-posrtesCadministration were also found between countries
and.according to course; succeSs, gehder an4 among sipitar
classes.

0

.

f

`
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The relationship between success and self-concept is to be
e acted. The variation among courses and aged could be ex-

ained by two factors: development and selection. The young--

er.students base less of thefr self-conoept on course success
aiid take other factors into account. .Sophomores regatd grades

more seribtsly, in terms of self-esteem, apparently as mbch as
.do the seniors. However; the seniors (maanly physics students)
are a much more select group (both, self- apd insqtutional-
selected) in terms of school success and aptitude. Perhaps
some students are enabled:,;to highbr succes6 by positive feelings

of self, whtle other studentsi self-conpept is,nurtured by their
success. Interviews_mfght_clarify_these.possibilities in terms__
of cause-effect.

While,previousauthors'suggest that genders vtry in attitudd'
---Jabout scienCe, we found no significant differences. Perhaps ,

. th general.more favorable attitudes of females to school.work
counterbalances some less positive science attitudes. Specific
perceptual item differerices in mean rank by gender, success,
and course suggest tlet students do perceive classroom,life and
performance differene'fy according to those factors. The between

,
country differences may be explained more by cultural differences.
in criticism than'by actual. less good feelings about self.

1

Other resuJts of significance OD science teachers are that stu-
dents-continuAto -rank typical school 4ork behaviors higiler-than
science related behaviors. Fdr example:, the number one.ranked
item by ever_ypiassroom on which data were gatherpd was "completes

_all homework." Items eaphasizing inquiry wel.-e consistently ra6k-

ed lower, AE the same time, students ranked Classroom environ-
,

ment and cooperation iteus highly.

kP
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EFFECTS OF TEST' ANXIETY AND TESTING CUES

ON SCIENCE TEST SCORES

William J. Kermis
Larry E. Schafer

Syrscus'University and
'Liverpool School District

Syracuse, NY 13210

Objectives and Rationale

Two variables, test anxiety and testing cues, appear to'contri-'
tlute to science test performande. Hall and Hinkle'(.1972) mairitain
tbat many stUdents fftul testsbecause oE the anxiety aroused by '

the presence of ceremin cues in.thetesting qituation. Wine
(1971) has 'suggested' tIlat the unxiety experienoed by studentS
depends on two variables: The general tendency' to become'anx-
ious in a testing sitOtion.(trait-test anXpty) and the presence

iNk
or absetce of aaecifit testing cues,or'stimlui. Wine qlts further

. .

suggested that Tigh test anxious.students (HTA) shbuld attend,tb
4sruptive cues -whtch interfere with test performanta, whereas
loW test'anxi'dus (LTA) students should attencito heiu1 cues'
,whichfacilitate test performance. Since a compilationof dis-
ruptiV'e'and helpful testifigedes, has only recently-becohte
available.(Kermts, 1979), research examining the interattion
betpeen the trait op test,anxiety and specific testing cties htt'S
not been perform.ed. Hence, this,study,was designed!Co examine
the influence of-testioanxiety4(high and low) and testing cued
(disruptive and hellifull on science test scores of geology

, I 'student's.

,

VMe

thodology and Design' ,

Subjects were 28 undergradAtes enrolled in,physical geojogy.
An'initial randomized design that was tounp4balanced on test
toptent and, test fornt (disruptive And helpf6C cues) revealed
rha neither .ç.est oiontent nor the order in which the form of the
the:tests wer administred (disruptive test before helpful .

Nltt;

1.

N
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,r

rNiss verda) had any effect-on subjeats' performances. There-
.,

.,:fore, the deScgn was reduce'd to a 'posttest-only. design" (Camp-
bell and Stanley; 1963), in whiCh thore were two'levels of trait
test anxiety (RTA and LTA) and two' leve s of testing cues (dis-

' ruptive aud helpful). Subjectswere rpp tedly measured,-once
op a test with disruptive cues and ,again 1 a test with helpfui

w

'14tssEumeals ail(' 'Tata_ .

, ,,' .i
.2

.

i-Yheatitie-Trait'AnxietY' Tnventory (Spieltjerger, Cr such, and ,

1us1ene,-070)'was given to the Students to clas ify them accord-
.2.,- ...ing .10, tile, trait of tes t anxieo, GrrA or LTA4).. -The dif ferent

., geOlogy tests,' with disruptive and-helpful cues added .(Kermis
,., 1,979), were judged equivolenE on the basis of-content liffidulry /and scope by two_indepenknt expers. A. 2 x 2 anllysis of Nat''

iance (ANOVA) for repeated meilsures' was used (Bearr-and Frank- ''-

^-- lin, 1963), An'alpha levet' of .05 ons.set foe Significante
testing.

Results and Conclusions

.The vdolts of cIi2 x 2 ANO0v1. (HTAiand LTA X'disruptive and
-help6,01 testtng aues) reveale d signieicant testanxfety Tain
effect [F(1,26) = 14413, p .05] with tow test anxious students
outperforMing high test anxious st ents. neither the test-,
ing Ae main effect nor the tes nx X testing cae inter-
action were significant. The results support the"hyPothesis
that high test anxiety retards performance. Thls implies:that
teachers shoued take every precaution to redur.-test anxiety
in their students.. Since the constraints of the-experimental
setting.preclude&the use, of' the mos't d idrhptive and helpful
cues (KerMid, 1979) the questIonffor fuTthor research remains:
Do HTA students attend to.disruptive testing cues while heir

i: LTA counterparts ottetid to'helpful testing.cues?

4 6
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CONCURRENT SESSION E
" -

Techniques and Procedures .of Research

Explained Variance: Its Importance and
Techniques for Calculation

Ron Good

Florida State Univeraity \
Tailahassee, FL 32306 4

, . \\

%Knot/ledge of the magnifude of the effect(s) of an expe imental
study in science education should be of utmOst concern o re- ;

searcherein. the'fielti, but it is not being reported by the
authots of papers in,JRST. JorkIng-on the amiumption that the
reason for- the failure to repprt the magnitude of effect(s)'of
experimental studies in JRST is,a'gneeral lack of knowledge of
its importance and how it can be.calculated, this session des-
cribes the concept of "explained variance" inanalysis of vari-
4nce designs and then explains-how it canibe calculated.and.
reported.

.

i
.

.

,

Reporting the magnitude olf effect(s) of an experimental stUdy in
si.ience education.alloys one to assess the ptactical signifi-,' .

Zince of the research. Traditionally, reliability.figures in
the form of alphli levela (.05,'etc.) and probabability-values
(.2510, ..-05, .011 et.p.) have been usea in reporting the ,, ,

"significance" of ,a piece of experimentat research.- The limi-
'Cations of this practice: areiasily seen when magnitude of
effect(s) is considered. .

0 .

Three 1pdice4 fbr estimating magnitude bf"effect(s) .are eta-
..,

squared, epsilon-sqUared,and omega-squared and in this session
the last index is used.in some detail to,illustrate'techniques
for calculatirig its value in. various ANOVA 4signs in spience

.

educatiowyeSearch.
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THE.DEVEt6PMENT AND VALIDATION OF

A GROUP ,TEST OF.LOCICAL THINKING

Kenneth G. Tobin
William Capie

-University of Georgia
Athens, GA 30602 :

-

" -

The purpose Of this study was to construct aspeficil and,paper
measure of formal reasoning wIth high validity and reliability.

Procedures

Selected items fnpm a test deVeloped, by Lawson (l978)'Were a
bnsisjor developing the initial version of the Test of LOgical
Thinkitag (TOLT).. Two items were seIec.ted to measure ...9ch.cif

five modes of formal reasonihg: Propo:k-tional'reasopihg, combinr

atorial reasoning, probabflisticreasouing, correlational reason-
ing and controllingvariables. The-test incorporated demonstra-
tious and studentA selected i correct response-from a numbei-
alternatiVes and provided w'ritten juStification for Cheir selec-

tion. Ihe test-was administered to a-saMple of 102,studellts in.

grades 4R through jl.

Although t st reliability (Cronbach's1K = .79.was reasonabty
high 'severaJ factors were reducing vatliditY. One cOncern wa8
having stud nts provide writtemexplanations for the selected,
response. i e test was modified so that multiple justificationg
were pi-ov.ided ns multiple solut.ions for each problem. .

Reasqns that.had been volunteered by Objects on the first version-
of TOLT were modified and incorpOrated-into erte t;estI A correct..

solution requihd sele,ction of the Correct'response andthe best,
jusification. P

Video-taped, demonstrations.have miimized reading difficultles
.andweaed a-standard.adminiStsration procedure.: Forty minutes

.,

af;7riquired to administer th'e.test..-
,.. -.k

.

Evidence of lcurrent v alidity:was obtaitled from:a.comparison. \

qf TOLT petdiance -by,25.-college':AtUdents with perforMante.on
.5 ititerviews designed-co mwisure ppport4nal'reasbning, 6Ombig-
atoriAl reasoning, probabiliStic ,reasoning, corrgational,reason-

- ing anci controlling varfahles'.

\
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An estimate of the predictive validity_of MT was'obtained from -

a sample of 222'stOdents from grades 7 'slid 8 scienCe classes.
.1

.

Performance on TOLT was correlate'd with science precess achieve-.
ment.

, 1

Factor analysis Was used to obtain'evidence df:theeonstruct
validity of the test'. TDLT scores ft-Om 22 studints frOm'gades
7 and 8 and 129 college students enrolled- in introductary,sbi
ology courses,were.use, d in the analysis.

,t

The test reliabiii0\loc TOLT and each ; iteM sub-test was also'
esti-Mated ftOmLthe shove -data.

Result-s

A correlation'of .76 was obtained between TOLT scores and the
number of interview tasks it hich formal. ressoning 'cias used. .

When TOIA scores -were'used'to categoriie ,students ;ta formal, .

transitional* concrete, 88 .percent were classified at the .

same level of cogbitive-deve1opment as they were with-the in:.
1.erView.technilue.

i

;. .
-

Thirty7five percent ofl tl*.var,iance-on a" test of integrated 40
c

-sciehce processes (rellbability .8) was explained kbiy.,TQLT

sc,o e . Attenuation,gorrection sugtiested a validit%: c,9.eificient
.

of.' . ,

!

i.

l
ted the presepce of a strong
ate-1y 33.percent of the-Comm
an underlying diMension whi
r structure loadings orthe est items .

. Factor a-nslysis iedic
accountedNIor,aptproxif
This analysiggest
forthal thought. NF,ac:.t.

ranged from .45 to
.;

-TDLT relitibility was
sub-tests.

ry

actor that
variance,
was termed

.84 with ot values from .-57 td.A4 for the-

ifr
/ .

Conclusions .

.
I I

1:00M

pidence sug sts Oat TOLT does measure fomal thought. :The
relialiility data ar indicative of .igh irqernA .cdnsistency,'

,

and, the validity data are diverse and Opportiveot an effec,pive'.
,

gtoup test of formal. thought." ..:
, -.

t'

Lawson,_ A. F Th
,test..of -form.

Teachins, 1

Reference

development.and valLdation of'a el8ssvoO0
I rea..;ioning. Journal of 'Reearch in Scfeice

7.8, 15, 11-24.
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A STUDY OF PERSONAL CpARACTERISTICS OF.TEACHERS

J. William. Byrd
ChhileS

Carl G. Adler
I

East .C't!rolina.Uhiveii3ity

-Greenville; NC 27834

1,

A,problw of long standing in the,preparation ocnew teachers
is the early identification'of ellbse, students who are most apt
to make successiul teachexs. The _importance:of this task haa
been heig enea.in recent years with the advent of competency-
based cert4 ation programs in North Carolina and other staSes,
The question of competency measureme"nt for experienced teachelia,

, is a difficult one, but the challenge pf establishing the com-
petency for certificatIon purposes for new teachers is indeed
thought prooking. The most common element in,all.of the studies
on teil$her effeCtiveness is the lack of agreement on any',4efint-

slktement Oaracterizing a good teacher. This "studylook
a somewhat different approadh to this protilem. Our objectfve
was to identify any distinguishing chatacteriitics that may be
associated/distfnctively with those teachers judgelp be .success--
ful by their p h6ers 'and stUdents. Our ope.is that is informa-
tion mayAe useful In providing Clues,to be used in the.early,
identifiction of students who af.e apt ,to make good teachbrs.

/

. The-fklowing daba was collected in_twentY-five (25) high schdAs
in North Carolina:

/ 1) peer evaluations consisting of eachers' evaluations-cif
// each-othewand the principal' evaluations of the teachers;

.0

.2) each tea9her .completAi a Personal Orientation Inventory -

(POI)* ,

3) each peacher completed alrersonal Interrogatory Form,
(PIF), which vas locallx generated; and,

r

4) student evaluations'for each eacher.

88
CI

,
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The resulting data set comais#0 of 25 principal evatuations of
0

lp

, ....

teachers, 95 teacher evaluations of teachers, 90 POI tent results,
95.1)IF test results, and 2,314 student eva1uaU6h forms.

,

a..

/hi ankyysii of-the (let's produeed nonfdentical puccess61 teacher,
'groupu ss judged by peer evaluation and by student eValUation.
Ve.theri prose:44'a td study personal charaet ristici of succesS- .

fuk teachers-as ideRtified by each of the to.evaluating groups.

".,Im"many regarAss. 6e teachers appear to be 4ry homogeneous in
their charadteriatics. There were, howevdr, hatacteristics

-:A4htch_could belearpy identified .with the suCcessful
SothetiM6S'common to both peer-selectea and Student-selected
groups of successful teachers andisometimps peculiar to either
the peer-selected or the studelt-serected group. Characteris-

.

tics common to both successful teacher groups included the
fO.rowing:

1) they subdcribe t.o mol.e professional journals;
2) did strive for good grades as a high school student;

anci,

appear to watch nAe/television.

Characteristics comm4 to the peer-selected gtou0 of succesSful
teacheFs. inclftded:

1) .they tnade better grades as college seudents; and,
2) their teaching meth* include the u§e bf more experi-

,

ments, more demonsteations, more lecture, More small
grotip activities and more small group discussions.

i

'Teacher eharacteriAtics that ativ peculiar to the studenti§elected -(
,,,. ,.

successful teacher group in'cluc0:
.

, A;

,.,

! 4 1.) they ranked.higher in'tnterpersonal sensitivity on the.
.' POT test; and,,

, 42) their,teaching method includes significantly more
%

demonstrations, field trips,, games; small graup acti-
vities anddiscussion.

Interestingly, these teacher§ do less lect!Aring than the other
4; teachers in the sample.

This'teport includes samples 'of all the instruments used ip collect, ,

ing data, a. presentation of qle\jdaia, a discUssion of the,arfalysis,
and a more detailed presentation of the results..

ff...
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FACTORS AFFE

3,

TRE ACHIEVEMENT OF

'STUDENTS 31,1 BLACK, SOUTHTRN COLLEGES

IlL

Jane Butler Kahle

Purdue Upiversity
West Lafayette,,IN 47906

Bernice Coar Cobb
Gwendolyp D. Wilson

Talladegb College
Talladega, AL 35160

'Charlotte Carter
0

Miles College
-Fairfield, AL 35064

Mildred A. Collins

Stillman Cpllege)
Tuscaloosa, AL 35401',

Barbara Sm, Morgan

Atlanta Jr. College
Atlanta, GA 3031_0

I

Sandra ETaylor.

7l6eVernon Avenue.
University City,.M0 63130

sv,

,

A pa el of five minority educators will discuss theiecurrent,re-
sear h wAch investigates-factorsfiecting science and mAthImatics-
achi vemept'of nfinority students. Participants are drawn'trom coI-
lege in the .Alabama Consortiip of Higher EdueOrloh, and thetr re-
sear h has been funded by the National Institute of Educat4ongrant,
"AdV nced Study and 114search Skills in Sciente Education fbr Women
Facu ty'at Minority Tnstitutions," '(NIE 780231). The feasibility
of $ ch research including practical and eheoretical ccrstrsints;

. 90 .0

9
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,
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a Velri#ty of instructional variables; and an assessment of some
'of,the personal, sociglogical,- and cognitive trsiks of minority
students wkll be discussed. , ,

c

The issUe to which this sympopium is addressed is the general,
' one of appropriate education for minority students. The.parti-
cipanLs have joined tn a research effort, conducted on four
different cainpuses, to assess yarious student behaviors ind
characteristics which might affect their achieltement. .Samples
have been drawn from both non-science and*from science majors,
and studies have been conducted in Science -and, mathematics
classes. Prior Co the individual, reports, genTral demographic

_ data_and descriptivelstatistics_from_the_five studies_will_be
presented.

ThR individbal paperi will each discuss oneor more prokabfe
factors which may affect scfenceachievement of minority students.
The first participant will'present an analysis of the ugoe of
Cowin's "V" dafing labotAltory.exercises (Novak, 1979). She will
analyze ibs effecel-oA biology achievement, 'attitudes toward hi-
olOgy, and perception of fAte.control.(Rowe, 1978) among her
first year, non-science mkior students. gtle will discUss irtili-

zing her findings in a prediction formyla to determining .probable
future sucdess ir scAence cldsss.

The second presenter will discu1 ss her findings concerning pos-
-sibte interactions between qgnitive style.(Witkin, 067), locus
of control (Laoi 1970), ar4 mode of instruction on the achieve-.
ment of freshman biology s'tudents.

The third presenter will report ker findfngs utilizing a popula-
tion of sciehce m'ajors. She will sseis any.achieveinent and
attitpdinal differentials which accrue fromHutilizing indiVidual-
ized modes of instruction in biology.

1

The fourth researcher will report an Analysis of the effect of
spatial experience,on the mathematics and science achievement

Aof male and female minority students:

yhe fast paper will discus§ the possibility of predicting a
student's locus of control orientation based on classroom obser-
vations. Correlation stydies,of this dim'ension,with sCience
achievement in,black, Southern coflege,student.population will
be presented.

,SinCe eaCh report composes one aspec6 of an overall study to
determine.f4iors affecting the achieuement of students in South-
ern, mindrity collegeso interrelationships and compaitsons be- 't

tweln the studies will provide 1.4sues for-discussion as
questions for further research.

aV

911 .
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Problem

Does teacher wait-time and cdgnitiye (questioning level ef.fect
pupil achievement?

r".'11,

THE EFFECTS OF TEACHEliS' WA'IT-TIME'AND

-COGNITIVE QUESTIONING LEVEL .0tcPUPIL

SCIENCE ACHIEVEMENT

Joseph P..f!ley

ill University of georgia
Athens, GA.30602

*

I

Oblectives

The objectives of this experimental 'study were to:

.0111

1) invesagate the efficts.of- wax-time of 1-second,
3 seconds'and 5- seconds on..primary'and intermediate
students'.achievement;

2)* compare the achievement scores of students who experi-
enced science lessons containing'either. 10011, 507. or

. 07 high cognitive level teacher questions; and,
3) examine achievement.results for possible interactions

between wait-time and cogniti've level oiAdestione.

Theoretical Framework

^

I.

The manipulated variables in this.study,twait-time and cognitive .

level of tea6her ' questi s, have been .investigated ,separately'in
previous proceSs- tot ieseatch. The results of teacher ques-
tions on stmdencpchievement hove been dissappointing. The
reSearch indicates that whether teachers use predoMinaatly higher
cognitive 4Uestions or predoMinatly fact questions makes little-
difference in student achievement (Winne, 1979). In the only
reported.study examining the effects of wait-tite'on achievement. !

TObin (1979) foUndlhat watt-tp was significantly'related to,
scienee 4chievemene'in grades :6 and 7 in Australian sehoolse

93
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The unsuccessful a,ttempts.of.previous eseirch,to identify
achievement advantages of higher,cognitive questions .over fact
questions may be.due in part to tfaeir omission df wait-time aS
anAuterairting Nariable. _This study addresses thiS problem by
combining wait-tiMe with cognitive questioning level.

Design.and Procedures

The- pvailable propulation consisted of all stvdents enrolled in
two elementary tl.chools in Athetis, Georgia. Groupe of 5 subjects
were randomly selected from 15 ,intermediate, and 15 primary class-
rooms and assigne to one .of three_treatiment. levels TesOltirtg in
an N of 150. The design of this study can be diagramed.as follows:

R X1 01 02'

R X2 Oi 02

R _X3 01 02

94

With Xi-- X3 wait-time/cognitive question treatments and.01 - 02 ,

'achievement test's with knowledge arid above knowfedge items respect.4
ively.

Thirty pre-service teachers conducted the treatment by teaching a
thirty Finute lesson-in-which the'iength Of wa:it-time and percent:-
age of higher cognitive questions were prescribed: The lessons
were audio tap to-insure 'fidelity tOthe scrifitea ldSsona.
The,conten the lesson was the same for each group. At the
gnd of the 14sson B criterion test was administered. This test' .

was analyzed to insure adequate reliabiliti and validity.t D/cita

were !analyzed u4ing'mu1tivariate Analysis of variance (0AVOVA).

Results

There was no significant dverall question level effect (p 0.15).
There sss a significant overall wait-time effect.(p = .01). Stu,

dents assigned to teachers using 5 second wait-time scored signi-
figantly higher than did those assigned to teachers using 3 and l'
second wait-time. These significant differences were 'found on
.the total achievement,test and on the knowledge and above,know-
'ledge subtests. On the knowledge subtest students assigned to
teachers usiug 50% higher cognitive questions,scored significantly.
higher than,those.using a 07 higher cOgnitive ltvel question,

' (p 4 .05). No significant interactIons-were found.

103



Conclusions

The results, of this siudy in icate that stWents' achievemetit at .

the knowledge and above know edge levels ofiilpom's Taxonomy.
(1956) can be increased 6y e tending wait-time. The resplts
imply that the optimum Air time in terms'of student' achievement,
occurs somewhere between 3 ind 5 seconds.

Interpretation of the resu ts imply that, 1.n terms df student
achievement, extended wait time is as'important for Aow level
questions as it is for hig level 'questions.
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A SUCCESSFUL TRANSPLANT OF WAIT-T1ME

AtqD QUESTIONING STRATEGIES TQ CHILDREN'S"

ORAL. LANGUAGE HE-HAV TORS

Donni K. Hassler

American University
Washington, DC

Edward R. Fagan
Michael Szabo

ThePennsylvania,State dniversity

.
Sc

University Park', PA 16802 -

1' .r.i.0;,,117:1119

\ .

"Of

Research pn science teaching has drawn ideas and methodology from
, educational and psychological-areas such ai attitude development,

' research design, instructional syStemi, and information processing.
The present study is a turnabout. It draws from ap area heavily
researched by.science educators (wait-time) and applies it to a
non-scierke area: Or'al languageolpehaviors iLi language arts.

The purpose of this study was to determi.ne if the results Rowe
" found in sscience with wait-time utilization could be replicated

the language arts during children!s iitvature discussions.
Wait-time fs deffned by Rowe as being,of two kinds:'

1) Wait-time I, ,the pause after a teacher asks a question;
but before iomeone is Called on to answer; mut.:

2) Wait-time II, the pause after a itudent response, but
before the teacher comments or calls'on anothee student.

Each Ilypothesis was.investigated to determine ihe effects and the
interaction of.thA three independenevariables: Wait-time, ries- .

tioningand wait-time and questioning upon the :following six,
depen'dent variables:,

1,

9 6 5
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1) length of-student responses;
2). alternate student explanations; ,

3) higher-level student;responses;
4). higher-level teacher questions

teacher questions; and,
6) disciplinary moves.-

This study-was based on the posttest only control group deOlgn six
.
by Campbell And Stanley (1963). The six dependent variables were atatis-
rical/y analyzed by using ANOVA. TWenty elementary school pachers
from,seven achools,were'randomly a-ssigned to one of four groups:
wait-time, questioning, wait-time:questionihg, and control. The

-teachers from the-third,..fourth-lpd fikth-grades were.asked-tO
hold710 to minute follow-up disctissions for/each of the setred -
children's literature atories. The seven stor/ies were made into
slide/tape presentation in order to insure consistent use of the
stimuluc The first slide/tapepresentation-was coniyered trial-.

run to familiarizkthe teachers and students with the mechanics
and procedures of the presentatiOns.

The follow-up discussions were tape recorded by the 4achet= for
data-gathering on the iix dependent variables. Before.the post-
training, each teacher was asked to tape reFord two follow-up
qiscussions from children's literature stories of theirr own
choosing or froM a suigested list in orde: to reduce the possibi-

.

lity'of the Hawthorne effect.

The-results of the study indicated:.

1) the frequency of higher-leveloquesttoning and total ,

teacher .questioning were 44.rectly and significantly
effected by wait.-time utilization;

2) the frequency of alternate',student explanations, higher-
.

level student response.s; and higher-level teacherAues-
tioning'as well as the length of student responies were-

o
each directly and signaicantly effected by higher-level

.
puestioning utilizationj and,
Ehe' frequency of alternate student,explanations, higher-
level- student responses, higher-level.teacher questions
as well as total.teacher questions were directly and
significantly e.ifected by the interaction of combined
wait-time an4 qUestionIng utiltzation.

0

In conclusion,.the wait7time treatment alone did not proVide the
same results'as Rowe experienced in science. .In the language arts,
the combined effects_of wait-time and questioning training provided4

-the most sigliiriCant results for the dependent variables pmerall.

Reference
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Research in Scienue Education: NSF

Speaker: Erik McWilliams
National Science Foundation
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Recent Trend4-in Educational ResearClh
of a Cognitive, Sort

Speaker: Mary Budd Rowe
NatJoita1 Science Foundation

Overview of Research on Partfcipation
in Sciente by Females.and Minoritie$

Speaker: Andrew R. Molnar
National Science Foundation

Research on Computing in Education

141%

Speaker: F. James Rutherford
Assistant Director for
Science Education of
National Science Foundation

Issues in'Funding Educational Research

/National Science, Foundation
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.:RESEAiICH iN SCiENCE :EDUCATION: NSF

Recent,:Trenda in Educational Research of a CbgnitiVe Sort ;

Erik McWilliams

National ScienCe Foundation
Washington, 'DC .2(i559

wc.

,,,At the NSF d d elseWhete, there is steadily increasing'intereat /0
and support of research directed specifically into ttke...rneiktal. pro-
cesses and structures which uriderlie competetice in soine
area of science or mothematics7.. Thk focus.,.of su'ch reAarc'h").,' ,
namely the learning of science or matilemeticsi --140S squarely in
education. The methods and '.thectoies-;.-(0:en'Tir4ent). the
most part psychblogical,''with--some cl.sear inlueoces frenn the"

X .field of coMputer 'science. Some reaearchers';:---arti,sulArly etfiose
with "long-Standing interests along theee. lineS5 are ,Plas'ed* with
ond optimistic about this trend; others are noto

s.

4

:

'Overview of R'esearch on Participation in Science
4007

, . . 1by Females aftd MinoritteS,
:

Mary Budd Rowe

'National Science.EoundatiOn
Washington, DC 20550:"

The part.icipation of females and .ninoritie in science is less than ,

would -be .expectqd. 'Some of the research provide's a basis far utlder-
stariding the factors that are involved.:; There are still many puzd,
ieling -quespions; to be answered,. For examP1,.ft', if :curriculum- is
such:a major factot, why art the differences 'between sexes on the
NAEP 'science as pronounced as they are fOr 9. year olds? If ,English
as a second language is a factor .why the' perforMince of Hispanics
on the ,NAEP-sdience.'generally better than that of blacks?: In the
study of tafentecistudents in mathematics the pool of females ii
'markedly inCreasing. .It appears, in additian, that capability in
mathematics is'not a-sufficient condition for success in physics'
for either males or females'.

99 /
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RESEMCH IN SCTENCWDUCATION:'

Y. 5

Rearch'oCompbttn n ducatiOn'

1 .f1 ,AndreW !R. MOInar

National Sci4ce.Fouddlition.
Waehingtort, DC 205500.

r.

. :

The computer has..been describet a's the new educatiollit per#t4Ve, ..

.
Higher education alTle'spends an esximaed one billiV. .Allats it "a'-,-

.

yOr on computing. The computeri:As a 6,0., as.1Imodium, 114 as w..
,,,.. ,

an object of study4'now affeets all aspects of modern ,educatibn.

But, what do We know of this new intellectual.technOogy? How .

-

U.

S.

s'N
Is it being used and what new.research;needs has it generated?-

.'4( review will he presented of nationalkktudies, current.trends,
and a meta-amayais-of the reseaich-literature qn computers in.

',education., :Research on newinnovative uses of covuting aria

compater literacy'efforts will be described. RecOMmendations

ol a task force onTechnOlogy In.Science EducatiOOL The Next '
_..

Ten Years will be discussed.
41

st.

,

Issues in the Funding of Education Research

F. James Rdtherford

Assistant Director for.Science Educatlon-
National Science FoundatiOn

gashiagton, DC 20550-
5.

.1%.--41= ,

:

In trying to build a fruitful support system fór.tesearCh in.
educat;ova fedeTal agency needs to Confront mbre issues.than
simply"ow tcoidOCIty the best research.proposals from among
thosa,bnbmittedbmi of these issues'are: What is the proper
balance be'tween-agency and field detetmination of funding prior-

itites? How,can stability ok funding over time be achieved,
wtiile still retaining the abilie'sto respond to compelling "re-
search opportunities"? ,Should theory building or practical
utility be favored in federally funded educational research?
9Iven-limited resoUrces;.,Should there be a fundihg .bias toward
individual researchers or towaYtongoing research-groups?

), ,
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4-41ETA:-AlkiALYSI OF SELECTEDIOVAtiCE DRBANIZO RESEARCH-

..REPOR,TS "FROM .1960-1477

,-

M. James Koziow
.

University'of..British Columbla
Vanciutv4r, Z. C. V6T 1Zi ,

,
:

'
-.

Arthursli. White.

The ONlo,State Uftiverpity'
Columits, Ohio 40210,

.

This is 'a report of a meta-analysis of selected fdvahce -Orgdnizer
reseaxch reports,. The study was undertaken becfuse of,the large
amouht ofresearch in this area,-and the general failure to reach y
definit-Ve conclusfbris from-,this reseaech. TRe purpdse of.the anal sis..
was to *ermine whether or'not ,tha.re were Any tharacteris ics(of rhe
,experimerital settings .or materials in the 99advance-orga zer stLiates.,;:

analyzed._that had consistent relationships with.the treatr4en.t effects
obtainetOtgiiigh 010.90 of advance_orgadizers. The depeh ent

:V% r

used to eep e ehjthe tfeaEment effects wete the t-stattstlicor e
dIfference,between.th-eilnsatid the ptobability le'vel of signif hce:. The:

independent vatiables described:characteristics of the Sample., treabMent

.
administrát4on cOnditions, type of iubject mattv, quality 6th'e.research'
procedures., Mid cher,av;keiNti-Orof the advance organizers and:learning '

materi.als., :,! * , . , -.:
,

. ...- 4
, .

. ,

.:,, ,., , . ,
,

.,

:- The .aatAltrialystig.inyoL4ed:theecomputation'of descriptive statistics,0,0eig,
axananatidh (4 che r614.0.qp#ips between independent and dependent varA- 7'

)1*

aiblpeby-corOlation cogf$44e'nts'and stepwise multiple regression 'analy-
4'Si*:,and theexamina't*anlOieheOntbtrelationships among the indapendiiht

'iAy 'van.iab/vs%bytfaktor OalYiis.
,

* a

,,- 04 .thie99t7stO1.sOx computed, 68 weee positive.- Nihe of these were
'signiriCant air.the 0-05 level and-11 were signicant at the 4.01 tevel.

- .qione:of the 2.,. ndgative t-statistics we're significant. These result,'
ihdAtate khd, 004 is a tendency for advance organizers to show facili- .-:.

,

,

, .

-.I.
. . -,IE: ,,- ,, .

. ..
,

..
.

. , ,

'ISoMe of thltsipificant findings,0 favor Of advance organizers May have
-'lieen:dt.iej!to .ttii' possiblecontribution of the advance organizer alone

tcrans4,4ringthe test questions or to An inequality of stOdy time for
..

!-. .

:( -,Vhit?eatic00- groups.' The influences lof these varlablesion'the,cftlatiOn-
,. - , .

.

. * 014$01.hetwOen the dependtnt.and inaepende variables were remOved by
%.0i'4 * '. stepwOctimattpae rdgression anflyse,/

101
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TRe,ip lationshIpLbetween type of advance organizer and the dependent
.variibles wa .proably the.most fundamental- relationship tdeptitied.
There wag an irldièa,tio that comparotiVe advance orgrAizers may be more

. _

effectlire th:q6,4expository ones. - %
.,

Student inabilitY-to understand_the advance organizer information
accounCfOr some of:the'non-significant experimental' findings.

..
/ -

. .. .
. .

yktoK waeariatn41.cation thAt lidvance organizers Mdy become less effec:
e learning materimls become,mdrP criplex. -

.
.-

. .

i

The dependent aelables had signific.ant-ccirrelarfOns With subje'ct:grea,
.

concept type; an4fliesO level indicating that advance'organiters mil-y..4e
lese-effective-whttie4ubject-:matter is-sOsence,-MOre-effect-Lve-for -
claisificetiOn41 cont_epti,,and more effective at-the higherkgrade levels. ";

?\ list 14.f.guieY. inesjor futgre redearch on vance organizers was
reported'based.on this' analysis. .

, .
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EstiMating the fleliabilIty of Classroom
Observation System% -

,

William Capfe 4:

4 Kennettl G. Tobin

Uni:/ertity of Georgia'
'Athens, GA 30002
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ty esttmates of clas
dle_aritic'al interpret
hose 5pFarng-
. This session will
in classroom process
n'terrater agreement)
ing.the reliability.

4

problems
bility, i
Oterpret

,

sroom process/vari.ables can'faci-
ation of reseirch designs and hnd-

1
zrrtelr-apar..ting_ref's_alch asATe11 as by --

Present ,everWTZZTMunretteirt-14e7-----
.,

..measurepteRt (e.g., temporal sta-
and prisent ways of measuring. and

alb

.
/ ('

.

Participants will receive sample data from studies or
development to determixis appropriate analysis and then
the output from common computerfprograms. Sample sets
have been selected. to illustraie common'6ethodological

/
.

and decisions.
.

s

.

k's

instrument
interPret
of data'
Problems
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COMPARISS.N 0 11.11ftEE ESTIMATWN

SiitATECIES ON-ESTIMATION SKILLS
. g

,

/7.

-Barbara J. Attivo

University gij'ittihurgh
Johnstown., PA 15904'

The development ol measurement bad estimation poppet's skills
by prospective teachers is a prerequisite to the develoOment 6f
classroom teaching itrategies for these processes.- Limited
empirical evidence e*ists ih order to guide curriculum develo-
-pars in the preparation of materialsspecifically designe d.to.

'develop eatimation akOls. 'CIA-rent research freq44ntly cOinbines ,-

,

the'measurement and.estimatiOn'processes rather than focUsing
only on tile eatimation,process.

, .:

1
.,

/ . This study addressed'how the-nature of estimation kkcl.l instruc- .

1 tion,affects prospective teachers' abilities to estimIte metric
length and area. 'Four typei of estimation skills were identifkj. .

ed by an estimation matrix which were based upon the physical'

"'''"'""---------...r.'-'°-----'"''"---^"- h aceLo_cat ------:

ahsenge o preience of.the unit'of reference during estiMitiOn
and the sical abse rprejasu thscatij ectto

. .

.1,

,mateT. Specifically, the investigation sought to determine
effect instruction for one t,pe of,length and area estimation
-skill had-on the transier to ttyr remaining three ty§es of esti-

.. , , .

matibn skills'.

4

Instructional strategies employed were:

1) a personal reference unit;
2) a cut or drawn unit of reference.wtich was put out of

sigNt before inaking.an estimate; and,
3) estimation without specifying an.explicit trategy.

Ten hypotheses were tested relating to two-,qUestions,
. ,

, L

1) Is one of the three initructional strategies more
effective in reducing estiiation error? .

2) yhat effect expltcit instriAtion to reach Criteriqn
fa*. one tyPe of estimation skilrl had on tile abilitY
to improVe the rematni*types of metricl*ngth anA
area-estimation lkills?

Vi
1'1".:7.' t .7,

f.
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After 8 pretest, 126 s6bject3 were thrtdomly assigned to one'of
tile instructfoliglAtrategtes.: (J.tilizing self-paced instruetion-
e1 materials, staTits, Were instructed Go cretericin in.one type
f estimatIon skill for tenth and are-a.. Crite'riao. referenced

' mastery tests were dMnispiKed after each instructional tiOdule.
After 1nstruction.93% ot the students demonstrated mastiery of
length estinlation skills And 81.'1 of tt)e.students demonstrated-
,niastery for area estimati,n,skitl. Upon achievement of mastery,
a retentioh/transfe* test was .admiQistered 'po determirie.the
aitility.to perform the oth.tx.,.three eso(imation'types'for which..no
fnstructiorr or pricttce mas slyer'.

Non-parametric statistical techinques were used to'compare.esti-
'. mation errot sCoi-es on the retention/transfer tests., Scores wete _..,
.- compared for subjects%cirotruct.ed in the use of the personal re-

.

l'erence measore s.crategy go the scores for subjects Instructed
in the use of 'the uni,t tellerence strategy and aLso with those
subjects who were gtve.n:.nd speciac tnstruction in estimatiou,
strategy. The Wilcoxonsigned ranks test yes used to compare
estimation error bcores:before and'following instruction fo-
each of the instructional-strategies for each estimation type.

r . '

As a result of testing:the hypotheses, the fottowing concl.fisions

. 1

were reached:

1) Th,7.personal:reftrence strategy was significantly more
e4iectiv.e in thOreduction of estimation error than the
unit Teference'sqrategy for estimation skill of-the
sane type as piejnsticuction..
No. significant dffferences were detected in .estimation
error'when the pelrsonal reference etArategy W39 compared
with the strategy' in which no explicit instruction-was
given for the estimA'tion process.

3) Coneernimg. the 'transferability of explicit instruction
'.11 one type estimation skill it was concluded that '

/ students who achieved mastery criterion during instruc-
tion on4stimatton skill showed a significant.reduction
in estimation errOr for two additional estimation skill
types. Additionally, significant estimation error
score reductiOns were noted far selected area esima-

. .

'tion skills.

The results of the investigation could be employed by curricOlum
develoPers who desire to deverop syitematic instructions which
will lead to the development of specifically identified types
of estimation skills-. .
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THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN'THE SCATIFIC LITERACi,OF

SCHOOL AQMINISTRAT9RS AND THE PURCHASE OF SCIENOE TENTBOORS

. -

Oklailoma itate bepartment
Education and Mooreubli.0 Schools.

Moore, cm 73060

Rosalie M. Grant
John W. Renner

University of Oftahoms
Norman, OK 73019

If the'curriculum is one of the major responsibilities of school
administrators ttien to meet that responsibility, administrators
'MUECt have an understanding\of the nature of each of the disci-
plines vhfth comprise the curriculum and of' the Ways In which
students learn thoie.disciplines. Textbooks form an integral
part of the curriculdm and.(Efieir selectiOn is another of the
school adrninfstrators!. responsibilities.

8

Role of OSTA insthe Science Curriculum

In 1973, the'OklphomasScience Teachers' Association (OSTA) de-
veloped criterta to be used to examine Acienve textbooks. A

workshop for science teachers wasepOnsored and using these'cri-
teria, science teachers evaluated and rated science teXtbooks.
,The textbook ratings were compared with, the scienCe textbpoks
purchased by schools in 197,4... Without exception, the books most
highly recommended by the OSTA were hot those mos't Widely purch-
ased by Schools. Data for.the-OSTA textbook ratings and schools'
purchases in 1977f78 revealed'disdrepancies similar to those.
found with the 1973-74 data. ,The greatest 'discrepancy in the
v1977-78 data occurred with the elementary science textbooks..

.Statementof the Hypothesis

The hypothesis investigaed in 'this.study was that chool admini.
strators having responsibility for selecting and purchasing ,n



f

O w.

science textIbooks, do not understand that science Al, ap-rocess
of inquiry ald that tearing is best cdrried out through.investi-
gations. At4 inventory wiW a Likerepe scale was developed
and tested t determine school administrators' attitudes towards'
science and sc enee education.

41.

Validi6y of the Instrument

Cons truct validity pf the inventory was established asking,25
professors of s.ience education to evaluate whether a set of in-
ventory stateme-nts represented an inquiry-hr exposition view of
science education., A point-bfserial correlatiop analysis detect-
ed ambiguities in-the inventory-atatements.--

The Sample

The sample'which responded to the.attitude inventory.consisted
of'154 administrators of whom'34 were superintendents, 40 were
high §chool principals, 20 were middle-junior high school priyci
pals, and,60 were eleTentary principals. A proportional random
sampling technique was used for the study. The sample si7e was
10.87 of the total population. Sixey-five percent of the sample
responded to the inventory. In addition to sampling school alj7.
mintstrators, responses to the attitude itiventory were obtained
from 25 professors of science education.

Data Analysis

Two principle component analyses of the responses of administp-
tors and of the science educators revealed that five factors
accounted for 777 of the variance among science educators, but
five factors accounted for only 5570 of the variance among the
school administrators. Analysis of, the 13 statements which load-
'ed on each of thelivelfactors indicated that the science educa-
tors viewed science as process, that procesaes are basic to
learning science content and fundamental to the way students
learn. Administrators, on, the other hatid, regarded science as
a content structured discipline rather than as Process structured
and that is is most effectively.learned through lectures.. Ad-
ministrators observe4 science to have A laboratory component.

A one-Way analysis of variance between each of the different
administrator groups and the science'educatort indicateii that
tbere.yas a significant differen e.between the means of the .

grotiOrl'.



Results 'of the_lludy
4

The res4ts of the study-sUgiest that administrator's view science
as 4,lecture-laboratory discipline.' Thitly recognize processes
used in learning.science, e.g., obseryaelon'and predicting, how-
ever whir pnrchasing patterns ortextbooks are examined those

books which reflect science processes'are not those selected.
'There is.some indicatiun that administrators know abrt science
processes yet ,they-cannot reeognize..the science process as it ts
retated to the nature of learning,and the' approach text600ks
use eo promote the learnihg of science:. -

Adininiltrators ricogniie the importance of collecting, interpret-
ing-snd-predicitingfromAsts-but -they-door:und.erstand-the
relationshi0 teSe have to intelle-ctual developmeqt.
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COGNITIVE STYLE AND THE ACQUISITION AND TRANSFER
4116

OF THE ABILITY TO ONTROli., VARIABLES
.,+

'Barbara H. StrLitz

-Louisiana Stpte University,
Baton Rouge, LA 70803

. .

AlthaUgh teaching.students to,eontrol variableels an important
.and pervasive goal of;moht elemdntary sciedce progtems, there
is little evidence to indicate that Successful instructional
procedures have tleen devised to help teachers deal with the
difficulties some children encounter in learning, retaining,
andtransfdrring this scheme. This is not to say-that some of
the training suites reported in the literature have not been
effectiVe, butnly to Suggest that perhaps ehe .eefects of in,
:struction maSt best be understood by focusing attention on indi-
vidual differences in learning and by looking at both retention
'and-rransfer'as learning.outcomes.

The purpose ofthis investigation was to study the effects of an
instructional procedure designed to teach field.dependent as well-
as field independent siith feraders to:

t.

a

a) control variables; and,
1)0 ,transfer. this.ability to tasks differing

from the training tasks.

The neopiagetian theory of Pastualteone (1570) and an acquisition
model for the control-of-variables scheme proposed by Case (1974,
1.975) served as the framework for designing the instructional
sequence.

.Subjects in the study were sixth grade students judged:by ther
teachers to be of at least average academic ability. Subjects
were -listed in rank orderaccording to scores on a measure of
cognitive style,-then.5b flobm the extremes of the distribtuioh
were.tandomly assigned tO an experiemental or comparison. group.
Twenty-nirie stildents, 15 field independent (FI) and 14 field
dependent (FD) were assigned to the experimental, group, and .27
students, 11 FIand 14 FD were assigned to the 'Compariion group..
All subj.eots were pretested with the bending rods.tilsk (Inhelder
'and'Piaget, 1958) in individual interviews and three who
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0 controlled all variables, were dropped from the studyi Students
in the experimental group were individually instructed on'control7
ling variables' in'three 25Iminute sessions over a four week period.,
Students in the comparison grOup worked individuallyAn an open- ,

ended model.with the same materials aS the experimental group in
three 25 minute sessions. AliproxirWately four weeks After the,
last,training session, three post6st tasks were administered to
arf students'. yhese tasks included the.bending kods task used

in the pretest' arid in trdining and two transfer tasks used to
'determine wtie(her or not the students could Apply what the5r had
learned in .Aimr. situations.

_The GrouptEmbedded:Figurea Test(GEFT). developed by Witken_et al;
(1971) wits used as a measure of cognitive-style... Controlling
variables tasks were bending rods (Inhelder and Piaget, 1958), -

Tamp .(Wollman, 1977) and lever (adapted from Bredderman-, 1973).

.Dunn planned analyses (Marascuilo, 1978) were used to examine
all pairwise contrasts, treatment ffects, and treatment-cognitive-
style interaction effects for the ean umber.of variables correct-
ly teked on each task. T-tests we sed to test all contrasts
except one where group variances -were found to be unequal: In

that instance t* tests based.upon 'the Welch-Aspin. ApproxiMation /

. to the. t distribution were used.

The major findings in the study Were:

1) There were no "Significsant differences .4etwieWler-within
groups on the pretel task.

Students in the experimental group correctly tested
significantly more Noriables than students in the com-
parison group on the training And transfer posttest ,

tasks.

3) Field independent students in the experimental group
did not perform significantly better than FD Students-

- on the training and transfer posttest tasks, but a
strong ceiling effect limited differences between
subjects.

4), Field independent students in the comparison group
performed significantly better than FD students on one
of the transfer tasks (lever)'.

5) Field independent students.in the experimental group
performed significantly better than FI students in the
comparison grout; on the training.task (bending rods),
however they significantly out.:performed FD. students in
-the comparison group on all posttest tisks (bending rods,
raimIl, and lever).
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Field dependent students in the experiMental group
performed significantly better than-FT-students in the
comparsion group'on the training task (bending rods),'

.however they significantly dut-performed FD studente
in the comparison group on all pdattist tasks (bend-
ing rods, ramp and lever).

7) There were no significarit,4atment-cogrlitive.style
interactions on the training and transfer posttest
tasks.

The results vf this stuck indicate that FD as'well as FI sixth ./.

rade students can be taught tO imivrol variables-and-to rianafer
his-ability tonovel -tasks, GoirRiVe-style,-hoWeveri-does-seem'---
to influence learning from a patticular instructional method. In
this study a method:of instruction designed for FD students 'was
also very successful for FI.students, while. a Method allowing
students to freely explore equipment without feedback Was effee
tive for onl)i FI students.
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THE RELATIONSHIIE.OF PIAGETIAN MENTAL IkTTRIBUTM3'.'

f

AND THE_ DELAYED RECALL OF. UNEXPLAINED

CHEMISTRY TERMS PREStNTED IN A tECTURE

Deborah Jean Vojtko

University of pittsburgh -

Pittsburgh, PA 15260
.-

One of the major and frusttating aspects of science teaching is
how students demonstrate learning through verUal discourse.
Although models have been-developed (Shavelson, Klausmeier, An:'
derson) none of these,treat verbal terms at face ralue, as ei-
pressed by the student writer. Cunningham teliiewed Other models
for measuring the retehtion of verbal learning substance but
concluded t.hey had less than acceptable -yalidity, as wou1d4be
found in similarity analyses for the meaning of terms-. ,

A more contemporary approach is the usOe .of kmrds as a verbatim,
measure in analykes with statistics des,igned for 'this purt,ose
(Ziccarelli and,Mbser,"Modeling; Ziccare111 and Moser:::.NARST;..
Rojas add Rojas, Modeling). This study was done eo examine:

la
. 1) the vali-dity of this'approackin coAdept learning

and relationship4with customary tebtingpracticeoT
QD and,

how the approach contributes to an understanding ofa
association-recall of verbal- discourse. ,

The sample was 37 hIgh scti661 chemistry'atudents (Of mid,sec4ons)
who'vOlunteered,fot the experiment. Coffiparisons'of,Ip Add their
course grades showed'no signilicant.differenceaArtweep7-the,group'
of 37 volunteers and the 22studentsYwho did.not_ Oartibipate.,7,

The .schedule was the presentation of a 15'minut lecture on the
kinetic theoryipf solids durtng which the gswete urged. to.take.
notes, administration of a ten item objective luit (pPssivev
four 'days later),-a seven day delayedfprose recall; and a 40.ttem
objective test,adminiStered eleven days .after-thii lecture The
lectute WA§ tehearsed and.designed.to use 36 concept terms. , It
was taped to control for the use of the terAs. The analysis wai
fillr these terms occurring.in an immediate and one-weelydelayed
prose recallcued by "recall what. You heard in the 1ect4rei'"
The students were administered two-Plagptian-battiries.of task'
after theexperiment. .

v
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There were significaht:decreasestin the.frequency of the 36 .

= terms Wood in 9RO-week recall pasiages; as compared to those of .. 1
. '. the immediate recall:. .An aVerage 61% decay in term expressions'. ..,..

, occurred In that time of delved recall.

. i' .
.

,

. The-12'terms Of highest .average'freqtleney of recall 44ring:each
recall trial were factor analyzed, with.a prinatp0. components '.

approach and the oblique technique of direct quartimityotation
Zcomputes program EMDP4M, Dixon, 197N).. Between, fiVe .and seven,, -`,

' factots.were 'needed in explalni4:70.0 - $.0.4t 'Of thevatiance. 4he. A;
primary psy:chologiCal strqcfU're was tetras descr4ing-kirietic-'4
theor)); e.g., -"close together, strong bonds, vibratory.'mation,
gain brcloss, aAd,potential.energy"; these wete all.delayed rocd11
-terms.. The aecond fartor:was of-Nthe immediate .recillI :'te o -.'

.

rms .r
"sublimation, Camphor, Ary tee, anid iodine."-:. The 'three,- five 1 '.

1

-factor I:loadings were of tT61:diate and delayeld.xecall terms. 'The
sixth Cactor was of the.imai diate recall terms'of "solid-to-

_liquid, mole, so1id-to-vapor-1, and .the final factor was "sub-
limation" of the aelamd:recall. These results tOdicate th'at some
association7recall retentionlearning occurred in/the periftient:

k,/ . '
."

The valid:city of vei.bal digcourse in characterizing obje test
performance was examined with discriminant anaLyties of high and .

low performance on objective J1 s; milllp Four terms
in-finmediate recall significant y diacrimina d (p mu..05) abo4
and below mean performance on the quiz adminisEered fou'r days
later. The*erms were: "solid, definite volume,. noncompressi-
bility, and potential energy.') Thecananical furiction
classified 87.57 of low scorers and41.9% of!..the students earning
above average scores. The canonical variate of immediate xecall
terms of "solid, properties, meiting.paii100, and crystalltne", ;

discriminated fot test performance at the :014,ttevel Of signifi- .44:

cance. There were 86.77 of the low scorers and 81* of the group'
of :students earning scores greater than the meancwhO were correct-
ly classified by the group ofterms:

.
.S

,

Canonical and partial correlation analyies were,coMpu,ted for',
examining the role of association-recall-for,delaY#04prose state--
ments. The 12 i'l6s,tfrequently used immediate. recal't terms were,.
identified as ope set of vatiables. ,The terms Of the Ae1alie444,8

-
, recall which'had the greatest number of intercorkelat 411F

iOns Were''
.

identified as the seCond set of variables.,-Only three pelts. of
recall task terms, acCordiqg to ta-rtlett's ScatOtic (computer. -,

program BHDP6M, 1ixon,T1975),were'needed to explain 59 to 22% of
the delayed recall _canonical variapce with,immlidiate tecall terms
.after ihe removal of the ltnear dependence.,.betfrieenjhe'12 delayed
recall terms. The pairs ot imMediate(and delayed recall terms,
'respectively'i and in their order,of importance were:"campfior and-

ice, melting point andsoli&-to-liquid, and weak vibiatory
. .

1Motion and close together."

111
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These results clearly indicate that after controlling for delayed

recall of associated terms there i a set of immediate and:delayed',

teiMs"which have 'logical meaningd garding the principle of kine-

tic theory..
'. /

,

.,

The romitilts of these pnalpies 4monsteete that the verbatim-ap-

pros h to verbal 'discourses vaAdly describes the learning of

cone pts for OA principleof qinetic theory. Th.ts Conclusion

is su orted by the finding thiit words.of high Similarity of .

meaning are probably encoded 'nto)s logogen memory as proposed.:,.

-by Pai o (1971. This.study. s probably ehe first-one which
Oemon trates a means for charaterizing how students cognitively
roce s scientific concept temp form a lecture.inio memory

-lilts for a 'delayed retriev 1 in ii_verbla otatement.'
'

47. I
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Jane B. Bowyer Margla C. Linn'

Mills College
"Oakland, qN 94613
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Michele L. Aldrich

Stanford University
Palo Alto, CA 92605

1 c
.AMerican Association
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ElizabethK.-Stage

Uni0ersitk of Calif..
Berkeley, CA 94720

F. James Rutherford

Assistafft Director for Science
Education.

.Nationik Science Foundation
'Washington, DC 20550

recent years women are entering the labor force:in.record-numbers,
BeAgeeh,1950 and. 1974 the'humber of male workers in the labor foldte
inCreased by 2570'while the ntimber of lemale,Workera increased by ,

1007 accoraing to the U.S.'Depertment of Labor. Meanwhile, over the
last:ten years there has been no.change in.the percentage of.women
potticipating.in sCience cfr science related careers.according.to
S. Astin:' The number of.Programs'available to increase the repre-
sentation ofwoMen in,science.has increaied dramatically during the
past, years. Why are 1Women still underrepresented? What can we do
to change that situation?. The 10eakers im this'panel- will address
these tssues froM a number' of different viewpotnts

Michele Aldrich of the American Association for the Advancement
of Science has beeri conducting a study of-the projects on ,women.in
science, engineering andmathematics that have been conducted in.
the.U,S. since the l960ts. Literally hnndredsof projects'have.
been inatituted. Perhaps the .best kboWn hove been those funded::
by he Na.6ional Scie Ance,Foundationncluding visiting-women's
sciehtists program.for'high schoolNcareer infOrmatinn workshops
for college le'vel women and Career Iacilitation"projects'for women

:1;7,!
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reentering science ca'reers. Dt..Aldrich will discuss the implies-
tion of her findi4s and suggest directions for future projects

A

to increase the 1:epteeentation'of wonien in eciendet -

Retaining Women.in science and science relatediwograms is Otten
a'problem, Dr: ElizAbeth K. Stage of the Group in Science and
Mathematics Edueatiop, University,of California, Berkeley, will
summayize research and program activitiy aimed at increising re-

.

tention of women in scierfce ptograms. She\will describe success-
, ful institutional efforts and identify strategies.that can be used
by individual teachers of science to increase retention of women.

-Recently research on gender related differences in attitudes ana
aptitudes has offered some interesting insights into the partici-
patioe.of women in science. Teacher awareness of and response to
these differences will f9ster partidipation of women in science,
D. Jane Bowyer, Mills College, will'summarize research to date
ftbopt sender related aptitudei 'and attitudes that are correlated
wieh -achievemeett in science. She.will discuss teach r traits-that
have been shown to be conducive to encouraging female erticipa-
tion in science.

Dr. Marcia C. Linn, Stanford, University, will'discuss r search
on science concepts and problem solvini. She will co9trast areas
where there are no gender differenceiv-to areas where gender differ- )
ences exist in problem solving. Aptitude differences which relate

'to women's strengths and weaknesses in .problem solving will be
presented. Suggestions for research to identify aptitude treat-

.

ment interactions follow' from these. findings.

ThenNational Science Foundation is concerned about the represen-
tation of women in,science., In addtH.on'to the women in science
,program described earlier, the science.education-diiectorate gives
high prfbrit 9. to proposals in pll their programs which-incorporate
a concern for the underrepresentatlon,of women.in scieAce, Dr,
F: James Rutherford, the Assistant Director pf.NSF 86iencé
Education, will comment on theapproaches that science educators
could take tp respond to the underrepresemtation of women in. ,

science.

4
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VERIFICATiON OF A CAUSAL MODEL
%-

FOR STUDENTS' ACHIEVEMENT

IF, MECHANICS IN A COLLEGE PHYSIC.COURSE

Audrey B. Champagne
Leopold E. Klopfer

University og Pittsburgh
\Pittsburgh, PA 15260

Rationale and Objectives .

3

The literature on physiCe education attests to the concern-of
,both instructOrs and researchers.for attaining"better understand-
ihg of,the'variables which influence'atudents' achievement in

_ college physics courses,1. Among- the contributing variables -which
have been,suggested are thestudente previously taken,coUrses

e in htih school science, previous mathemeticecourses in high
school or college, the.students' mathematics lkills, their abi4ty.

-to think formally (as defined by Piaget), and their pre-instruc;:.
tional conceptions or misconceptions about phyaical-pheCibmeha:-----
However, the interactions of and likely causarconnections between
these contributing variables .have not .beed-syst4matically investi
gated. The objectives of the present study were':

1) to construct a cauaal-model for students' achievement
in the mechanics segment of a college physics coarse;

2) to estimate the path coeffiCients which link the model's
hypothesized variables (as listed above) that contribute
to achieilement; and, .
to determine the extent to. which the observations verify

",.the causal model.

Methodology and Design

Thia study utilfied the methodology of explanatory observational
research. In this approach, a theoretical Causalmodel ill post-
ulated which includes both established and hypothesized causal
relationships among the variables under ihvestigtition. These
eelationships are expressed ih terms or structural equations,
and the causal.model can be reOresented in a path analysis dia-
gram. When observational_aeasures have been:obtained for all

117 5)
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the variables in the causal model, appropriate Statistical proce-
' dures ere Applifld to establish the plausibility of the causal

model'and estimate the degree to which the various explanatorY,
variables influence the dependent variable. -InTath analysis the
interrelationships between the variables ere examined by a
series of regression analyses, from which the path,coefficients'
tan be estimated.

Tn the presenf study, the causal model'e explanatory variables
were those variables/which previous research suggested as contri-
butors to stbdents' achievement in.mectianics, the dependent vari-,

The subjects were 110 students edrolled in an introductory .

college.physids cousipe. Data were collected from questionnaires,
--threepre-instructiMal instruments, end mechanics achieVemeht
tests. The path coefffcients obtained from the regression analy:
ses indicated the stmngths of the links between the'observatiOns
of the explanatory variables and the studints' mechapics achieve-
ment scores.

instruments and Data

Profiles of each stude-nt's previous science 'and mathemattcs
courses in high school and college were derived from question-
naires. In,-addition, each student ccimpleted three pre-instruc-
tional instrdments:

1). a written test of mathematics skills;
2) a wi-itteR test of the student's ability to think

formally;Nand,
3) a test to determine the student's misconceptions about

moving,objeCts.

For has third test', the stAents were shown objects in motion
under several different conditions and were asked both to describe
what they observed and to interpret their observations. The
students' written observations and interpretations were analyzed
to identify mis-observations that they t'eliórted and misACinceptions
chat they..applied.to.their interpretations of thfeight olifferent
conditions they observed. All these pre-insttuctional instruments
yielded numerical data. The students' mechanics achievement
scores consisted of the sum of standardized scores from two mid-
semester examinations and the mechanics segment of the final
examination..

Results and Conclusions

The causal model postulated a relationship between the amount of
high school science taken by students and their-ability to think

A

.
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formally. It also s.ostulated a relationship between having taken
hilgh school physkcs and both the students' ability to think formally
anI the correctness of their conceptions of moving objects. The
amount of high school mathematics taken was causally related in
the model to both the amount of college mathematiies taken and the
studente tested mathematics.skills.' Kneo/er,Ithe causal model
,directly related four variablef (f.s. having taken high school
physics, mathematics skills, formal reasoning, ond cbnceptions
of motion) to till tiiectionics achievement scores. The strqngest
dirct relatiopship was observed betWeen mathematics skills and
mechanics achievement, fot which a path coefficifnt (p) of 0.33
was obtained. Strong relationships also were ob(served between
mechanics achievement and both correct conceptions of motion

o.24) and formaithinking ability (p..- 0.23), but only.a
weak direct relationship between mechanics achievement and,having
taken high.school physics (p 0.04) was observed. Moderate rela-
tionshi0s, with path coefficients ranging between p 4. 0.06 and
p -'0.11, were observed between amount of high school science
taken and formal th'iftking ability, between having taken high
school physics and formal thinking ability, and between amount
of high school mathematics taken and mathematics skill's. Path
coefficients between all other,pairs of variables were .0,03 or
less, indicating very weak,or no links.

It was concluded that the postulated causal moCiel was generally
verified'by the observations of he explanatory variables. The

main modification, which the ts suggest is that haVing, taken
A high school physics is not d rectly related-to mechanics achieve-

ment in a college.course. However', this'explanatory variable does
have a moderate effect on studenfs" formal thinking ability, which
in turn influences mechanics achievement, to some extent.
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INTERACTIVE INSTRUCTIONAL VIDEO,TAPES,,SCHOLASTIC

APTITUDE,, COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENt AND LOCUS OF

.CONTROL AS.VARIABLES I(FLUENCINd SCIENCE ACHIEVEREn

Russell H. Yean'y

Edwin A. Helseth
William E. Barstow

University of Georgia
Atheni, GA 30602

'Achievement in the sciences varies greatly across university
students. This variation is contributed to,an.is influenced by.
many variabNs. Some of these variables cin be manipulated and.
are more or less under the control'of Ole instructor. Others are
personalogtcal variAbles which are'not menipulatable,but need o
t)e:indentified And recognized for"their inflUence on achievement.

(1916)Bloom recently hypothesized that mord learning is influ,-
enced by.a student's entry characteriltics than by ArariatiRps in
teachikg....The two.purpoies of this study were to:'

.

I) examine the relationships betweem university students'
entry haracteristi,cs and-achievement in biological
science; and,

2) to assess the effectiveness of:Interactive instructiortal
video-tapes in iMproliiilg science.achievement.

- d'A

Thi variales whfch were judged 'most likely to be. predictors of
achievem t.because of the nature of the subiect matter or instruc-
tioj.Yonditions were scholastic aptitude (quantitatiVe and
e bal), cognitive development,and locus ot control (19ther vari-
ables were tncluded and will be mentioned in the expanded report).

Design and Procedures

As mentioned'above, part of the study,examined the,effects of a
maniVulated variable; therefore, an ,expertmental design was employed.
It can be depicted as follows:

I

R 0 0 0 X '0
t 2 3 E. 4

,0
1

0,2
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where:

..?,".7177('''::: --177,571..7.7wrsor

147

01 SAT. Scores (verbal_amiluantitatIve)
,9

() Cognitive Development Level

03 Locueof COntrol,

AC Treatment ConditiOns',
04 is Adhievement of Genetics Concepts'

Other achievement data were collected tit'threespoints in the
study before the implementation ofithe expkerimental design. Thise
data-were used in the regression analysis to,measure thie influenCe
of the entry variables.

.

The experimentally acceAsiblepopul_tioniMALAIOir!ehmAnixiology
students at the University of G.orgFa,. All students met in a
single lecture section three days per week.and insix different
lab sections one.day per week. Data w re collected on all students.
Randomization procedures were used to'a sign subjectivto experiment-
al or cbntrol conditions. The treatment Was conductedAuring the.
genetics unit and consisted of video-tape instruction where. the
stOdents individually used a guided problem-solvihg' manual while
viewing the tape. A coricept was ftrst presented and then the
student t4As requirea to solv4 a related prOblem while the tape

.

delayed tor a prescribed length of time before th'e next concept
was approached.

Data Collection

Data on -ell achievement variables were collected with multiple- ,

choice objective referenced tests. All itims.had'been pildted
previously. Item,and test analyses were usea to establish relia-
bilities and objective-item matching by judges was-used to ensure
cohtent Validity. A total of four a6hievement'tests weve adminis-
tered; one as a measure of treatment effects and three as measures
of the influence of entry characteristics. Data onsthe entry vari-
ablest were collected th`rough standardiZed .tests'or from student
files.' .

Results of Data Analysis

Data on all dependent' variables were analyzed using regression
analysis and a geaeral linear model program.

The reaulta_indicbted that the instructional 4nterd-CAve.video-,
tape did significantly and positivelY influence achievemeht on
the genetics concepts. The increase in achievement amounted to
41pproximately.6%.- The entry variebles'also proved to' be signi-
ficant predictors of succesi on all achievement measures.which
individually predicted as muchas 39 and. 47 percent of the vari-
ance in acThievement. jn all eases thev were better predictors

121 s
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of achievement than any *other entry variables. On all the achl.,
evement variables, three or.four factor models predicted as much
as 60 percent of the variantit in science achlevement.

Conclusions

Regression models"based on entry characteristics of stu4ipts
can be developed which will significantly and consistently vet-
d4ct achievement variance. It is also possible to influence,
science achievement through the-use of interactive instruction-
al video-tapes. The- former results supporfr the recenE conten-
tions of gloom; but, the.latter results show that instructional
intervention can still-be a significant factor in Influencing
science achievement.
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THE-INTER#ELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PBOPORTIONWREASim

NISVAL.SPATIAL ABIUTY AgD SEX

Sharon;Brend.zel

--RutgersUniversity
New BrUnswiCk,-Nj 08903

,

. )..,..

Propottionat'teasoning is necessarY in Ocience, math and in . ,

related areas, as well.as.in everyda04xperiences.
r

,
, 1.

Sahonberser (1976)has shown a relationship betWeen vj.sual spa; ,

tial abp.ity and,mathematical problem loolving: A numbed of. other
.studies have indicated a relaticinship between visual spatial ab-..,
.ility and mathematical abilfty an4,between-vioualAipatial ability
iind certian -physical 'science careers. Indeed, Julia .Sherman .(1967)

-T i
has-suggested thet sex 'differendes in-various aspects of intellect-::
Lull functRining may.be.related to spatielrperception. In,studying
the source,of sex related differences in thathematics'performance

.Fennema and Sherman (1978) found_Xhat rfsults differed .by.school'.
.The.purposeof this sudy,was to'imestigate'the.retetionship ,..

..

-between proportional reasoning and visual spatial.ability,'

In order to study visual spalial ablAitY in relatidnshiP to pro-
.portiomaljeasoning and school,differences, viseal spatial.tests
from the ETS Kit of Factor Referended Cognitive testl were admini-

' stered t6. approximately 200 bigh-school students in gredes nine
and.eleven. These students were Oleo given written proportional
reasoning tasks (similar to' taskelof Karplus) and verbal compre-

'hension tests. From 6his group of students, aPproximately eighty ,
students (t'orty with a high visual spatial ability and forty with
a low visual spatial ability) were selected to Ile tested with
Witkin's Group Embedded Figure's Test.

, ..

The results.indicate significant sex differences in three out of
four of the written proportional reasoning tasks and in the Piaget-;
ian balance, with males performing better. In these.same tasks
eleventh gfaders performed Significantly better. Significant dii-

69

ferences were also fou d between the two schools on these written ,

proportions; on.the Pia 4 tan balance, on the GEFT, and on two,out
'of five of the visual sOatial tasks. .

r;^

. . .
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digh correlations were found between the balance and written pro-
porlionsf and between proportions and visual spatial tests, where-
as correlationi between verba4 comprehension and proportions were
considerably lower. The PSAT score correlations also broke down
into two categories: thelpEFT, proportions., and visual spatial
,rests correlating more high)..y with the math scores; and the verbal
comprehension tests correlating more highly with verbal scores.

To summarize the-results indicate:

1) a relationship between visual spatial ability and

proportional reasoning; .

2) sex differences in proportiohal reasoning but not
as clearly in visual spatial ability;

3) differences_between, school_pbpulatiOns_in_prbpor-
tional reasoning; and,

4) a relationship between visual spatial ability and
PSAT math scorea.

1.
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IDENTIFYING ASPECTS OF COGNITIVE STYLES AS A PREREQUISITE-.

TO INTERPRETING TEST SCORES

, Dorothea Grimes

Rutgers University
New Brunswick, NJ.08903,

J4,7

Test scores are broadly accepted al a Measurement of some cogni-
tive ability.or skill. Within the classroom setting many situa-
tions call for testing where the test score is often tided to de-
tect a student's lack of concept attainment.

This research interprets test scores On a three-term series task
by isolating'and identifying individual strategie4 adppted by
subjects. We haye found strong evidedce of two consistent indil
Niidual preferred ways of Organizing iilformation on the three- .

term series'task.- Introspective reports .were collected from-
subjects afeer the task was-completed. Two distinct habitual'
modes.of problem-solving were identified for,the majority of
subjects. One grouvoffoubjects ;spontaneously chose,p (Con-
crete) Ooperties approgch of assigning-physital-properties-to
objects used in the task. A second group .chose an (Abstract) d,

directional method of rqpresenting the oblects in the pyoblem
- along some abstractimaginary,Scale. .The Concrete propertiei

group made more etrors than did the Abstract.directional group.
Also, differences inperformance on specific dImenslOns of the
task as well as performance,.on certain measures of spatial ab-
ility could be accurately pred.icted for both groups. -Although
it wright be expected that both strategies mouldhave allowed
for accurate completion of the- task under non-slieeded conditions,
our tasks, as are most test-Jike Situations, were administered

,

under highly speeded conditions.'

These results sui;gest that test scores may be a reflection of an
individual's strategy selection and not a'true indication of
lack of concept attainment. Greater emphasis might therefore
be.placed on identifying aipects of "cognitiire styles" as a
prerequisite to interpreting test scores:

. "."
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SPATIAL-VISVAL ABILITY AND SUCCESB IN EARTH SCIENCE IN

HIGH BCHOOL ANIkCOLLEGB'

Gayle Henkin

Rutgers Untverstty.
'New:Brunswick, NJ 08,03

,

With the renewed interest in the study of abilities andcon7-..
ditions wich facilitate learning in schooiCarises a resurg,-
enCe of research ihterestnin the.consefuct of-spatiat-VisUal.
ability. Spatial-visuol ability opens the gop between cogni-
tion and perception. It ii widely postulate& that s major'
component of the conceptualtzations ofnattiral Science rests
within the domain of-the spatial-visual. o:what degree suc-
cess in science is dictated by spatial-visual ability remains
an open add crucial question. .

S.

..T

A 'major contrtbution tO'th4,4 field of Work is the body 'of litera7
ture on field independence developed by Wilkin,'Ggpdenough and
their associates. Witkin showed that.among.colieWstudenta,
those who-are field independent achieve higher grades in mathe,,
matical science, engineering and architecture than'thosewho are.
field dependent. ,

ri

One part of the construct of spatial-visual ability concerhs the
facility with which one can extract and use SiMple patterns from
within bore complex'desigas. This,operation is termed -restructur-:
ing; the-research instrument Osed to measure this operation is the
Ethbedded Figures.Test. The current study uses'students'. ability .

to restructure as,a tool to predict achievement in pecific sci=:
once classes at the high School and coltege"level.. he test-popu
lation consists of two groups of science students,'00 ,ninth
gradefs enrolled-in earth science and 65 college sophomores en:-
rolled in a.map teading class. JB(Iih groups 'took,the group form

- of the GEFT before they studlied a unit' on 6intout mapping. Their
scores on the GEFT were correlated with their scores on the achi,--
evement tests covering-contour mapping,.

It IA hypothesized that students who are strongly field indepehd-
ent wilt score higher on the cOntour'mapping test than thetr" 5 , 4

field.depindeht colleagues both in the high school grohp and the



.
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college groul) Superior rosttupturing4s011 should jatilitate.
academic suecess. The phenomenon should be stronger in older
etudents where the ipatiale-vieura ekills may be mdre dbhddlidated
Furthermore the GEFT will sholir.that fier high school students
sr. skilled at reettucturing.

, 1

The-results foi yoUtiOligh school.etudents,edggeOths-the,re
etrudtdring measdre ispoderAtelY'predictive of supcesi iq earth
scienee ,(r By:contrast college sophomores liffe'r widely
in their restructuring.abd.ity_both from high school students- '

and from gech other. -Although there seems.o .be no predidtive,
relationship usfng thia.veaSure for college women-,,for.college
men the relationship is oigilificaltathe .05 .fevel, .33.

Among the' field iridepandent men e reitracturing mesidre predidta
:grade very'strongly,--r=9-3,4 001:

-

These results seem to suggest tha the resrructuring ability is
not as highly developed in,the. high school Yeate'as'it i in'a.

college age population.: It wOuld thus_appear that the high 'school
may, indeed be the appropriate place fOr effectilieintervention
c.0 -develop greater spstial-visual,dapacity. Although this Js,a
highlY speculative notion; effective intervention aimed at the
spatial-visual capacity could bea link to more effettive seience
education.

p
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PROPOSITIONAL- LOGIC lam -ASYNCHRONOUS

DEVELOPMENT IN SCIENCE.EDUCATION-

c

Geraldine J. VandenBerg

Somerset County College
Somerville, N3-08840

\W.

J.

During.the time we have students in our educational system, thdy
develop.through various .cognitive,seages, as def6,20 bY. Pieget.
The thoti.ght processes required in sCience have beeltlinked:with
'those defined by Piaget's formal.levet-Of'operation0, -Ohichas
characterized by.abstract thought. 'However,.the nature ,of.science.
education in the United States, Ireil at the middle schools and. .

1below, la,to try to teach concep A that are very abstract. This,
as a review of-the.liteNature tells us, is not.possible if the.
students are not aE the formal levet of thought, particul'arly
in seience oriented-CoUrses.

It, therefore, behooves us to diagnostically determine at what ,

level students are before we attempt to present these abstract
concepts. It Uould also be important to determine:

1) -how we 'can enhance theSe forMal operational
reasoning abilities; and,

.

2)- what is their pattern of de'velopmentr.:

According to Piaget, theseforMal'operational schemes develop in
synchrony.

Sixty-Six subjects ranging in.age from 13 to 23 years, drawn from
a heterogenous population,.were iested. A. propositional ,ogic

test. Consisting of disjunction, implicat and biCond.tional
statements was devO_oped and validated. I tion,.thirteen
formal reasoning tasks, nine clinical and o paper and pencil, .

Were used; These assessed either the-scheme of. correlations,
-1 Combinations, propoctions, or probability. The'test/tasks Were
individually'adminfSeered in a randomized sequence...

The results Show.that pnopositional logic is positively rel6ated
7

to ability in the formal operational schemes: The Pearson Correla-
tions indicated that Che-relationship is stronger fdr the schemes
of correlations (r = .51, probability (r = .63), and proportioss-

= ,39) than for the scheme of combinations (r .22) .(a11 p .04).

,..



t

skibarsoiRkielyses revealed that propositional logic is necessary
ol.i.ri!ig4rrelatisons and probability tasks, may be helpful in .

iftg prtiOrtiOns tasks, And not necessary in solving-Combinations

.. .1" .
.

,tionally,Oree hypotherized hierarchical models of the correla-..
'cOmbiW4iOns,.proportions, and probability.schemes were ex-

aM 'psiAlg.or14ering theory. The prerequisite relations among the- .'.

sc es1u4Ae dkArmined by utilizing the responie patterns of the
s 4. --le waiPeaetermined that both the schemes of Proportions

'..k.

ationsre.prerequisit4 to the scheme of torrelaeions
scheme\,, ?,,probability. Furthermore, the results indica,
e'cotriations and probability .schemes develop independ-4

an.
and.

ted
ently .e

v '&-

One odteciWthlrf WittteSearch might be to deeermine how the thought
process definedy.046sitional logic develops. Perhaps there is
a critic . , le when wcould focus ein these logical operations of ,

propos1atq git.itiorder4to induce their development. If abil-
ity 16.pr044i tonal leigic is in fact a significant- ingredient

.. in
formal r*.t!'4' then XII turn

,

formal level. rea.Onini would. be4 . .

enhancedf.:

In addition, ottild selKtba-t if there is a hierarchical relatloil,
ship among the rr41.4er:Ationalschemes, then further research
should be deS4 u

. :,, - .7*

sdh 'that;. :each of the formal pchemes is assessed
individually. 0;t.k 4..rwise,ir'cis quite possible that accurateresults

ec.i... t. ,wotild not be est h

. ,..
6.
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.THE EFFECTS OF EXPERIENCE BACKCROUND.KND AN ADVANCE

ORGANIZER ON ELEWENTARY PUPILS' UNDERSTANDINd
Cl

OF SELECTED SCIENCE CONCEPTS .

Exyie Ryder

$outhern University
; Baton Rotige, W70813

&4

Burton E. Voss
.6; .

University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, 1I.48109

0

This study i...ras undertak8n-to:

-`1.) determine whether Specific experiences in the puplti'
background significantly influence the abilitY to
understand .two concepts on air presSure;,and,

2) investigate the effecs of an advance organizer on_
the pupila' ability tO understand the two concepts. *'

It was hypothesized that previous exposure to certein relevant
experfences would enhance the abilityto master the Concepts'in-
volved in the gtudy, wheregs a lack of,;ffixposure to these experiences
would be a diaadvantage\to the learner. A backgroupd,"Experience
Inventory," deve °Hr.-Tea-15'y 'the lnvest,igator, was aanddistered to.a

, .

group of 401 third and Tifth graders of diverse experience back-
grounds. On the basis of the information obtained on the Inventory, .
a sample of,80 pupils was'selected, representing 40 with "good"
txperience backgrounds and 40 with'"poor" experience' backgrounds.
Other variables on which the sainple was eluated were grade,.sex,
and treatment.. Assignment of puOils to the first three.categories

*:' was fixed, while placement into the treatment groups was random.
-

The experimental treatment was based on David P. Ausubel's sub- ,

sumption theory, which states.that the understanding of new learn-
ing materials can be facilitated if the learner has available to
him, in advance, a very general, abstraCE, and'inclusive statement
,whith subsumei the new add more specific content to be learned.
Such a'statemcne enables the learner to easily and meaningfully
assimilate the new information,
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A demonstration-interview was conducted, individually,.with every
child in the'experimental and control group, at whiCh time four
dmonstrations were performed: Prior to observing the demonstra-
tions, pupils in the experimental group Iftrok rea4ia 207word.con-
ceptuai passage, celled an "advance organizer." The Ofianizer
contained backgroOd Lnfórniation coniidired necessary to promote
the understanding of the two concepts on 'eir pressUre. The control
.group did not receive the organizer.

An achievement test, designed.to measure pupil understanding ni
the two concepts, was administered on the third or fourth daY follow-
ing the demonstration-interview. Three levels of cognitive behavior
were measured: knowldege coMprehension, and application..

The Tindings'reveafed-thitt grade, sex, and treatment significaqtly
affected,vpiikunderstanding of the two cohcepts, and that ,experi-:.

.

ence backgroUhd had no stAistidally significant effect: 'Statisti-
cally significant results were also found for the ihieraction of
grade andtteatment. It was determined that the experimental
treatMent-caused the greatest variation in Achievement test scores.
Achievement was.highest for filth graders, males, and.fo'r those
pupils identified as having "good" experience backgrounds prior to
par ating in the,study.

It was oncluded that!

1) the advance ptganizer is most advantageous to pupils,
with 'rich experience backgrounds;

2) the adyance organizer;Approach is,a potentitlly'
. effective instructionaLtool for relating tbe content.:
of "advanced" subject matter to .elementary schobl
children;

3) elementary school children in grades three and five
are able to,grasp the concepv on air pressure, most
effectively, at the "knowledge" leVer of cognition;
and,

4) some experiences engaged in b'y the children are
significantly related to the understanding of the

4
concepts on air p'ressure.
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ANALOGICAL REASONING, LOGICAL REASONING,

AND PORMAL OPERATIONAL THOUGHT

Z.

Morris A. Enyeari-

Rutgers University
New 'Brunswi , -14J-08-90-3.

. Objectives and Rationale
%

Researchers investigating the.cognitive.aspects of analogical
reasoning often.disagree about'the nature of the relationship
hetween that type of thought and Piagetian operational thought.
Contrary to those who report.that analogical reasoning requ4r00.
only concrete opertitions is a group, which Includes Piaget;7
that contends an individual must be formal operational in.order
to engage in analogIcal thougilt,

12,

It seems reas9nable toaropose that if.analogical reasoning is,
indeed related tO formsWopératiS6, we should be able to intervene
on certain thought processes known-to be associated with that level
of thought and observe predicted changes in analogiCal_reAsoning

. ;

iF ability. This study was designed to test that -prop6sal. .4. --ts,

Methodotogy and Desi:0

The non-random sample consisted of 72 students enrolled in an intro7
ductory logic course at a large eastern university. .A.pretest-inter-
vention-posttestlexpeqmental design was employed with training in
propositional logic,being the_ independent variable and analogical
reasoning'ability the dependent variable.

Instruments and Data
OP

The pretest data included non.-clinical tasks to Iestablish the degree
of formal, operations possessed by subjects (Lawson, Karplus, Adi, 1978);
verbal-and numerical analogiral Ability Lunzer, 1965);. Group Embedded
Figures Test for field dependence-independence;.propositional logical
ability; and SAT verbal 4nd math scOres. Subjects were posttested
on propositional logical.ability And analogfical reasoning ability..
Course achievement scores were also considered a part of the post-
test data.

132
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gtatisti'es from the SPSS program that were used to Imlay's, the
, data ms.r. correlations, t-tests, factor analysis, and.muttiple
.regerssion.

Results

I) Pretest measures of formal operations were significantly,'
positively correlated with both analogical reasoning
ability and Propositional logical ability (p .001)

2) Pretest measures of propositional logical abilitY and
analogical reasoninfability were significantly, posi-

,

tlyely'correlated (p 6 .007)__-

3) The mean posttest scores on both the propositional lOgic
test and the analogical reasoning test were significantly
higher than the pretest scores-on the stme measures.

4) For those subjects sho*ing growth on the propositional
logic stest and- the analogical reasoning test, that
growth is relat4A to the subject's' score on the Piaget-
ian measures.

COncrlusions

By ineerveningvn-specific thought processess known to be asdociated
with formal operations,' it was possible to show a resultant increase
in analogical-reasoning ability. In addiUon, corresponding idcreases
fri analogical reasonitig ability -and propoiitional logical abtliiy-
were greatest in subjects that exhibited the greatest clegrd4eiof
formal operation on the pretest,measures. Clearly,'if analogical
reasoning Aid not require formal dperations,"lhese results-would
not have been likely to occur.

'

Lawson, A. E., Karplus, R., and Adi, H Acquisition of propositional
logic and formaroperational schemata during ehe secondary school
years. journal of Research in Science Teaching, 1978, 15, 465-478.

Lunzer, D. Problems of formal reasoning in test situations. Pages 583-
610. R. Brawn (Ed.), Cognitive Development in Children. Chicago:
University-of Chicago Press, 1965
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ASOSSING THE QUALITY OF PRIOR LEARNING

Pinchlis Tamir

Hebrew University
Jortiialem; Israel

Retionale and Objectives

si

The common way 'to assess the quality of prior learning is,by
immediate achielvement tests. Sometimes, espeCially in research
studies,,retenfion tests are administered usuelly a few weeks
after the completion of the cpurse. While both achievement
and retention tests are necessary at;'d valuable, they have serious'
limitations as; far at being indicators of the quality'of learn-
ing. Therefoe, many may agree with Ausubel (1968) that "perhaPs
the most valil way of testing for organizational strength and'via-
bility of knowledgetis to'measore'xetention in the context of
-sequential leitrning In situations where the ability to learn new
Material preeuPposes the availability of the old.". Ausubel sug-
gested two *roaches to the measurement of the "aptitude.for
further learning" (Cronbach, 1963), oe viebility of knowledge:

1) Trensfer retention testai-which-require-students to
study an unfamilar new learning passagetthat is.
sequentially related to and presuPposeslcnowledge
of.previously studied material.

2) Long term transfer paradigm, in which the aptitude
of ,students for further learning in a particular
field is assessed by measuring eheir achievement in
the subsequent learninufasks, and by relating'this
achievement, to their prior leerning exPeriences.

The purpose of this study is to!

a) demonstrate how the suggestions of'Cronbach
and &rubel can be implemented in schools;

b describe a new,instrument, the Prior:Know-
ledgeHand Learning.Inventory (PKLI) and its
pottnaal usage;

c) demonstrate the validity of PKLI; and,
,d) introduce the concept of, Retrospective Curri-

culum Evaluetion.

134 (
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Method

The subjects of the tuAy were 116 biology -majors enrolled in
First year college biology at the Hebrew University; Jerusalem.
Their (Retribution according to their high school 'program was:
35% studied the old coyentionel curriculum, 477. studied the
Israeli BSCS adaptation and 18-7. a combination Of both. The'difr
ferint questionnaires and tests were administered as part of thd
routine procedures of the collegebiology course, by the course
instructors. The following instruments were used:

'1) Backsround questionnaire which ascertained the
nature of high school experiences;

2) Prior Knowledge and Learning-Inventory (PKLI)
wee designed imerding -framework suggested
by Tamir andjirst reported by Young and Tisipkt
(1.977). The iRyentory consists of A list of
concepts or ikills which is usually prepared by
the course instructor. For each item (concept
or skill) the students are asked to make two
independent ratings, one for each of 6he follow-
ing:

a) Degree of (nowledge Scale:.
This is a 5 point scalesin which:

1. = I don't know, don't understand
cannot do,

a

2 I am not sure if I know, or,
understand, or can 4o: 1

3 I think I know what it means,
. I think I can do.

4 = I know, .undeiatand,:.can do yell.
5 - I can explain', show how to do,

tO others.-
b) -Prior Learning, Scale:

,This,is a 2 point scale in which:
1 I have not learned this. .

2 I have learned this.
In the present stua'y a list se 86'
s.oncepts and 15 skills was inclUded.
The background questidnhaire and MI
were administered in a special brienti-
tion meeting 4 weeks before,the,begin-
ning Of the course.

c) Achieirement Test:
..Final examination conistilig of 60 multi-
ple choice items with KR20 reliability of
0.86.

d), Perceived Difficulty and Interest'
Questionnaire: (POO)
consisting of a.list of topics included
in lectures, laboratories and group
diseussions,' The studentswere asked
to indicate for each itely. ow's 5 point
scale (a) the perceived-difficulty,
(b) the degree of interest.
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The last two instruments were administered At the end of the
courhe. The (WA was analyzed by computer programs 'yielding fre-
,quency distributions; means, standard deviations, correlations,
trtests and analysis of variance.

Results an&tonclusions

1) The study demonstrated the feasibility of measuring
priordearning and prior knowledge as a r9pinge
procedure in any course.

2) PKLI was found to be a valid and reliable masure of
prior learning and prior knowledge of cohcepts and
'skills.

Knowledge at the entry to the university was found to
be Positively correlated to the ;nature and quality of
learning biology in high school':

4) Achievement in college biology was significantly cor-
related to prior knowledge, prior learning, and the
nature of the high school curriculum.

5) Perceived difficulty and interest were significantly
correlated to high school experiences,' prior learning,
and achievement.

6) Zhe results indicate that theiinquiry oriented BSCS
Curriculum in Israel providiTmeaningful learning
eiperiences which had-substantial long.temeffects and
gave significant and considerable advantageto. students
in their university studies.

6.

7) Retrospective evatuation, on sound theoretical
ground, adds ankmpbrtant dimension to the,field of
curriculum evaluation.

16

The potential of PKLI for guidance, consultation, instruCtion and-
evaluatioi- is' discussed in the paper!'

References

Ausubel, D. P. Educational Psychqozt-- A,Cognitive View, Holt
Reinhardt and Wnston, New Yq'rk, 1968, p. 577

Cronbaah; L. J. Course improvement through evaluation, Teachtrs,
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AN INVESTIGATION OF THE ACCEPTABILITY OF MARINE-EDUCATION

CURRICULAIN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS IN MAINE

4.

John W. Butzow

Univeratty of Maine
- ()roma, _ME 04469

Harry H. Dresser

Gould Academy c)

Bethel, ME 04217 4

This study attempted to identify,diff,erenceswhich existed in a
number of variables among schools which accepfed, rejectedj or: 4

made exploratory use of a innova'tive marine edacation ckffriculum.
The curriculum material consisted of one instructional. unit (tea-

.
chet's guide) each for grades K-8. ..Each of the units had an
,aquatic, or marine.focus, and each was an infusion unit. That is
it was intended to provide Classroom teachers with exercises and
activities related to Marine-, or aquatic topiclpfor use in teaching
in their standard grade-level disciplines.

The seleeted variables for'this study yere percentage of male
teacher's on a school staff; percentage, of teachers by age categor-
ie's on a school staff;, pertentage.Of teachers with academic.pre-
paration in mathematids, science, and social studies on a school-",,
-staff; school pupil to,teacher ratio; school total number of pro-
fessional staff members; commlnity per pupil expenditure; community,
socioeconomik-status; and he number of.highway miles.from the
community to the marine environment. Organizational Climate De
scriptlon Questionnaire (OCDQ) openness scores, the eight subtest
scores, and school clim.ate type by Halpin.and Croft's protoeypic
categories were also considered,

Principals%o464 Maine elementar Schools prov4tecVsome of the
necessary demographic data and Administered tl\e OCD1..to their
teachers,fiallowing prescribed guidelines7,to insure anbnymity.
4 the same time, marine educafionA.nfusion units producedby the*
directors,and staff' of the Northernew England Marine Education
Project were distributed through the principals to the teachers
of the schools. At the end of a six-week study period, the 'prin-

. .

cipals provided den on the use .made of'the marine educgtion
fuSion units by the teachers ih their schoOls. From this reported

el
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use, the schools were categorized inEo accepting schools, reject
'ing Schools, and fichools which made exploratory uSeq:If the intro-
duced innovative material. ,

The variables of teacher preparation in mathematica$.and teacher
preparation in Science were found to be significant .vtriables at,
or beyond, the .051.evel of significance by a one-way analysis
of variance. Schools with higher percentages of teachers with
academic preparation in mathellitrtics and science were more likely
to.explore, or_acLcept the innovattve marine eduCationimaterial
thsn were schools with lower percentages of such teachers.

T-tests showed highway mges. from the marine environment .and .

percentage of upper whiticollar workers in the community to'
be significant variables among accepting, rejecting,,and explor-,
ing schools.
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RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN STUDENT ATTITUDES TOWARD:$ELECTED

ENERGY ISSUES AND STUDENT PERCEPTION OF THEAUALITY,,

, .

OE THREE PEEC ENERGX EDUCATION UNITS ,

,

r,./

-,-- v ,

.r,

Lynn W. Glass-
Mit

'Iowa State Untmersity.'
Ames, IA 50011.

1Helenmarie pof,man
National Science Teachers'Association

Washington, DC 20550

The challenge of'an ever increasing energy consumption rate will.'
need to be Met from Several fronts if bur nation is going to con-'
tinue to prosper as we'have known it. One of the major frOnts to
meet this challenge is through the educational system with-high

. quality curriculum materials and excellent teaching. The specific
objective of this study was tn:

r

Collect data from students in a fiLd test of
three project for an Energy Enriched CUrriCulum
MEC) draft units that would permit making
rational decisions abouC,the final form of the

/ three unit4,S.
4-

'

The P oject foran Energy Enriched Curriculum IA beig* developed
-.by th Nationak Science.Teachers Associatiod under contract to
-the U. ited States Department of Energy. The three units, Coal,
Enerp for the Futufe, and Exponential Growal, were\designed by
the 'PEEritETYY WribConcurrence from the77,Wid-based PEEC steer-
ing coMmittee. Teachers were selected in a nationiil competition
tb write the units based upon the qualtty of an energy lesson plan
they submitted. The,teachera.met in the summer of 1978 on a-col-

:lege .campus where they had a,ccess to the necessary scientific and
teChnical expertise to write the units based upon the outlinei pre=
viously develdped by the PEEC staff aridssteering coinalittee.

,

j Teachers who had participated in a National Science Foundation
Energy Education workshop Volunteered to field-test the m4erial.
Five teachers itnd 234 stuipnls particiOated'in-the field test 0
Coal, six teachrs and 21F.Students fietd-tested Exponential .

Growth, and two. teachers,and 171 students field-tested Energy for
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the Futuee. All.students were in grades seven through twelve.
Teachers maintained (talky log of,their teaching actiVities with,_ _ _ _ _
th units as well as'annoeited the margins of the teacher's;copy
of the units. 4

Data reported in this study cove principally from a thirtyjtem
student questionnaire that Oas adminislered at the completion of
the 'unit.' Ten of the'items elicit energy opinion Ated were used
'by the Nationai Assessment of Educational Progress..The reMaining
itema were judged by the .FEEC staff, the author of this paper, and
a panel .of,twenty.teachers to measure their intended ,purpose.
TwelVe of the.items were designed to asceitein the itudents' per,
ceptions of.the (I/Utility of the units,. two items.to measure the
studenta'_attitu4ea.toward school and learning, and six items to
determine student goali and to.collect demographic informatidn.

,.e

Although the de ails of this fotMative,evaluation project are too
numerous to rep rt here, they can be-.sumMarizti in th'ree broad eat7
'egories.,:Gene al-p, students who find school work interesting and
find athool le rning to be. relevant to the4- intetesta rate most,
aspects,of-all three,units very highly." Students whoindicated a
willingnest to conserve more enetgy lf they kneW'how 'to also rated
most aspects of all thre6 ofitts very favorably. Students who:pos- ,

seas errea,listic view ol Olit energy problems, that is, do not
believe our energy problems are over, belieVe:that energy shottN:
ages pose a serious threat to the future, ahd.believe that al
world consumptton of energy increases avdilable 'supplies to the
6nited States will be less,.alio'feel that the actinitie
three units caused them to think a great deal about energy.'

el
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CONCURRENT SESSION ,.
*.

Research Committee Report: NARST - NSTA
Cooperative Research Efforts...

7'

Presiding: Dayid Harmon

Kanawha County Schou
Charleston, WV 2531

-1

Clitudie,Dougl.ase

Central Michigan Universtt,50.
Mt:. Pleaaant MI 48858

A cooperative research effort of NARSToand NSTAItas been conducted .
through the cooperative efforte of these tWo organizations' research
committees. The efforts have lncluded:

1) the identification of researchr-priorities fq.steaching.
pi-actices as.perceiVed by4elementary actiool
_of iciencand iecondary.school scienceteaChers;

2) 5thesdevel4ment'of a research ne64ork for,science
11 eduCaeton; and,
1), the preparation,of a proposal fo active

participation'aha cooperatibn.of'reslprchers-and--;-,
teachers in formulating, designing., conducting,
and4reporting science teaching practice research. 1

\

Members: Ruqsell H. Yeany

University of Georgia
Athens, GA 30602

A

,

Linda R, -DeTufe

1049 Tuscany Place
Winter Ntrk, FL 32789

0

Joan Duea

Price Lab School
ditdar Falls; IA 50613. ,

Arthur C. White

Ihe Ohio 'state Oniversity
,

Columbus, OH 43210
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-RESEARCH oiltstE ROLE OFTHE-LABORATORY

IN:SCIENCE TEACHING

Vincent N. Lunetta:

The University of,Iowa
Iowa CifY, IA -52242-

Avi Hofstein

fok
The Weizaann Institute of Science

Rehovot, Israel
)

PinalaS Tamir

Hebrew University
Jerusalem, Israel

Ron Raven

a. SUN'at Buffalo
Amhetat,-NY'14260

Herbert J. Walberg

University of ApInois at Chicago Circle'
Ch1ago, IL 50580

Wayne W. Welch

University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, MN 55455

-James Shymansky

University of Iowa_
Iowa City, LA 52242

,

John E. Penick

University of Iowa
Iowa City, IA 52242
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:Purpose

C.

:ft

i) To.briefly pDview the history of the laboratory in

science teaching;
2) To review research findings regarding the effectiveness

of laboartory instruction;
3) To,critically analyze studies conducted thus far;

4) To suggest Methods for overcoming the limitations observed

in the studies to.date;

5) To Suggest specific'new,dis4nslons Of potentia relevance

to teaphing.and learning in the laboratory;

_6) To provide .a synthesis of suggestions for resea chers

working to clarify the role of- die 11Mo:re-tory-in sciemv

-education.

Rationaie

,For years, Many scienCe eduáatori have. thought thekcas* for.science

laboratory teaching to be tob obvious to need much argtiment. Lab-

oratory teaching and learning has been assumed by many to have a

central and distiinctive role in science education. AT this time,

however, some educators"have begud to seriously queStion the effec-

'tiveness and the role of laboratory work and the case foriaboratory ,

teaching is not as self-evident as it once seemed. The review of

research relating to the science Laboratory.prepared by Gary Bates

and published by NSTA in 1979 ptovides very little evidence on the

basis of which extensive and-expeasive laboratpxy teaching can be

justified.. It is also cliar from the review, hoWever, that the., .

cresearch'is very incomplete and even inconclusive: If the research

community does" not provide a critical and positive response, it

is reasonable to.assume.thOt some educators will cite the Bates

report as justifidation fex drasticalVy curtailing laboratory

teaching. Past research Atudies can.and should be Analyzed and

criticized and new dimenstbns end directions for research on the

laboratory should be prepared. Some areas or dimensions of lab-

oratory learning have never been properly'.explored. The primary

goal of dhis symposium will_be to review current research and

state of the art and to propose new directions for future research

and development on the iMportant topic of laboratory learning in

science education.

4
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A STIJDY.OF SIXTif-GRADERS' ENERGY A

EVALUATION OF AN ENERGY MODULE

Lloyd H.

Univer ty of Ma ne
Oron -IHE-04469-

ES:

The purposes.of the studylier. meaaute the,,change in attitudee
between the contrbl group,'the group that studied energy, f!P4 the
group that used the.enetgy modUle, Ezsergy for Tdday, and TomorroW
(Catawba County Schools', 1978), and to,compare the differences in
attitudes between sexes.

A .17-item instrument modified by Ayers(1976) of theTenneylvSnia
Department of.Education (McDermott, 1973) was utilized .to ascertain
the attitudes toward electrical energy.' The instrument `items were

. grouped into three categories .7- nuclear powerenvironmental impact
teof electrical power generation,:and electrical powei7 generation.
4f

Data Was collected from four teat sites'totaling lOT.sixth gra&
.students (83 males and 80 females). Each subject completed the
instrumen6 hy indicating their degree of_agreerept-or disagreement
with each statement on the instrument. Based Jc)rt studOnt reponses,

the mean scote for each statemem' was computed'for each group ahd
.'sex group. At one site, a random sample of subjects'(12 males and
11 females) we's selected for a pre/posttest design of the energy
module. Both maleti and,females showed a more positive attitude
toward electrical energy after completing the module. The gain
from pre to posttest-was significant according to a t-test at
the .05 level. It can be inferred that the energy module did bring
',about a change in energy attitudes -- 'althoUgh the length of time
(three weeks) and the small number of participants indicated fur-
ther analysis. A two-way A VA was done to ascertain the impact
of the energy module upon ttal population. The overall analysis

, revealed significgnt trea entjevel (energr module versus control),
sex (male versus female), and interaction (treatment X sex) at .0$
level. .

Due to significant interaction, the design was partitioned into
four sepatate one way 1010VA which indicated that thT significant
interaction.(p s 'AV)) was ,caused by the-male control group. The
utilization of the energy module prOvided males with more opportun-
lbites'for Clevejopment of positive attidudes toward electrical
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nergy then for females. The subjects in this study had less
positive attitOdes toward electrical enetgy than reported by Ayers.
Males within the control group were more cautious than females
while the-females within the,energy module group were more cautious'
than males.

t
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A PRE-CHEMISTRY SECONDARY couttsg ON PROPORTIONAL CALCULATIONS

Madeline P. Goodstein
William W. Boelke

Central Connecticut State College
.New Britain, CT 06050

The Sci-Math Project undertook the development, teaching, and
assessment-of a course on thrapplications of proportional calcula-
tions needed by seconldary school students to study chemistry and
physics. Seventy-six students taking college-preparatory biology .
studied the sci-miteh tourse uring their regulayly scheduled free
periods for a total of half a semester prior to!.the study of chem-
istry. Topics covered, not necessarily in,order of instruction,
were rates, direct and inverse relations, direet and inver'se
proportions, dimensional analysis, symbolic, rate equations set up
from data, percentages, interconversions of rate and ratio ecpations,
and graphs. Familiar variables from everyday activities rather
.than from science were used for problems. Several ,simple labora-
tory experiments using familiar equipment were performed. A goal
of close to 1007 achievement was sit for the first part of the
course. To achiems this took longer than was expected:so some of
the ldtter part of the course was not tompleted.-

The effect of the sci-math coUrse on the'etudene,s ability to solve
problems in proportional ,calculations not inV.,olving scientific
concepts was -investigated, as was the effett of the course on subse-
quent performance in chemistry. The data indicate that proportional
problem-solving can be successfully taught-in the higi-cschool when
applied to everyday 'and consumer activities. The'null hypothesis
that students who hdd previously studied the sci-math course did
not differ in the use of correct.strategies to aolme chemistry
problems from students who hadaot taken the course was tested by
analysis of variance. It was oot rejected since the significance
was 67g. These results strongly suggest replication of this study.
An impOrmed ,curriculum and a longer period of study may well make
the needed difference in chemistry achieyement:

Scores on the tci-math course posttest lot the bontrol group were
significantty related by the 6qL-square test to Pia3et cognitive
levels measured by a written test. No correlation between post- .

teat score and piaget level was found for the qperiemental group.
This suggests' that St-udents preparingajor chemistry can-be .tanght
to solve both concTete and formal proportional calculations indw-

. 4
dependent of the Piaget level of the students when the variables are
familialto the students.
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THE EFFECTS OF PRbBLEM SOLVING ON.THE

ACHIEVMENT OF EARTH SCIENCE STYDENTS
-

AS AASURED WITH BLOOM'S TAXONOMY

. )

J. Michael Russell

Averett College
Danville, VA 24541

Eugene L. Chiappetta

-University of Houston
,.Hooston, TX 77004

A

0

Prominent 'among the goals_stati'd for education is the improve-
ment of students' -ability to think., Problem solving is a term
that has frequently been -,4sed to represent and to promote the
notion of thinking. It has been defined for this study as a three-
step procedure to include problem identification, inquiry to*deter-
mine relevant information, and the discovery.of relationships.
This model of.problem,solvin4 has many,simiIarities.tO the applies,
tion level learneng described in Bloom's Taxonomy of Educational
Objectives.

.The'purpose of this study was to improve eighth 'graders' ability
to apply-and &nalyze earth science subject matter through a.pro-
blem solving approach to instruction.

The population for the stOdy Consisted of eighth grade earth
science students attenting a suburban middle 'school in the south-

.

west. Fourteen se5itions (nn= 287) were randomly ass.igned to seven
control groups.

g,

The control groups received a.traditional textbook oriented loth
of instruction which included reading, discUssion, :and lEkboriOrY
aCtivitiefa. The expe'rimental groups-received instruction whial
included reading, discussion emphasizing application and analy-
sis level questions,'and problem s'olving laboratory activities.
The treatment.lasted six i.teeks.

A 40-item aChievement test was admInistered to determine:the
effects clithe xreatment. It consisted of ten items constructed
at the knowledge, comprehension,4&pplication, and analysis levels.
Thelebst-reliability was deeermined to be-:78,(Kuder-Richardson
20).

147;,
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The Notelleing's T2 test was used to determine if a pattern of
differences was produced across the four subtests between the two
treatment groups. This analysis indicated there.were significant
differences (p d .001). 'Univariate F values computed for each
subtest.showed significance (p di .001) in each case. A discri-
minint function analysis determinecKthat the application subtest
.(.70) appeared to be the best discriminator followed by the know-
ledge (.34), comprehension (.13), and analysis (.08) subtests.

The median taxonomicJevel of teacher initiated questions asked.
during
from data ecorded on the Teacher-Pupi- Question Inventory. The
results indi te that the-median level of questions aiked in the
problem solving classes was higher (p.4 005) than in the conven-

_ _

tfonal classes.

assroom disc.ussion in the treatment groups was analyzed

The resulta from this study indicate that the problem solving
approach used seems to be on effective means for improving the
achievement of earth science students. .It- will increase test
performance at the knowledge, comprehension, aPplicatiOniAnd.
analysis levels. In particular this strategy appears to have
-greatest effect on.the application of subject matter.

6'
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EFFECT OF A VALUES-ORIENTED ENVIRONMENTAL.EDU6ATION UNIT ON,

THE ATTITUDES OF .PRESERVICE TEACHERS AND ON.THEIR STUDENTS

.41

(::Dorothy M. Andrews

rOomfield-Schodl

Gerild Abegg

Boston University
Boston, MA 02167

The purpose of this research is 6a evaluate the change in attitude
of preservice elementary teachers toward envirowental.concepts
through instruction in "a values-oriented enviroamental education
unit and to evaivate the change in attitutie,toward environmental
concepts of pupils taught by these preservice teachers during their
student teaching assignments. ,The null hypotheses are:

41.

1,

1) There will be no difference in preservi6e.elementary
teachers receiving instruction-in-a valuesoriented
environmental education unit and a group of preservice
elementa6 teachers who have not_received-this-instruc-
tion.

4
,There will be no difference in elementary pupils' atti-
tudes towar4 the environment between a group of pupils
.taught by,,teacherstwho have received instruction, in-a
values-oriented environmental education unit and a"
group of pupils taught by teacWers who have not re--
ceived this instruction.

The experimental design developed to.test both these hypotheses is_
a Lindquist Type I design. The experiment can.be summarized as a
pretest/posttest control group design. To measure attitudinal
change for the first hypothesis, Environmental Assessment rnstru-.
ment I Was developed. This included a semantic differential'
consisting of sixteen environmental concepts and a forty-five
item cognitive test to,measure aetitudinal 6hange. For the second
-hypothesis'Environmental Assessment Instrument 114 a Likert-type
instrument'Consisting of ten environmental concepts was developed.

149
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The'population for the intital study consisted of 48.undergraduate
junior students ehrolled in the course, The.Leerner and His En-
vironment, at Boston University School of Education. Prior to
presenting the instruction, Environmental Assessment Instrument 1
wee adminstered,as a pretest. The experimental group received .

instructiO in a values-oriented-envrionmental education unit.
At the conclusion of the instruction period Environmental Assess-
ment Instrument I was administered ,tp both groups as a posttest.

Nine preservice teachers and 131 students participated in the
fallow-up st,udy. Prioe'to instruction Envrionmental Askessment
Instrument II was administered to all pupils AS a pretest. A
After presenting a mini-environmental unit to their pupils,
Cnvióhmental

,

Assessment_Inatrumeht TI was administered_as
posttest.

Data from the semantic diTferential were Analysed by an analysis
of covariance whiCh showed there was a signifiFant difference
(p 4.05) in attitude toward nine of the'sixt,e4 Concepts as a
result of the valdes-orient0 environmental ed6cation unit,. An
analysis Of cOvaritnt,t on the data from the cognitive test!showed
a significant difference (p 4 .0001) in knowledge of ecological
facts and principles in the experimental gni-up.

In the follow-up study the posttest scores on Environmental Assess-
ment Instrument II for both the control and experimental groups
were analyzed using an analysls of variance. The results were
significant beyond the .01 level.

The following conclusions may be drawn from the results,of this
study:

The attitudes of cerservice_teacbers Toward environmental
concepts changed ,ignificantly as a'result of instruction in
a values-oriented environmentaleducation unit. '

The cognitive knowledge of ecological facts and principles
of preservice_elementary teachers increased significdatlx
as a result of linstructin in a values-oriented environment-
al educ'ation unit.

Preservice elementary teachers who'have received instruction
in A values-oriented environmental educition unit are able
to elicit a positive attitude toward the environment in their
pupils.

1.50
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EVALUATION OF ELEMENTARY SCIENCE MAGNET SCHOOL PROGRAMS

Claude H. Cunningham
Donna G: Wright

Houston Independent, School District
Houston, TX 77027

The goal of encouraging school inte ation through instructional
Means has led many,Urban pUblic_schoo districts to develop Magnet- .

Schools. Magnet"Schools, by definition, are-high quality progtilms"
which, by the nature of their offerings, attract volunteer students
from all racial, ethnic?, geographic, and aocio-econdmi6. sector's. of ,

the commu.61., It is Assumed that high quality specialized
t,ional programs will provide Adequate motivation and impetus for'

ok

meaningful voluntary integration.

I .

Any attempt to evaluate-Magne-t School programs mudt have at leaqt
two dimensions, First, their impact on integration must be de-,
-terminAd, 'SecOnd, the qUality of the OrograM must be.examined:
:fhe.evaluation of the quality of t4e Magnet School Project in
Houston assumes thaC eachprogram will establish objectives which
represent a consensus pf the profession in both-coment and ata---,

.demic skills: This assumption.requiree periodic velkfication to
assurethe content validity of Magnet School programs, Results of
past validity checks h'eve revealed both, strengths And weaknesses
which have provided a basis for programrevision and revitaliza- :

tion. This paper deals with the'design,and procedures uaed'in.
evaluating the elementary science Magnet School proArams in Houston.
It will serve to introduce the other papers in the Set.

,

'

De, sign

The desfgi .selected fOr this study was a non-equivalent control group
design with post hoc analysis. The.treatment group was drawn from:
students attending elemenCary science Magnet Schools; the control
group was drawn, from students attending'nqn-science elementary

. Magnet Schools. The groups are non-equivalent lA that randomiza-
tion waS not possible in assigning student groups. Post hoc
measurement was'necessitated due to lack of opportunity far pretest-
ing. ,
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Sample

Itudents were selected from the identified groilps for inclusion
in the study using random selection of student identification
n4mbers by computer.' Members of both.groups were attending Mag-
.nit SChools during the study and had been enrolled in the same
Magnet Schools for at least.one and one-half years prior to the
'study. Stqdents in the study Sampres were randomly selected
from groups which wei'ci alike ip ethnic make-up and sex distribu-,
tion. Thissbalance is controlfed by a federal court desetregation
order.

-instrumentation

four variables were identified for measurement and analysis in
this,study. The variables were: science content achievement,
skill in classifying and inferring, and general academic acilieve-r
ment: Science content achievement vas measured using the Science
subtest of the SRA Achie,?ement Series,. General academic achieve-
ment was measured using the Composite Score of thewlowa :rest of
.Basic Skills...

Scildents in'.-classifying and inferring-were Measured using
two locally-prodbced tests; the 1411.11.2.2a gjj_E_Lsityfa Measure and the
Whieson yhe development of these tests is dis-
cussed in anotWer paper in this set.

4111

Procedures;

Students selected to participate in this sttidy were'tested in the
Magnet School they.attended in grolips. of 30 or fewer. The four
instruments were administered at three .sessions with about two
weeks between sessions.

k,
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TAZ DEVELOPMENT.OF PETER AND PENCIL

Y: 'MEASURES OF CLASSIFYING AND DNFERRING SKILL§

Introduction-

Betty A. Whitson
i;

0

, Houston Independent School District'

I,

Jacob W. Blankenship

'Univeigity of HOuston
Houston, TX 77004

Validated, non-reading, paper and pencil, lróup.adminidtered
alsessment instruments designed to accurately assess student
abilities t6 classify and infer were essential to the research
design of this study. A seasch of the literature on assessment
instruments to identify.such Teasures appiiepriate for use with
fifth and sixth grade students was unsuccessful. The task of
designing, developing, and validating instruments that met.the
design criteria are described in the presentation.'

The Whitson Classifyingjleasure

The.Whitson Claasifying Measure is an assessment instrument design-
ed 6:17Iiii-ji;Tire the abilities of children to classify. Selection
procedurea'of,the classifying itets,were implemented in three
phases:

t) Efforts werl,first directed towards careful review Of
the literature to locate a validated instrumentwhich
could be admihistered to a group of twenty'-five or

. more
which involved noveading. Only.one instrument appeared
to meet.the criteria; hoWever, attempts to secure the
test were unsuccessful (Nowak's Classifying Measure);,

2) Adaptation of existing Curriculum material's and
research findings resulted in the development-of an
assessment measure, The Whitson Classifying Meastire; .

'"''':ti-`,119111741
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1.

A validation study was undertaken uaing a sample of 48t ,
k, y,

students. Mean item distrimination for the assessmedt-
Measure ranged from 0.40 to 0.58. The'Kuder-Richaryhipit,

21 Reliability was 0.86 for the instrument.

The Whitson Inferring Mealure

* a ' ' '

, .

'1

' k A'

s: 1.1

The Whitpon inferring Measure, is,sn assessment instprubett aesign4d
to measure the anilities of Children to infer. A search-of.lhe-.

4 t

assessment literature revealed Only twb,Ratruments',.tWKitter
Analosies Test and an.instrdMent.developed, by the AmeriAss'ocia=
Ci:on for the Advancement of Sciernce for Science A Provss,
Approach, neither of which was adequate for the.study. SuSsequent-'':.,
ly, the 9hieson. Inferring Measure was developed by adapting pxtat--., ;
tng curriculum material- and research findings. A validati6n".
study was dont' using 48 students. Mean item disrrimination fo
the assessment instrument ranged from.0.45 to 0.60. The
Rickardson'21 Reliability Was 0.88:
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-4t STUDY OF THEI)IFFERENCES BETWEEN SCIENCE'MAGNET
4.

SCHOOLAWUDENTS,AND NONSCIENCX MANET SCHOOL

.STUDENTS CYMEASURES OF SCIENCE SKALS AND ACHIEVEMENT,
.4.

t
#

1

introduction
,

0

Jacob W. Blankenship

UNiverrity of Houston
"Houston, TX 770Q4

Betty A. WhitsOn
Claude-H. 'Cunningham '

-

H9uston Independenb,School District'

Houston, TX 77027 IF

. #.

4 P.v.
Yhe evaluation of the elementaTy science Magnet Schools'in an

urban school district vas made by-the comparison of s,tuden'ts'

abilities to classify and infer apd the studentS geperabi -

academic achievement. :-,

.
t e. . ,

.

, .

Sau4lg
k

Two hundred and eleven stuOents from afth and sixth grades in.

five elementary'schools participated in the stuly.0The schools

'were cllOilen from variOu's areas of d large_urban school sy'stem.

Half thsatnple were from.lchool.S whiretsCience 'was ehe eqcoi.of

k the magnet-school Orogram and the other half of the sampawere

. from magnet sch*ools that,had a curricutum focus other than

'sctence.

Pro.cednre
,

. .

Students were tested in groups of 30 or lewer msing.four 4,!4sess4
A

.ment MeaSures, two for measuring science skills and two fdr mea-:

,Spring academic achievement. The iniiepenclent variables of the

study were type:of school attendea' (sciencemagnet or-nonsiene ,

: magnet) an'd the .dependent variables were-the Skills 9f classify- ,

ing and ilif.erring and general academic achievement ip reAdtng,

'mathethatics, and scienci content. The t-test was Used' to' detrmine:
,

,
signif(

'c

ant difference:, .

/

1.5.5

.
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i
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RELATIONSHIP OF ELEMNTARY STUDENTS' CLASSIFYING AND

'INFERRING SKILLS TO MEASURED ACHIEVEMENT IN BASIC SKILLS

Donna G. Wright
Claude H. Cunningham

Houston Independent School District
Houston, TX'77027

JacOb W. -Blankenship

Vniversity of Houston
Houston, TX 77004

Introduction

The "back to basics" movement in public education has.had two
negative effects on elementary science education. The movement
hasdefined "basic skills" as reading and mathematics. Science
has been de-emphasized in favor of increased instructiongl time
in ;'eading and mathematics instruction. .Second,'_the movement Is
mpre congruent to a colitent acquisition emphasis than a processing
skills development emphasis in elementary science., Empirical evi-
dence ib needed to describe the relationship of the information.
processing skills to basic academic skills. Such evide.tice hOlds
promiSe for a broadening of the definition of basic ski.11s as well
as providing science education with adequate empilasis for survival..

Sample
,

Data related to 'student_ classifying and inferring skills and ge al
,,acaclemic and s'cience achievement were collected. A 'total-of 18o
students' scores were obtained. Students were randomly selected

,

from groups which were alike in _both ethnic make-up and sex distri-
-bution. All members,of the identified group's had been continously-

.i.. enrolred in Magnet Schools.for at least one and one-half yeaYs..

Instrumentatipn

/ Four variables were identified: science achievement, information
prOtes8ing,-skitl_d,evelopment in ciassii:ying and'Infenring, and
generlpl a.cademic'achievement., Science achievement kas measured'

0:

/ 3
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Findings

The students who .attended the science mhgnet schopl*.outperformed
the nonscience magnet school students on each of the five dependent
variables. The differences were statistically significant.

a

f
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using the Science-subtest of the SRA Achiexement Series, Level
E/Forg-1. General academic achievement was measured using snb.,,
scale-scores of the Iowa Test of Basic Skills Level 11-12/Form
5. Sxudents' information processing skitl development in etas-
sifying and inferring was measured using the Whitson Classifying
Measure and the Whitson Inferring Measure. The development of
theee instruments has been described in another paper Ln thin
set.

Resulte-
,

s.

.

The ratiOnale for selecting specific information proceesing skills
was their /Assumed rplationship to generatecademic ALchieVement,_
TO determine the validity of this assumption, atUdent scoree oh
each of the two tnformation processing skills measures; inferiing
and classifying, were correlated,with each of eleven academic
achievement areas/measured by.the Iowa Test ok Basic Skills and
the Science score on the SRA Achievement Test.

Each o f the.information processing skills Wis'significantly cor-
- related with each .of the academic areas. This pattern ok torrela-
tions indicates that inkeisring and classifying have relation'ships

4
to general academic athieyemeht. Two achlevement areas haVe cor-

. Telations with inferring which exceed 0.4; ReadingVocabulary.(r
0.44) and *Reading Comprehension (r 0.41). Four achievementareas
haVe,.corrplations With classifOng.which.exceed 0.4; Mathematics
Concepts (r == 0.53), Knowledge of References -(r 0.48), Mathema-
eits Problem Solving (r = 0.45), and Graph Reading (r 0.44).

Discussion

From this analysis, seveeal concLusions may be forwarded. Fii'st,

Itstudents' information processing skIll developmenc- in inferring and
classifying is significantly positively related to.geileral academic
achievement. Those students who score higher on measures of infor-
mation processing skill development also score higher on measures
of general academic achievement. Achievement in science content /
is.not significantly related tO either information processing skill
-development or gen,eral academic achievement. White we cannot infer
:causation based on this study, we are comfortable encouraging in:
strucqion specifically designed to improve students' information
ptocessing skills.

150
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IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS ARISING OUT OF AN EVALUATION OF

ELEMENTARY SCIENCE MAGNET SCHOOLS IN A MAJOR'URBAN SCHOOL DISTRICT

Claude H. Cunningham

Rousoon Independent Sehool-Distri-ct
\Houston, TX 77027

Jacob W. Blankenship
<7

University of Houston
Houston, TX 77004

Magnet Schools have become the major-vehicle for encouraiing
school integration. Through instructional means. This paper dis-
cusses the implications and recommendations arising ou.t,of a
broad based research study designed to evaluate the'effectiventIss
of elementary science'Magnet Schools in a major urban public-school
district. Basically, the design provided for the cOmpdrisOn of
certain skills and achievement between students attending science
and nonscience Magnet Schools. Analyses of correlation and
ference were employed in the study. The.major components of the
study are repOrted in preceding papers in this set.

Findings
1

,

The findings of this major evaluation study may be summarized in
,

the following statements: 3

1) Effectiye, non-reading, paper and pencil measures of
eleentary students' Classifying and inferring skills
can be developed;

2) Significant correlation& exist.between students' classi-
fying and inferring skills and,their scores on standard.:
ized geneeal achievement measures;'

3) 'No .significant correlations exists between students
classifying-and inferring skillsand their scores on
standardi:ted -science achievement measures;

4)- Science Manet SchbOt students perfonn.significantly
better on meastues of classifying skill, inferring,skill,4

. and general dcHievement than their nonscfence Magnet
Sehool peers;

3. 468
Jr.
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5) Science and nonscience Magnet School students' perform-
ences ela measures of science achievement aTe not signi-
_fie/m.0y different.

0

Implications and Recommendations

SeveralAmplications and assbciated reCommendations Present them--,
selves from the findings'summarized al)ove'. .Students' classifying
and inferring skills are significantly.positiVely related to

general achievement and, therefore, devolopment of those skills
Should be emphasized.'Since studen,fs'..progi-ams emphssizing daily
hands-ow:dctivities using physical objOcfs.perfd6 significantly
_better on measureilaf.classifying.and.infString-ski41aiidgendral
achievement, a method for enhancing student development in.these

,areas,.evidences itself. We recommend that.activities involving
the manipblation of physical objects.,be infOed into the Curriculum
thrb4gh the elementary grades.

Students in the two type.s of Magnet Schools 44.1.4 not perform
.differently on measures of science content achievement.. This pre-
sents 8 paadox to t*. science educator. '06.,one hand, the public
sees standardizdd test. performance.as one of the few real indica-
tors of excellence. On the other hand, this finding, when coupled
with findings of signiicant d.ifference.in process skill develop-
ment-and general achievement, a'ppears-to be a positive result when
.compsred to the emphasis,expressed in.the*professional literature.
StnCe there is no indication that'a science ,content emphasia in
MagnetSchoolsresults in significant differences in science achieve-
ment tidtween science_and nónscience,Magnet School st6dents. At
is again apparent that thd results obtained here argue forV, physi
cal objects oriented curricpum. While the lack of differenCe i
sciehce achievement scores tbliy be unsettling, mitigating factors

:related more to the. medsure used than the program must be considered.
Oft,rhis finding, we recommend repL-Cotion of the study for verefica-

This §tudy did 6ot result in data which would allow inferer(ceS of
causation to be drawn. It does, howeverf in'dicate at least two
clear directions for educators in the "15ck"to basics" era. First,
hands-on aedtrities are of critical im6rtance in the development
of basic academic and cognitive skills. ,,Second, a program.which
consisteutly emphasizes the develoPinent of prOceal. skillsproduces
students who are superior on most mdasures to.their peers. in other

D,OPprograms.
A
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Techniques and Ooeedures 140 Research. ,

,

The Design and TmOTementuion 4.-in
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i

. S r.Arthur L.-Whtte
.S.

The Ohid State.Univereity
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Th'i,s session has been designed .to4rovide the,,participanrs with
proCedures, materials and skins which wi,l1 fAciliOte olp desIgn,
and implementation of an evaluarton plan. The session-will be ,

.r:.
'conductedwithappltcayLonasthemajvr.fqcust,Activitiesnd

handouts will be included during the essiQn.
.
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.DEVE4OPMENT AND YALIDATION OF PROCEDURES TO ANALYZE

. 4
MULTInE CHOICE ITEMS: AN APPROACH,TO ASSESSING KNOWI,E6GE

John A. Caldwell

University of North Dako.ta
Grand Forks, 'ND 58202

V
sr

v:Aluestion raised by educational researchers tudying-the cognitive
.'iorganizaElOn of knowledge before and aftet instruction is "How does A

the knowldege a person has previously acquired interact with organ-
ized irtructional content to produce a.,new knowledge:stsucture in
ehe pe-rs4Ws mind?" (Posner, et al.-1977). To snswer the questibn

' Of knowledge interaction requires assessment. The assessment of an-
indiVidual's knowledge and its or anization pres'ents a difficult
thfthodological problem. ,

Traditional assessment procedures position an individual on\a
continuum and compare individuals with each othef (Magnusson, 1967.)
:AftllOtigh traditional assessmAnt items test knowledge of proPosi-,
ttons' (Ebel, 1965) the scores received from the analysis indicate

,:a...propo'ttion of acquired knowledge rather than specific acquired
X.;-.kno4ledge.

4

This stWly focuses on, one kind,of knowledge ec We acquired --

-propositional knowledge. The'purpose of the 'study was to develop
andapply techniques for the analysis of student knowledge as
demdristrated by the propositions the student implicitly asserts

thultiple choice icems.

?'

The study was conducted during the summer of 1978 at Michigan State
University. Twenty-seven elementary education majors enrolled in
Biological Science 202 provlded the sample for the study.

Student responses.to an essafe-westion aAd a set of-multiple Choice
questions developed for a unit on terrestial succession were analyz-
ed.

The analysiS Involved the following steps:

1) analyze the multiple choice,test and derive the inherent"
propositions;

411,
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2), organize the propositions and apply-the student res-
z ponses41tothat.iiianization; t.

,

.
4.

3) following Pines (1977), derivetpropOsitiops from the
esseiy responses and calcqlate theARter- and intra-

7
,-judge reliability of the essay analysis;

t .

.

. . .

..4) c*lculate- the percentoge agreementabetween the attidents
essay peppositions to estimtite the validity 44pbtait1110

infoemation, V,
1.,;.4,

,c .. 4

. .7

The developed techniques "generate a list of propoeitions impli-
citly aasertad by the studentir. The organtzatioq of.the s''

-post t1ons :provide a model of- studistttknowledge. Thle..-alculate
rettability cOefficiepts and percentage agreimAt

,

fi'din mOration obtoirted by the 'fechn leiqueis reliable,and Vw., .

A. A' ....- ' . IS,
. . V

,-7.

,The t4chniqups dedveboped 1,1-1 this st4dy provi e.a method that cbrc'
us'e multiple Ootte itemi to aqsess the ,prop tional knowledge.

..

of students. Resealtehers concerned with the_organizatIod of. pro-

1 paitionalAcnowledOt can capitalAzt on.arlotkr data source lor tbik:i
_.., -

assessrdent of proposivional knowledge,' and further: their investi-
k. v.

':.

gationof,how,.one,organikes knowledge. FurtKer research could ...,

.41trovideAvcomputer program.kt,f the,A,e.chniques so the method could

4.k.be comfrtned wittl regular%te's.5,4ntlYsis procedures. This woLi14 .

benefit th4e insr.ictoi address student misunder-
.

i;-.

;,::.
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ASSESSING PkOPOSITIONAL KNOWLEDGE; blILDREWS

CONCEPTIONS OF THE OXYGEN-CARIWN DIOXIDE,CYCLE

Edward L. Smith.

,Michigam State University:-
East Lansing, 448824:

Rationale and.ION ctives

,
Curriculum evaluation and research on-science teaching frequently
require careful assessment ofswhAt studelts know and learn. Scores
on ndTm or domain refeTenced tests reflect the amount known, but
not what specifid knowledge the individuals do and do not possess
or what 4tre-r. Live conceptions the individuals have. 'The purpose
of the rserc was to develop nethods for assessing'and modeling
students knowl dge of a given pic

A

The work was guided by a cognitlive view of knowledge and its re-
lation.to performance. Thus an 'individual's knowledge was viewed
as consisting of integrated'sets of propositions and.procedures..-
Observed tagk performance was viewed as resulting from an applica-
tion of an individual's knowledge, and thus as providing a 40sis

. .

for Inferences about the underlying knowledge,

The specific objectives were

1) develdp methods fOr asseSsing and modeling students'
propositional knowtedge of a given topic;

24 apply those methods to the assessment of student . .

knowledge related 'to part three of the SCIS EcosyStems.
unit. "The Oxygen-Carbon Dioxrde Cycle"; and,

3) assesS the utility of the methods for use in research.
and'evaluation.

Method
./

.

The Ecosystems Teachers Guide was analyzed to identify the prop-
, ositAona1 knowledge addressed in Part 3. Three instruments were
then cpnstructed for assessing these propositions:

a mult iple choice test which tested prfilarity recifl
or low level loneralization of propositions;

164
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2) a written test which required application of proposiA
lions to noW problems.(prasented in writing And draw-
ings) similar to thosl dealt pith in the nstructfon;
and,

3) an inquiry practical test which"required application of
propositions in the course,of first hand investigation
of new phenomena.

After piloting and revision, the tests were used to assess know-
ledge and learning of two classes of sixth grade students (n
17, 15) studying-6e SCIS EcosysLems Vnit. The multiple choice
test was admiclistered,as 4oth a pre and posttest. The,written
and inquiry p4ceical.tests were administered as posttests only.

o

Answers,to each teSt were analyzed to produce lists of propqsi-
.tions attributed to each student. Visual inspect' n of-conceptual
ne'twork representations and computer 'analysis inct dipg cross
tabulation, cluster-analysis and path analysis mere d to iden-

.
tify alternative conceptions held by students and examine the
relationships amoug the results from the three tests.

Instruments and Data

The multiple choice test consisted of 24 items with three to.five
alternatives including "I don't know." Alternatives were design-
ed -to be sensitive to anticipated alternative conceptions.

The written test presented, in writing and pictorally, five dif-
ferent situations about which the'students were to predict,
explain and/or model diagramatically.. Thirty-six separate .ee-
sponses were required.

The inquiry practical presented twoinovel phenomena and a ,series
of written queStions which reclOire&.the students to observe, hypo-
thesize, design.experildents, predict results, perform experiments,
and interpret results.

The student responsep to all tests were transformed into listS
proposi,tions, che'supporting evidence ,for each being carefully
documented,'. These lists were the data for all furthet analysip.

Results 4

. .

The study identified conceptions-commonly held' prior 00-instruction:', ,.

..andy tonceptAOns, both valid and invalid, which developed during
instriectioq:. The multiple choi,ce test elicited more complete data
b"ut.sOme Stuaenta interpretedsif6mrbption,s differently than.in-,

, 0
tend'ed'. '.-Adequaq ( 6 813%) inter-judge agreement was obtained'An ,o
analyzin wreittOresponses ahd.actequate agreement across tests

..

'Tc'roSs.vatldity) was cibtaihed althbugh some systematic dkfferences.
wre.1d00.4ed.

. ,

,,
.

k

0
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Conclusi9ns

The methods are vrery, promisin& for use in research and evaluation.
Howevbr, use of the full propositional analysis of written respon-
ses will probably not be practical for regular classroom applica-
tient.
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THE RELATiONS4P BETWEEN. TTITUDES TOWARD SCIENCE AND SCIENCE '

ACHIEVEMEthz\THROUGq HE USE OF RESIDUALIZED S66RES

Linda W. Hough

Mugu:1p Community College
Hous\ton,-TX 77007

MarChsa K, Piper

thgy_ersit\Of Houston
Houston,\.pC 77004

The relationship between attitudes to ard science and seience
achievement h4is been proposed and inve tigated by many studies
(Brown, 1955; Hedley, 1966;.Littlefield 1975). The results
of these studies indicate that-hdig well a student likes sci-
ence is related to how wel.1 he/she does_in science. Alvord
(1972) stated that this relationship varies according to certai
individual pupil charac,teristics such as sex, race,'and grade
level. One method of Controlling for_thase.indiVidual.differences

:is through the use of residualized scores.. Kerlinger (1973)
states that the best.technique for analyzing chan$e in .a pre-
testlposttest situation' is,,through the use'ofi.esiduaItzed
scores: These scores are the posttest scores With the influT
ence of the pretest scores removed from them. This study investi-
gated,the lationship between.eleme'ntary pupils!, attitudes toWard
science and their science achievefient. Reiidualized scores were
used to analy the data. .

Each teAcher was tven an identicat sCience lesson plan that
included aJlthiithterials needed for theactivity. Detailed

etnstrycqon's for ad64nistering1 ihe pre and Posttest to_the
.-eliemet)tarypupils wera\a1ao-A-rrertree-d-7- fhe subjects of the study
::Jdete 08346ermediatf? ,eig(nentary pupils .earolled -in the Houston

,. ....

... area- schpol_diaqicts in_ e Spring 1978 semester.

4 ..2>, Houkh'Plapil-Process Test"

0.
, ..,.. ,

'1'.he ,folloitiribg. -in'atrumpn'tp,wt .t.aiyen to each of the 4aubjects:

: '- 'v ' ' , : , .- '.., x .6' , N.4....,,,.

4) Itouith Attitud0 'Test ''
, .

.

.

4
. 0 , "P

7)f elesel-tns.5,rumsentrt weroe developed by the researchers,to

:d1rectiy..relatiq0.the aclen'C'e'leason.
.

( '

i :

.
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The pupil& in each of the teacher's classrooms were- pre and post-
tested As part of the science lesson. Reaidualized icores were
used to correct for any pretesl differences that may have exiated.
To calculate residualized scores, the poattest scores'are modified

die by removing any vadat-Ice that,can be attributed to the pretest'.
Therefore, all preteat'influences'are removed.

A zero order correlation was used'to.test .the hypothesized rela=
tionship. The significant leveU,of,criteron was established at
five percent of probability.

The dnalysis revealed that there was a signicant relationship
between the pupil's residualized scores on the Hough Pupil
Proceds Test and -their- residualizCct- -gtores on the ,HOugg-Atti
tude Inventory (1:

Residualized scores are,more appropxiate than change scores
because they are the result of statistically controllingfor
individdal differences among pupils. Since this study statis-
tically controlled for individuilt difference-s among pupils
on the affective and cognittme ests, a stronger case can be made
§Ipr the relationship found between attitudes toward science and
science achievement.

Mt
The iMpomtance of this study is.the implication that.t teachers
teaching. science can provide the conditions that ptomote the
relationshlp between positive attitudes toward science and
science achievement.

111
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A CONTENT ULIDATION.OF, THE PTAGETYAN LOGICAL OPERATIONS TEST'

John R. St&yer

DePaul Univertlity
Chicago, IL 60614

The investigator's purpose in thit investigation was to,determine
the content validity of the Pidgetian Logical OperatIons Test,
pLoT, (Stover, 1978; Stayer and Gabe1,,1978),- The evidence gath-
ered from experts should prove valuable in furtherldevelopment'

. .

and revisibp,ot BUT.

,
A .

The,P,iagetJan Logical Operations-Test is an objective multiple
s.hoice'instrumeat-which tan be administered to classroom 61,xed.
groups,:- The test .(s patterned after a series of Tiagetian in--
terviews and coathins questions, in multiple choce format,
which assess the Content of tasks, plus the 4cl:ions and reasons

, -..

employed by st,idents in solving problems. Tasksiare demonstrated
on video tape. '

# .

Ircr,"TV
'f

Three university faculty members with background ip seience,
science education, Piagetian psychology, and,Ptagetian group
instrument development were invited to critically review PLOT.
Each dvaluator'was.given a packet whiEh included a.cassette
video tape of PLOT task demonstrations, a PLOT test bdoklet,
directions for administration,.answer key,- and an evaluation form.
All evaluators Completed and returned the forms'to the,investi-

. gator.

The evaluation form consisted of thireeen ttatements, and each
person reSponded "agree", :'undecided", or "disagree" to each
assertion. The sentences were concerned with:

*
I)" thd laisSociation between the presence of mental

- schema fn subjects and their scores on indivi-
. dual PLOT scales and the total test;

Is

2) the Similarity between the logic required to.
score Well on individual PLOT scales and the"
,totak test, and the corresponding Piagetian
clinical tasks; and,

fN

.r.A47
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.
3) the appropriateness; efficiency, and practicality

of,the PLOT.format compared to the clinical.method
in the meeeprement of Piagetlan mental schema.

,the evaluators wgre also requested to .write their thoUghts,
coOments,-and suggestions.in the space Provided,on the evalua7
tion form4

Therg was unanimous, or majority agreement on three issues:

1) individuals posseSsing considerable conservatipri'
of..volume, coMbinatorial.analYiis, direct-and

I inverse proportion, and 'general formal thought
skills-will score higher on PLOT.than-persons
not possessihg such skills;

the logic necessary to score high on PLOT parts
. 'I, IV, and PLOT total is similar ts thg logic

required to solve the-correSponding clinical
tasks; and, ^f.

3) -PLOT is' Moie practical'when Large nufkgrs,of
subjects are tested. .-

A majoriv ware undecided in two areas:
.

1)- persons who ptAsets consideabl4 sieparation and
control of variable skills will score highet%on,\
PLOT'than individuals not possessing such Skills;"

, .'and,

2) the PLOT format is more efficient and'apPtopriate
than .the clinical mechod.

t

A majority disagreed that the Iogic'required to s'ooref...1AtOron
:PLOT part IT is simila'vto'rhe logic of the'CorreW*Ohding
clinical tak.

,

,

, r 6

fpscusaion ig -focused upoa the elcperte comments and. responses
With respect to construct validity evidelte (Staver,1978;,

Stayer and Gabel, 1978) and the'tesponses and comments..-them-
- serves,' 'Recommendaetons for further,development, inquiry, and-,

,

clbssroom use of PLOT are made. .

1

JP

Cs
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. THE DEVELOPMENt AND VALIDATION OF AA "WERUMENT

- \,
MEASURING MEDICAL ETHICS VALUEs,.

4

ciynthia J. Stolman
Rodney L. Doran

State University of New-fork
Nffalo, NV 14260

..

g A

I.

/-1

The preaent deeade has brought a steady increase in the'teaching
of medidal ethics both in medical,sChools,and in unlVbestiies.
The relative infansy, of medical ethics teaching may explain tbe-
current lack of any tools to evaluate these new teaching efforta..., ,

Most medicAl schools.in the United qtates rely .fieavily upon 5

objective measures for choosing future students. !"Me....Assoeia-

.

tion of XmeTthan Medical Colleges 'aas for se'vergl
-engaged in trying to:define and reliably measure nonccignitiv
factor's in developing a'system for use In student ielection."
(Schorow, 1976) Th)e Hastings Center (Institute...of Society,
Ethics and The Life Sciepces) has listed evaluation of: ethical
decision making as one of their major goals. There woultappeat
to be a genuiae need for the development of an.-objective,
tootto evaluate medical ethics decision'04ing. The present
study was concerned J/th the conAlp-uction and validation of
Medical 4h1cs Inventory._ MEI), iThich will provide profiles
ofthe value preferences of medical students rdgardingmedical,

,,ethical dilemmas.
//

,r( .

'The MEI waf constructed Uaing the aix value categories of Echtord
Spranger (1928) (Aesthetic, economic, political,- retigious',
social, 4nd theotetical)'as a philosophical basi49. ,

test initrumenta N4ye:been develdiped with Spranger's six:vale
types as the theoreticaUbasis. The Allport, Vernon:and.Lft=td-,
aey ,Studv.of Values (SOV) (1970) is ihe best.414yu. It is.a
general test of aCtftudes and values and,provides a general
profile. It'might be reL;arded as,somewhat dated, ana may not
be relevant for measuring.speCific values,,-such alavmdica.1 ethics.

.

The MEI uses a case study allprdach-, presenting actual medical
dilemmas. "Much of medical ethics\i'especially within the -pro!
"fession itself, is,indeed orientd to the_ gra-ctical questions of ..,

what shouldpbe done in a particular case. .Ntilne, even more
:than businesi and laW, ia case oriented." (Veatch, 1977) The,
cass-were.chose9..ftm'tourmajor themes':

.

V% A
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. 1) kespect for life;
2) Equality (Distributive Justice)
3) Covenant Relationships; and, `

4) Individual Freedom

:(Gorovitz 1976;,Bandman and Bandman, 1978'; Kellet, 1977).

The formation of the'instrument followed these.steps:
.0

-1) Aq open foemat was used with 135-uniyersity students
who mere taking a'cb6rie,in medical ethicsi.

2) Judges ye used to maeChi-responses with dtfinitiong.
that ne resent the value'domains;

S

Q 4

3) ,The value, profile of."known_types" (six judges) was
devined to be consistent 'with the c9nstructs;

4 ---Acefems thaL di/ not:conform to certain criteria
.were eliminated;.and,4

5) .The wordiag supplied by.respondents was used.in compos-
Jng chOices because it was,closer.to reality.

, ,f
,

The proist6t study is an eMpirical validation of>he'MEI. Two
hypotheses were tested: /

1) Ts there a relationship between Values in a medioal
ethics .cont.eXt and "known groups"?

.2): Is there a relationship between general.values and'
medical ethics values?

"
For the first hypthesisi'apyroximately 50 subjects were chosen,-
from each of the followingcgroups.

a

1) Aestheiic Art students
2) Economic Commerce students
3) Political . First year law students
4) Social First year_socital work:students
5) Religious Second year seminary udents'

6): Theoretical .4irst year chemical. en ineering'stude'nts
p.

..1

'1.11e first hypothesis was analyzed using,a one way multivariate
analygis of variance model (Finn, 1974). ApProximately 150 first.
year mediCal students U'43rd four different medicht schools participa- 'J

secoM phase of'the stUdy second.hypothesis w4s-
analred using a Cooley-Iiohnei 0971 routine called CANON.

S.
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Results from 4esting the first hypothesis wei\-e examined to
assertain if known groupC did exhibit.preferences.consistent
with_their major vocational in$ereas i.e. seminary-religious.

t) Results frdm testing the .second hypothesis concisted of a
cancinical correlatio9.coefficient used to detect any common-
ality between the seneral (SOV) and the specific (MEI) value
assessments. .The two'canonica1 factor patterns obtained were
examined for similarity,
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A PATH ANALYTIC APPROACH TO THE IDENTIFICATIOil OFyiAtSAL

RELATIONSHIPS ..ETFECTINC POST OBJECTIVE TEST PERFORMANCE

MichaelDuffy-

'University of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, PA 15243

Johnson (067), Shavelson (1973), and Duffy and Bond (1978).'
have demonstrated the utility of measures'of cognitive strticture
for specific science concepts. 'Other research has related pre-
test-positest performance to indices of mental, ability. A

-model relating these varTtbles to a Pretest-instructionLposttest,"
-:paradil/m could be useful-in identifying Causal factots influenc-

ing posteest improvbment

84,

Path analysis., as outline4 hy Wright (1921), provides a method
for studying the reiationshipS between variables taken as causes.
and variables taken as effects. The present study is an attempt
to'demonstrate causal reldtioqshipb (mental ability arld cognitive
atructure) through a path..network effectidg.posttest performance.

o

Metho4Ology and Dskign
xr 4

Fifty Puburban junior high earth space science students (23'
male, 27 female; mean age 13.2, s.d. 0.58) were.used in Che
ekperimental design,involving a three part unit in elementary
geology.

PaY Treatinent
1 ,-Verbal and figural abstract rea'soning assessment:

Prose recall to the'stipulus "write what you know
abuut rocks" (prose recall) Card sorting acti- .

vity (presort)i.. Geology objective test (pretest).
Ins4uction unit A in elementary geology. Card
sort activity (midsortj.

4 Instruction.unit B in elemeriary. geolOgy. Prose
recall (midprose), I.

6" Insttuctidn unit C in elementary geology.:
'Prose recall (postprose): Card sort activity

(postsort). Obibctlye test (posttest)...
'Delayed prose'recail (delayed prose). Delayed card
,,sort acity'(delayed sort).-

Altio

175 k\
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InStrumerlts

Thirteen terme:,..(rock, igneous, iedimentary, metmmorphic, .

limestone, eidimertgranite, pumice; magma, marbie,.
slate, andl.i.iva) identified as representative of the- three
instructioneVuhits were used in the card sorting activity and
prose recaii.snalyeis. The card sort utilizedAach geology

-
term -on 13Haeparate cards.- The subjects arrsnged the cards
tila,ptitern that "made senat" to, them. A quantitative index
reflecting the response cardssort departure from the-correct
carci4sort arrangement waa calculated using the formula: -

n -n
Log idjk ) (

1

.dk0
-I

where 'd
jk

15.."the jkth element of matrix D Ri - R for student i.

Matrix R (R for student'i) is .the R C + C2 n x n matrix when

.0 is the adjaCency matrix of the elements of the card sort (Duffy
and Bond, 1978),

, j,
The prose recall was evaluat6d ah to the frequency and yariety
usage of the same thirteen geology terms Objective test
performance was measured.simply as the number correct on a four
part 33 item strdard geology test,.

indices of.verbal abstract.reasoning abllty'were derived ffom
the 20 item Shipley (1946) test. Figural mental-ability-vas
determined by.Mkans of a grbup adminiatered battery of 18
'Piagetian typejeasks (Moser, 1975).

Statistical ana1ysiso7uti1tzed the BMDP2R stepwise regression
and BMDP8D correlatirQp.p-Tograms from the UCLA Health Sciences
Computing Facility0lx.o6,. 1975).

Findings and ConclOsfoes

Five stepwise regredsion Models were developed (F to enter 22
3.0tolerance u'sing the Cleteyed sort, pdsttest, post-
sore., midsort, and'presort as the dependent variables (all sig-
nificant at the .05 level Qr better). The figural and verbal
indices were treated as eXogenaus due to the lack 'of significant
correlatiOn with mentalability vaiiables. All other variables
are treated as. enddgenous to the system.

f ,' o

The following figureAhowa the'path network'as.identified by
the standardized bet& coefficients from the regression equations.
This system 14 consist4t withjhp assumptions that underlie
the auplication of the path.annlysis technique (1-relationship,
among variableS Jinear, additive, Inci logically causal; 2-resi-'dals4 npt correlated with peecedinp.variables or othee residuals;
3-8 recursive syscem);

'

.
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p = -.28

PRE
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\..

IFIGYRAL
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.27
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'28
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POST
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VERBAL
'MENTAL
ABILITY

.51

P

MID
CARD
SORT

POST
CARD
SORT

.66

p = .49

Path system identified by the fime_regression
equations where p =.path coefficient = standard
beta coefficient.

-.28

DELAYER,

CARD
RT

, The original correlation matrix between all variables and the
reproduced correlations calculated from the path network show
a reasonable approximation,Andicating the viability of the
path model.

The original treatment of the prose recall data has.not 4een
incorpocated into.the path network at this time.' .While there
exists significant-zero order oorrelationa betweri teilmusage
and card sorting, test performance, and mental ability, signi-
ficant entry'into the path model occurs only between- postsort
and postprose (partial r = :.,.31) and delayed sort and preprose
(partial r -.31). .

J

This path model shows that a tra'ditional. measure ;if classroom
&chievement, an objective test, Is more closely related.to the
student's prior cognitive sm.icture as measured 13)) the card
sorting activity than either a preinatruction objective test-or
indices of mentl ability. 'This relatlonship can be quantified.
as.to the direct- eifect of the prior structure (p = -.39) and the.

,indirect effects of this prioT structure transmitted through the
pretest (p -.08) apd 'through the-changing cognitive structures
of the mid and polovard sorts (p = 7.10).
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puTpose of this payer is tO preserit the resukts of ,a study. -
,,of-the otNectives of :.secondary-'scientwmethods Courses and

_

the conOirns of instrOctors when .pfanning methods coursed',
Specif711'y .the gtudy was designed:

,, .

1) ''7' to seek the. opinions of university professors Of.
.

science education-to obtain,,.a.nd 'compare44ciorities
, .

and areas ofconcern-in planning4,6ciencemethods.
course eorsecondary school teAoher$;.-,-

2) to determine ,the degfee of 1mpbrt4n'ce and Consensus
exidting among those.exijetts regmling the different
objectives'and concerns,wkch theyhave identified .

t'and, '

a

-

t

y :
,

. . -,,

.. 3).- Lc) discover how the concerns.of .tose,educators'Were
telaed to their judgmen.tof,the impOrtance Of the
objectives. .,

lo,acimpljohthis study,,a belphi-technique waslmployed to

obt_sin'Alkid 'compat:e.ttle opAnions of tWenty-four uOlversity prof-,

essors of scientA.education. 4..A ltst Of '!ifteen. Objectives,
..,.. ., . , .-

and fii/tt;areas of concernyal compiled. Consemius was obtained
for,all Wt,een'ol),lect.iveS; Althpugh at'diffeFent lerls of, '.

iMportan6q. Concerns were ranked z!ccordini to their_ order of,
ATOortance eacher xOncerfts received.thehlghest percenrage ,

of response6. A.relationship'betWeen planningconcerns and 4.. a

objecayeiHwos- es.i:ablished.,
. f t

,,
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,
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pidk,Igrder fOr:01,0-ithr,p0,,majou rgroOs'exprits0Td$ tifereo
ecihe,Orris Firs0 order impoance live '

.(3tatt,Onefir. wire science respods). Th,Ocond:Olace.474

iiobjec440 ntLe (Oristrtic're OisOTPQT,e.iffilu0110-0.014ime
'.'"Theviieniffious choce-folit.gg4;th ptecen-pnd'the last fh

1 4 der ofimportarice,.Wse ohjettive eeAn:;(des40
activitiesjor:er.u.dents Who lptk Orereq6141te.skIll's for
0:gi'ved" set-Of objeetives): The reindilling objectives44

-dot fbllow 4 piredictabAe patterd among'the:gro00..

.

',

t

t".9

. , .

-. Based on the,reseerch findinicif.,:this study,' the researgh-l!
era W515(14-0 --4--//uxte-1,115r --IttinniquultiziyziOy .9-01.Arreir- mart hods

.ohurse :. ld-4dditidnguidelibes for ueing the'modelyere.
-preserlitatiltkle,r uee.nwould'allow secondary-seleftemethoas

-"- sii.triickors 6 Opn A methodstoqrse whfct refleotS their,
.crin,Gexn whil. the s'at ame time stressing objectives via.liaated

. .

.

'by a national panel.;Of experts, ,
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USE OF'HOI/LetND'S PERSUAsiVE COMMUNICATION FRAMEWORK TCr

CAANCE ATTITUDES OF'PRASERVICE EL NTARY TEACHERS
f

TOWARD SCIENCE
Pok

Barbara L. Grabowski

Untversity, oI MaryIAnd.
College Park, MD 20742

Robert L. Shrigley
Paul W. Welliver

4

.r

Pennsylvania State University
Univer,sity Park, PA 16A02

ObjettiNses and Rationale

\
jhe primary oVjective of-this investigation wai.to determind
if Shrigley's theoretical example.in.science,developed from,.
Hovland's persuasive communicatpn framework. was effdctive in

.

changing the attitudes of.preservice teachers toward the teach-..
ing of scii-ence. The secondary objecfive was to Ovtermine what
effect the individual difference variable of integrative complex-
ity has on the degree of attitude change when subjects were
presente,d with a. persuasive communication which matched their
level of abstractness/concreteness.

Since elementary teachers repd'rtely have a'less positive
aititittle toward science, Shrigleyldentified the iMportant
elements to be included .1.n.a persuasiVe-communication to change
that attitude by using Hovland's.framework, '1..who says What to
Whom with what.effect?* (Hdvland, 1953). Investigating the'
'who'-Shrigley.(1976) polled elementary educatiOn majors to

,identify the characteristics of a science Communicator who would
be perceived'as Credible. Polling scienCe educators acr6ss the
country,-Shrigley..tli978) identified six major ideas to be in-
cluded in ttIe 'what'. The 'whOre Component was assumed to be
"those preparing to teach science in the elementary school"
(SheigleY, 4978, p: 335). To measure the' 'what effect' he
designed:a science attitude scale. This pripbsed content ,T.Tas

*
tbeoreti_cittAngliAknot,been_tekted emp4ric,41.10'

tDue to the'importancl.,of noting inJiA1dual-ikfferepc4e,yariable

in ,infotmation.processing;.integrative comprexity which 4eter- '
mthes the subject's:ability _to transfer .the.cognitAve inform0-
.-

tion-presented at the moment .to existing,knowtedgrok-sttitudes

181' .
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was co6stdered $,further 4escription of the 'whom' component.
In tHis casW;-transair should o8cur between the,cognitive inforr
citation from Shrlgley's identified codpenents to the subject:s-:
attitude tRwalif science

;

Methodology and Design

Ninety-thlee underfiraduate volunteers from a medie-methods class
rticipated in this study: They were block-,randomized by-level

of integrative complexity to one of three groups. Two groups
listened-Co .a perduasive communication and the .third wss the
C-onttol-:- The first persuasive dommunication contkfried all-the
essential elementS'identified by Shrigley.-
Wit- of -these-etementa_plus_a;dis,cussion_of_the relationship
between this cbgnitive information and the Stible-Ct's-at:titude
toward science.

With a pretest, posttest, control group design, analysis of
variance with repeated measures was calculated to Aetermine.if.
any .significant change in,attitude resulted from listening

. 'to either persuasive communicationrsaAd to investigate the
difference between the groups when integrative complexity was
added to the model. -;

t1.

Instruments and Data
f.

Data was gathered for the pre and poattest by,adminigtering the
Shrigley Attitude Scale for Preservice Teachers. The Conceptual,
Svstems'Test was adminisered to determine the-subject's level
-of integrative complexity. 4

Results and ConcluSiorfs

A significant gain in positive attitudes was moted for sub-,-
jects who listenced to either persuasive cbmmunication but mot
for the control group. No significant difference between tells
resulted for the individual difference variable of integrative
complexity. As a result, this investigation hasshown Shrigley's
theoretical example inscience developed 'from Hovland's Rersua- -

sive commdnication framework to be effective in thapging aftitndes
of preservice teachers toward science.

..
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THE EFFECTS OF PROCESS SKILLS INSTRUCTION AND INFORMATION

ON4FAMOUS BLACK SCIENTISTS ON THE CLOS D-MINDEDNESS. OF

\

, PRESERVICE T'EACHERS.

4

Richard L. 'Campbell,
. Ralph'Hoiges

Dennts Murphy. ,

Florida Inteinaiional University
'Miami,. FL 33199

Psychologists ancieducators have shown a-great deal of interest
in persogaity traits and attitude.changes' durihs the last two
decades 430 means of understahding human behavior, 'It.tias been

hypothesiied thin attitude changes are affected by a person's
belief system (Rokitach, 1960). Open-minded persons are usually
descjibed al being more willing to change and adapt,to new &nd
invati4 ideas, whereas the crose-minded person.has.been de-
sgibod.as one exhibiting attitudes which are jusi,the oppostte.
Itiel systems' and attitude changes a/4 important to ffie scence

A educator, since a grat dell Of emphasis on teacher'training at
the elementary school level is-Placed on having twhers teach-
their pupils.ScieRce,process_skills: The purposelli this stud'?
was to.test the contention that science proceis skills instruc-
tion.and information on black'scientiSts can alter-the belief
systems.of closed-minded'individuals. 11

*Npreserviee teaChers enrolled-in competency-based science,methods
.,courses at Floniaa Internahonal Vniverslty Were the subjects
in this study. 'The desiga was the'.Campbell snd Stanley'(1963) .

Pretest-Posttest Control CTOOp besign. Subjects were assigned
to. two groups based_ on theik median Rokeach Dogmatiim SCore,
which alio serygd as a pretest. Subjects scoring above'the
median score were eonfidered closed-minded and those scoring
beloW the median'were considered open7minded. The groups con-
stituted two experimental groups and eaCh group consistedof
both open 'and closed-minled subjects. One,of the experimental
groOps was randomly'assigned instructioq tnlciende process
skills, plui information on,taack'spientists, while the other.
group received imStruCtion in science:process skills plus.in-
formation on various books tor elementary children, 'Upon comL
pletion of the experimental instructions, heltokeach.Dogmatism
Scant was Again.adinittered ah,,a polittest.

,
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An analysis of.covarisnc4 wa0 used to detetitine if signiiicant
changes occurred between,the c1ose-min4ed'subjects aftpr the
experimental initructions were completed. The data anlaysis
revealed a signifioant change in the dogthatism of closod-mfnd-
0 individuals (p 6 .001, F with positive
dkfference favoring the group receLming instruction in procesi
skills plus information on famous black s eutiets.- From these
results it can be concluded that process kills and information'
on famous bla"ck scientists 'can be effecti ly used as a mechan-

. ism to dhange theattitudes of individuals considered closed-
minded.

I

A
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TEACHING PREADOLESCENTS TO ACT AS SCIENTISTS:- .

A REPLICATION D EXTENSION ",i.

-.,.

,.-,%.,

OF AN EARLIER STUDY

>01'J. Dudley, Helydn
Tho G,Fjoef-lbote

rplyb Lucas

?'Purdue University
West Lafayette, IN 47,907

John Stayer

DePaul University
Chicagp, IL 60614

o
Charles Ward

Coldralio State University
Ft./.Collins, CO 80521

san Nurrenbern
p

Uffiiversity of Missouri:
Onsas Ctty, MO 64108 ,

A number of resear61 efforts have been directed toward accelerating
the acquisition ot, formal operatiohal logic. Teaching the scheme
of control,of varitables formed the basis.for a series of studies
by Lawson and Wotiman (1976), Bredderman((1973), Linn, Chen, and Thier'
(1977), and Howe;and Hrerzwa (1977). The onlY study,from this-group
which reported Oignific-ant trainifig effect was the one by Howe
and Mierzwa.t'.

-1

'

Standing ill sh4tp contrast to the studies just rePorted is one.
by Siegler, Liebert, and Liebert (1973). These authori claim to
have taught the control' of variethiis coppept to 11 year-Ald in a

,

single 20 Ti*ute training session. ,

While the S.tegler, et al. results are interesting, there are alter-
native-interpretations Of their data. Speciftcally,.we objeEt to
the following-statements.as unsubstantiated by the experimen, and
seriously misleading in their implication.

4
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.Given instruct- ional guidance of "several kinds, the 10 and 11
yeir.olde were able to exercise formal opeKations logic and
,to produce solutions closely resembliing those cited by In-'
'holder and Piaget as exemplifying the highest stage of reason-
ing. (p. 100)

However,. Inhelder and Piaget't proposed, explanation in
term's- of cognitiVe unreidinets appears inadequate; given
appropriate instruction,'preadolescent individuals clearly'-
are cApable of separating the effects of,weight and length
and of determining which of the two affpcts a string's rate
of movement.m°(p. 101)

We have no doubt that-the authors were able to get preadoleacents
to iden:iify length as the variable that afArcts'the period of a
pendulum, We.do nbt.believe that they haveused.formal operations
to do so-or t'hat there is evide.nce from.the Siegter experiment .

that trafrang -enhances formal operations logic...

Using 60 fifth grade students in two public schools, we replicated
the Siegler, Liebert, and Lieber4 study and found that $1.egler's
training Orocedures did lead td enhanced performance on a'pendulum
task designe8 by Siegler, administered imme4lately after training
and utitizing atcarefully structued-data iheet.to record results.
.(Thie result was expected). .However, we found that performance
on a trensfer task which utillized a data sheet In a riew format was
,only slightly better for P.rained Ss than for untrained Ss. -On a
delayed test 4tilizing the Iahelder and Piaget Pendulum task (1958),
performance of trained S.'S Was neo better than performance of untrain-..

,ed ss.

1
-N

.Based ,on our results, we believe that the Siegler training enables
stu,dents to foltow a memorized algorithm bLit we do not believe tha

1

the training results to the'Ability to "exercise formal Iperatioas
logic." .Neither do we think that'the kind of training used by
Steeer has much educational value, in spite of the fact that it
is commonly seen,ln school settings.
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_IMMEDIATE 4ND LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS. OF

A METRIC EDUCATION PROGRAM

:Richerd J.Rezba
John Van di' Walle
Nally Boraks

Virginia Commonwealth'University
Richmond, VA 3284

4 .6
'Khe major objec ve of the sdudy was to examine the eff s f
a metric instru ionar.program on the metric knowledge (apd atti-'
tude of 44 preWvice4ea-chers. In addition, an examination was
made o'f*the eff4ct of experience in teaching:metric. measurement to
elementary pupils on the metriè.knowledge andlhttitudes of the
,preservice teachlerS.' rn,the follow-up study, begun in.the spring
of 11978 and still in progreiirthe effects of metric instructional
experiences on preservice teachers' metric knowledge, attitudes

. dnd teaChing Skitls is being examined.by eeadministering tests 'and
by examining their pupils' metric gains:

;he .psudy involved two gr6uPs of junior year prethrvice eltmentiry
teAchers -- one grobp was enrol ed in the science component of
a methods block that permitted Weekly field .experience, while' :
the other group was enrolled.in .0 on-block 'science-methods cOurse
without a field exiierience. Both block and non-block gi.oups're,-;
cerVed tire same Metric instruction, but only the bloCk sroup was
able to design Old implement metric instruction in their.field
plaoêments later that.sem6ter.. In the longitudinal phase of the
study, both groups of preserVice teachers have implemented metric
instruction during subsequent student teaching experiences.

(

Instruments.and data sources used in the study included:

1)- Metac knowledge tes
2) Metric attitude inventory
3) Lesso0 plan checklist
4) -Pupil pretpost data on teache'ir canstructed metric tests..

The metric knowledge ana ateitude instruments were admihistered
t

to both groups as.a pre and posttest; as a dglayed posttest (folloW-
ing metrIc instruct:on.of pupils bY' the block group only; and later
as po t ituaent teaching tests.in subsequent semesters in which'
both toups impleniented metric instruction.

189
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Metric imPlementatiowdata (e.g. lesson Plans,.tests, pupil
scores; and supervising texchers'- opinions) were collected on
the-block group during their pre-student teathiiig field experi- :

ence and on both groups during their student teaching experience.

Analysis of the data'included both case study and statistical
techniques. (Analyiis of variance).

Statistical analysis of the data revealed the following:

1) There wre nO signiTicant differences between 10oups
in pre or post metri,c knowledge or attitudes.

There were itgnificanegains in both knowledge and
attitude_ for both groups,

3) There were no significant differences between groups on ,

their deiayed posttest metric knowledge and attitudes
(following metric instruction .of pupils by the blsck
voup-only). The metric knowledge of both'groups its-
'creased-over time. Metric artitude, however, idcreased
'.for the block group and decreased for the non-block group.

;

Case study findings included:

20% of the two gralps'exercised their right to refuse to par-
ticipate in the folrowup study.

-
Both.groups were skillful in wtiting or selecting appropriate
metric objectives. However, the,block grouP, with previous
implementation experience, 'has less difficulty in writing
valid 'test.it,ems.

Neither group wrote detaildd, organized lesson plans.

4

.ConsiderableAgains'ih metric knowledge apd.skilli4ere
evident formTpupil scores,'but no apparent'differences -were
noted b#tween pupils taUght by block and non-blocW groups.

gyp,
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SIMULATION OF%CLASSROOM INSTRUCTION IN

PHYSIC§ IWTHE EDUCATION OF TEACHERS IN DORTMUND :

Nachtigall

PH Ruhr Dortmund-.
DOrtmund, Vest Germany -

-e

fn order tq provide 'future physics instructors7with concept elemenet
of their future profession early in their education, Dortmund intto-

*
duced the Olysics.workihop five years ago. -The team'conddciing.the
workshop.felt that it could be regarded .as an interesting didactic
alternative in the college-leveL edubapiotLof.tnstrUctors. This paper
presents the education-theoretical backgraind-,of the effOrts and the.
reslabing goals of the workshop, its organizaii.on, the various roles
of Ehe participants, and some imPortant didactic issues introduced'
inio the workshop. Emphasizing these aspeCifiqfacIlitates the discus-
sion of generalizability to other subjects Ot to integrated pr ojects,
sucil as çraining in teaching, life science,4i0 physics and'technOlogy.

.

The workshop reOresents an attempt to combine educational heoriei wfth
practical physics in classes aimed at an understanding-of the environ--
meat. In addition to a laboratory with gas, watereleftrical hook-ups.
and a N*11-arranged collection of exipensive devices for experimentation;
physics class should include-up-to-date, meaningful situatians from

everyday life from which the.phenomena of physics are extracted and
upon which physics is based.- The physics class should involve thinking,'

\ with its'cognitive and affective components, interaction with objects,
ell w gtudentT, the:,ceacher, and otheri human beidgs in order to pro-

e ewfoeriences as-loint,add challengfng Adventures for all particl,
pants.

1
,

The main goal of th worlphop, therefpre, *as to confrOnt the partici.-
pants with situa ns in which such experiences become pratticafly
-0wssible and can be usedvas,a potential starttngrpoint fpr didact4c*
eory elements. ,The'students playedidifferent roles in the Workshop,

or instance, in the roles of pupils they may have had to try to iden-
.4ify with the intellectual level of 1.4 year olds, and to understand
and express the feOlings of 14 year olds in any given class situation.

Thip eight,includg.expressing boredom, or converting the fascination
of an "experiment.trito emotional or-cognitive reactions,

in the role of thq instrUctor, they conducted classes with the.stu'dents
.infrOnt of a camera. -.
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'In the rotes of rercording clerks, they recordedNindividual aspects of
teacher and student behaviors. /

In the'role of thediscussion leader, the) guided the interpreearion of
the presentation, structured the discussionaccording to focal poi"pts,
strived for balahce, Maintained a harmonibus atmdspherel and summarized
-ihe resU161 oi the disciissions.

In the rele of the c ollege students, they-prepared their presentation,
-participated in the discussions and recor'ded the experience of their,
presentation, including the discussion, protocol, and thetheory-prac-
tice experience in the final, lesson outlinel

The workthop instruct'ors assumed various roles during-theWorkshöp;
Based on their own practical teaohidg experience'and theoretical
background, they acted as advisors Cruring.the preparatory phase.
During the first hour of the workshop they functionedpredominately
as conveyors of knowledge, theories, models, od conaepts. Asjellow
pupils in the classroom, the workshop instructort sensitized the
ttudents, through their own behaviOr, to the cognitive and emotional
aspects of pupil behavior in actual.sitdations. The workshop inetruc-

.

tors served as compentators offering suggestions on teacher behavior,
suggesting elternatiye methods, and,occasiotially acting a's teachers
during the simulation. The workshop instructors also came into action
as facilitators during,the ditcussion phase which laited two hours.

r

The evaluation of the observations from these simulation activities
leads to the conclutio'n that the workshop has two important,effects:

I) It reduces the practice thock,when entering-the
teaching profession; and,

2) It provides more security in defending innovative
ideas against school administrators who adhere to

r traditional codcepts of-school,r,

. The nalysis and interpretation of the clatsroom observations data
coll cted during the workshop also resulted in discussion and research
into arious sociopsychological functions'.

0

a
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SCIENCE AN ATTEMPT TO INTEGRATE -

. SCIENCE, MATH, AND'READING'SkILLS,

Myrna C, Thomas n -

Harry A. 8imon

Mamaroneck High-School
Mamaroneck, NY 10543'

In.the fall of 1975 a new.Skills-oriented ninth grade science
,course was introducedLat Mamaroneck High School. Jhe.Lneed fOr :
such acourseSs a pre-requisife for biology wqs perIived by
both 4achers and cbunselore. ,, It had.been noted that ninth
jgradera with low to middle reading ability had difftcUlties With

f
bioldgy te)'cts and with conceptualization. Also; thefestudenta
reported thet they "found General Biology too easy 04. Regents ,

Biology to be too di4ficuit. Tfle planning of such a course cOin-lr
cided with the decision ,of the 1.1maroneck Board of Education to
emeasize the acquisition and application of basiC skills eg,
math,-Writ-ing, And reading..

. , ,

"Science 9" was first introduced during the academic:year 1975'.4976. .. )(

The criteria for lacement inc1ude0;
, 7/-

r 1

,1). reading scot4s on the DAT'S falling between the 45th and
75th percentiles ,

) weakness in tath skiilst
3) lack of the necessary study skills and/or maturity

The asstgnment Pf the apPropriate studenes is made hy the.middle
school (seventh ahd eighth grade) counselors. Built-in flexi:-
bility allows students to move into Regents Biology or to General '

,

Biology upon recommendation of.the teacher.' ,

The curriculum of Science.9 emphasizes basic Skills'with Science .

content terying as the.vehicle by which the acquisition and practice
of these skills is achieved. The methoda- of science are'stressid:
students:"car,ry outlimperiences dealing wfth the inveitigation of a,
.problem, the gathering of'data, the treatment of dati'inuding
griphihg, "tab1le constructiOn, and the use of math. These activieiei
are-followed liyhe students. epplying these techniques to several
scientific disciplines. Other skillsowith which Sciehce-9" is con- .

.cerned 'are: note 4king outlining, recalling information; and

.

-correlating reading and,demonstratioiftlik lecture material.
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,Esch plar.pre aneposttests.----ATe-Usedto.eNfaluate the courie4a0
%to monitor the iludence! progress.: These are copductid by the'
Itience Department lw.conjundtion.with Tor..Mkgery-Bernstelni. ,

Directoi.:of the 'Department of Program Etaluation and giseakil;
at Masiaroneck High School; Eactiuyear both ..the course and the
testing instrment hate been.refinea and'reyised. In 1978-1979.
s'iompletely objective test which included-soms'specific topics
such as density and metric cOn<rersions we's introduced.

In order to evaluate the .cueric4um,-seven objectives were set by
the facultY. Ln l978-197R ttlere were 20 stUdents enrolled in.
the course.in,ten classes,laUght by six different-teachers. The
4a.vluation,of each_of theorectiveS is based on a loCally devisea
tesy%which was given in:Sepebnibir and May. One hundred and selien-
een (717) of the enrollees,somtlleted,the.pre and:posttests...
The results show that tlaertre. gains.fOr all the objectives-with
the eXception of 'the Ojedijte.wilich- relates .to reading scientific
material. Moreover,,pthe_testinginstrument showta statistically-
significant increase:An six of the seven objective skills and'
therefore the Science 9 c6Urse has been ,successfuLin meeting the
established criteria.

.

. Irk%.

A follow-up study fop-cuirgntry.b:eihmade.to f011ow Science 9
students throgghout th4ir4i4.Ur._years--of high School in Order to
determine theirelectiop'oe'and sAcess.ln further science:courses,

N
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The Health Activities Project. (HAF) has aeveloped, approxiraattly Y.

60 ctivities for health education. , Thpae"activitles ert aciienCe;
bee experimenti and/or simulationa that provide the students the
oppo tunity to discover for themselves concepts pertitining 'to ".

,,..,

: heal h education.. The ,data ,used for these.4).scoveries-is 'collectett.... .

by,t e students through actual first hap4 expefliiktIce with.obie.Ots, %, , ,,

situ tions and/or events. ,.. -' '.-=-,-,.:1".4.
, .. . . . ...:.- ._,,,...:A-,

',4'-',,,':'0"."-'

An at empt to- determine the e f fect Of. e.,,xPeael.ncling -40.1edo4iii" from. 414::

HAP, S t II. On the students' compfehenitop of selecied'-t,leil,th' con.. . '
cepts was made by taterviewing students-, who_hactAiririoula fitsounti ''
Of ex rience. with HAP II. The interview also attempted-to explore -,,,'

-.4\,=';'!-
the,st dents' attitudes toward handioapped persons', ability tco. per.-
form t sks not directly related to, their handiap: A specific
protocl 1 i./as developld and administered to a ranototh ,,sample qt. HAP
II stu ents.. The se6dened' .responsei were,. then%eompared to their
experi nce with the activities. , tr

I L. 's '

.1 .

Sc.

S.
.

s

The pu pose of the HAP II Con'tent Interview was to determine whether
studen s who -experfenced HAP XI- actjeviCiee understood the 'health
cohcep s inherent to those ,sctivities better than 'students who did

not, ex erience the activities. The anticipatim was that the expeti

ence o te 'activities. would 4,1 ffect the manner th which a student '

would espond io problems, -situatiotis, and/oi new discoveries. relsted
,,

to RAP, TI health concepts.
.

.9 I

- Measuring. the Dependent. Veriable

fhe:intexviewcrohsistedzfjur content areas" from,RAPPII
'f

16iYtTe0Perotre;
"2);-.G.reWth;A44 Pevetopment;-

, , ,

- :T010./.1'.14114icap
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s
Thess -areas- were- -iorts idered represeritative :of HAP II -awd-were
chatstin because the degree 'to which the students ondere oott the

., . ,coticepcs appeared to be. measurable.. : .

,

-, ' for .tne 'Content. interviiw.Wete -designed to-eve-Clete stu-.-
dent's 'understandilA pf.-a 'patticulAr healt11.concept:...tipvfy were .

, carefully-rdes1ined'not4o .bp dperfdleitt Uitin titieci'fic;reventa. thai '
ttie ,stt4dent..wo.ild likelY:VaN(e:ex'perl'end'ee.es.. a redi..tW Of:
*X-isyttiee,:,..They .tipweyer, chatterrge .the studint 'to obsexyik,..,,-
prtilfct,:iind' exp1,41n.event's rela01411 t,o HAP III,s-cotIssepcs tre

01'

OcciirUd 4ithin the conteIs,t'of "the intervie. - .,

.
a

TIZIndependent Vaiiabres
.... .

5 4?' -'The amount' of tithe that had elapsed between the 'date three
4
sLdent

. . . , , ..- .
'I had experienced the activity andts date of.the inter;.riew was .

....,.1:5:corded. The. students' "Conserv- ...it 4 yolume",. was measured..

r. ..using a -task designed by Piaget, aqd Inhelder and was,uted as a .

'' measure of: intellectual developmet. Demographic data of age,
Ae3,, grade Fere also collected.: f

-
.

-"Analysis of the Data
tr.

D'tie to the nature of the resPonse\s' two diffel:ent40_tkiOds. of an-
olysis used. When th.e dependent vat-tables we're meaauredoon
an.. interval scale, a multipje regression analyeis was performed.

..For tho0 ttems where that'was not feasible the 'resPonees' were,
analyzed using a chi-square analysishe shalysis was conducted ;.

for the entire sample and for each grade_from 4 to 8.
A-

Summary of the Responses 'for the Content Interview'

The analyses of the responses made 1?i the-students ro the items
.on the content Interview indicated that experience with HAP TI

activities 'contributed toward the students' underitanding cf. health
concepts. .While not all items d.emonstrated diaerence

,between students who had experienced HAP II compared' to those who ,, the.data indicated that experbence with HAP II was related
to the content-achievement of the health concepts measuredy xhe

". interview. .
-

1) The conceptof .the body creating a layer of warm air around
it and that wind replaces that layer with cooler, environ-
mental air was more-appropriate for the upper grades:
Experience with HAR-II was related to the number df re-
sponsei offered when asked to compare drawings of the .same
iierson at different age's.. The student's' reasoning level

. was relat,ed to thetr ability to exp'ress" those difference's,.
in temp of body proportio-ps.

* 1;6
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f ExOecience with ,HO.11Wat ditedtly.relaed td 'the-

perception of Aandi'capped.OeTson's'abklity'tb per, f-
forea5task riot related to,that handicap. ..

,

.4) aperilnce with. HO II,was directly 'Velated to the. .

ability to explory why/. selected tash !! are, phyniolog9
:cally difficult to do. - !
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-ANALYSIS W. AN INSTRUCTIOW UNIT, :

.

. , .

FOR COGNITIVE LEVEI..OF pgmAto :

4. .

,..

Introduction

"Ann C.-Rowe'

.Syracuse University
Syracuse, NY 13210

'Beulah P. purr

'14illiam Nottingham HigN'School
SyriCuse, NY 0219

%
. .

Recent:Pkagetian researCh has called,attention to the *de range .

of cógnitive leveleto be lounciamong students in'seCondaty science
classea'and has'shówn-that the'cognitive level of many student is
below the level demanded b$r much of the curriculdm....AlthoUgh it is
clear that we need tn.make better'match between the cognitive
leVels of students and the cognitive demand.of,the Curriculum,
Much practical work xemains to be done in this area.

S.

a.

The problem has been.attacked by,several investtgators. KarOlus
et-al. (1977) and Herrcr (1975) have suggested guidelines for de-
termining the.cognitiveAeVel.required to master a variety of'opics
in Ow curriculum. LaWson-and.Rennaf (1975): shoWed that concrete
operational students did,not master content-clasaified as formal
o erational. Shayer-419781_analyzed several sectioniCof the.
fi1leld Combined Science Materials, ,using data collected.from several

ools, and showed how this method could bevs'echin matching"cur-...
culum to pppils. We have *Jught in .this stbdY to carry this line
work forward. A

4

. Purpose

The purpose-of the study waa
,

to analyze a .unit of the chemiltry
--,..

curriculum for cognitive level of demaild.. We used predetermined
guideline& to preldict.Ahe5ognitive levels requIred to master
yarious aWpetittrof"the unit and tested our predictions by,uaing
Shayees. (1A78) method.of analysis.

'.-.;
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"-Method

The 'cognitive levelti,of al.Lpupils (N ih fbur chemistry
&lasses in an urban,hip/school wer e. determined-by means.of_group'
administered.tesis: .Pupi1s were categorized.ls cOncretet trans).-
tional, earLy fotinl, 9r late fprmal operation4r.

. 0

1

, .
,

.
:

, , -..

Alitt. th0 'unit of instruction (the molesconcept)liad'beed:eelicteC'
. . ,

Jnstructionalobjectiyek werc'deterOined. Theie inclu'ded,pmcepts,
, .generVizattorvit, 011 problem types, Coberina,the-various spects

'of the tbp1.- Theunit was taught ta alLl classea..by-ohe Ceacilei
usfng a meth94 of instruyttioo-develolied'and tea.tedtn a previous'
study.(Durr and-HoWe4.10/9)...

At,the endiof the unit, Attaihment of the objectiVes Of instruction
was assessed by a test composed of 24 items'select.ed from.itests
prepared by%national and sttwe groups for use with secondary btu-

't dents. 'Test items were chosen to corrdspondvilth specific 4object,-
ives of instruction. The cogoitive level of each item was:pre-.
dicted by reference to guidelinett previously estt1blished.4

q

Analys'iSiY-of Results-

Result's were analyzed by determin/ng the percent of students at each
Piagetian ievel Who correctlY answered each item. This allowed us
to assess the'vgAtkve level.of demand of the instructional object-

. ives and to ompare the observed levels ith the predicted revels.

--1,

DiScussion
'

41%

An analysis of this kind gives the tqacher the information needed
to foxm reasonable expectations for individual pupils anci to begin
to match the curriculum to the pupils:':

This study demonstrates,theapplicablity.of an empirical method of
curriculum analysis."I Althoush the work is Painstiking, it is not
difficult" nor disruPtive of classroom routine and the results of
the analysis'are immediately useful to the teacher. If more
teachers could be persuaded to work lith science educators -- or
.on their own -- to make sinilltar analAes of other sections of-the
curriculum we would have both a theoretical.basis (i.e. Piaget's
work) and an empirical basis for makfng curriculum decisions.
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'LEARK,ING gHEM TW.-ANI) SCIENTIFIt METVODS
'

44D PROCEDORES'T OUGH BIOCHMISTRY A.

, ,

_77 EdRMATIVE.IVALUAT N

David F: Tieigust

Micigan State University-t.
East Lansing, MT 48824

...iohn T. Cody

University of Iowa
Iowa Clty, TA 52242

0,

-Rationale and Objectives

The rationale foe.ohe in"VestigatiA was based On the hypotheiis Wat
. .

students would significanay intrease their knowledge and understand-
'ing qfanorganic gnd organic chemiStry by learning'biocheMiltry.
Similarly it-was hypothesized that the, incorporation of a research
propoSal and laboratoF investigati.ons,..which were more extensive_
and required more CrikicaLthinking thael typical cookbook labs,
would signiiicantly Inv-ease studentil/kriowledge and understanding
of aie methocis'and procedures of scienCe.

.

The major objective of this investigation was to, exaMine whether
or no5 teachfag 'biochemistry (higher-order content) would resplt
in substantial learning Of chemfotry (lower-order content) and..of
the methods and procedures of science. The evaluation was repea,t-
ed over the three years of the program's existence in attempt to
examine the'consistencydf the.results'wfth.different groups of
students,

Methodology and DesIgn,

The study-utilized a 91m7--group pretest7poattest,aesign; there was
no intentiont'of comparing:treatment with control groUps.. iThe time
lapse between the'pre and:posttest was approXimately di* weeks.
The statistical analysis'AnVolved the,use of the Wilcoxon matched-.
:pairs signed-ranks test to examine a 'significant incriase or de-
crease-An student reapopse between preteit and-poittiat scores.

... ... . . . .

'
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*a.

the subjects were high-ability high school students enrolled Imo,
a secondary science training program dur,ing the 'summer at thl,

Univeris5.ty of, Iowa. Students spent approximately stx hours pec
day being directly involved in some aspeci of the program; lecture-
discussion,sessions were held at the heginning of each half day
folfowed by laboiatory or library woik.

The same prolOam, with revision and updating, was prOsepted to
similar grotpj.oJ students in the summerl of 1916% 1977, and 1978.

'InstiumfTts and Data
,

-The Ambrican-Chemi611-S6ciety S),Inortpt*Drion-icAliologi-cal,
Chemistry Test Form 1974 was use1-,to-7evaluate silbject ma:tter
,competency in the three areas of chemistry; the-Methbds and Prove-
4AyKes cot Saynce .(w) test wqs vied to AteasUre the undeanding
of the methods and procdures of science. Reliabilities for.the
separate inorganic, organic, and biological chemistry section of
the AdS Test were established at,0.90, 0:68, and 0.85 respectiVely;
the reliability,for the MPS Test was established at'017.75. .Norms
for the ACS Test were based.on stUdents from intrOductory college
courses; norms for the MPS Test were based on students in grades 9
to 11.

Results,and ConclUsions

.

q

The analysis of the data over the, three summers wap relatively
consistent and showed that the students in ..the biochemistry course. ,

had statistically significantly improVed their-understanding not
only of biological..chemiWy but also of_organic and.inorganic
'chemistry and of-the'methods and procedures of ,acience. The con-

.

sistent results over the three summeis would appear to 'imply that
teaching this type of bi.ocheMistry course (higher-order content)
to high ability high school students,is a viable means of teaching
chemistry (lower-order Cionterit) and the methods and procedures of
scierice.
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-A DEVELOPMENTAL STUDY,OF THE-;OQNCEPTS dF

HEAT AND TEMPERATURE IN 9 TO 13 YEAR OLDS

1

Michael Shafter,

Chelsed College: University of London
London, England SW6 7SR

It appears to be aimatter of some dispute between Ausubelians and.
Piagetians as to whether children develcip Specific concepts in_a
hierarchy bY the same or by many, different personal Toutes. If
a'sample large enough.and sufficiently varied in ability,can be
investigated a critical_test is possible.

0

The study to be-described made use of three inputs. The develop-
ment-of a technique of "psfthometrising Piaget''.by an EngliA--team,
based at Loadbn University provided a way Of extendilig a stu* by "

Erickson (1977) of,personal conceptual inCsentories to testing a
sample of 200 children'by a 60 item demonitrated grouP test. In
addition a team of CurricUlum-developers had provided a. tentative
list of objectives for 'the teaching of heat to middle-school stu-
dents. The schools in. which the study was'carried out wished to--
know which of the objectil:res were more suitable'for. 9 or for 12 -_ -

ytar olds. The group test utilized descriptors both from the Erick-
son study and from the list of curriculum objectives.

In addition to.the heat test a Piagetian grouP test (NFER., 1979)
in the area of volume and heaviness was administered to see whether
the development of conceptsfof heat could he mapped onto Ptagetian
stag'es of development. .

Test items in nine aspects of heat were written', with some of the,
experiments to be,demonstrated to the.class., /hese aspects in-
cluded conduction, expansion, composition of heat, temperature
scales, changes of.state, etc.

A factor dnalysia of.the data.showed-that one factor was sufficient
to explain.thb common-factor variance of the heat scales, and that
the heat test was'also unifactor with the Piagetian test. In-addi--
tfon thetegression of Piage%lan level, sex and school year,onto
level on the heat,test showed a slight iex,differential in favor
of boys,. end a non-significant difference In the age de'velopmental

203
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. 4

rate etween the heat dhd ehe Piagetian leyels. It was possible
to describe early. condretWlate concrete And early formal levels .

of
t

understanding in thwarea of.heat, and temperature.
. .

. .

4

'" r
In this particular case it appears thft. the hypothesis ore number
of Aifferenedevelopmettal paths', depericient On 'previ:ous experience
-cannot.be sustained,. 'It is not d-aiMed.that this,would be true'
of all cognitive deyeeopment, particularly whAe tal-ture-dpecific
jdyths ALiNInvolved:

. Refere nces'.
0.

Erickson, G. L. Children s conceptions laf.heat and temperature
' phenomena. Paper presented a.t Annual C.S.S.E. Convention,
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A STU,9,1 Oft THE COGNITIVE AND AFFECTIVE IMPACT

ON INSERVICE TEACHERS PARTICIPATING AN AN iNTENSIVE
gift

ENVIRONMENTAL 'EDUCATION INSTITUTE/WORKSHOP

eNt

Arthur W. 'Edwardd

Cook College, Rutgers Univer it
New Brunswick, N.1, 08903,

A

Objectives and 'Rationale)
\,

e
Teacher insexce education programs have, been utili d as t
dominant approach to updatifig knowledge and.teaching methodolo ies
of educators in ,all fields. While such prac4cee have generally
been regarded as-effective, few studies have'ilr empti7ed.to 'Ieter-
mine whether such experiences Slso.result in i positive impact
on the inservice teacher's own life,style.

'While.it to-important for teachers of all disciplines to.exhibit
behaviors,appropriate to and exemplary ofitheir profession, it
is criticall'Or the educator who attempts to teach environmental
-education or environmental science. Surely,-the environMental
educator who employs a "dd aS I say noidas,d.do" approach is
quickky "exposed." ft is:pighly questionable whether such An
individual can' haVe- a significant impact on students.

While a highly effectirVe inservise:teacher education progiam
vides educators with'the latest methodologies add techniques of-,
a particular field, it should a* impscriboth on the so-called
cognitiVe and.affective domains; Olat is, such an experience should
in addition motivate teachers to changee.their behavior.

summer,instirute/wOrkshop was conditcted at Cook:College, Rutgers;
The State University of New Jeriey,rduring the summer o l919,i The
four Week, five credit hour course was,open-to inservice teed5ers
of all.disciplinei at,all grade levele:'

. -Thokpourse-was 'designed to expose teachers to a wide variety of.
environMental problems endemic to New Jersey-An Iparticular and to
the Middle Atlantic states regional area in general:: Actvities

. were desigted',-to prbmote cogniti7e.and-affective growth.related
to environmental issues and to introduce newmethbdologies for

, translating ttiOse experie,nc4'1nto classroom afiplication.
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In addition to the more than ttlfrty Cook/Rutgers faculty members .

on the summet institute sta:ff,..members,Jof the-business/industrial
sector and representatives from Iederal, state, and-private organi4
zations coPt4pributed their *expertise._ Thus, the total "faculty"' --
exceeded lop experts from ylirious disciplines with varying environ-

.

-\ mental orientAtion4 and offering a wide rgnge of viewpoints,.
0. .

s .

Vie objective of t is etudk,was to determine the-suctess of.this ,

intensive course f,rmat,andcontent irl prompting positive,environ-
mental growth-in both the.cognitive E1,114 affective domatns. .Mofe.
Specifically? as aresultAzf parricipatinkin. the Summttr.instituti
workshop,,dtd the participants eghtbit significant2pretelohenges
in:

1). _growth in knowledge_about_environmental issues?
pf 2). change in'affect (emotionalitY) regarding environmental

orprobleMs?
.

3) cliange iil.yerbal coMmitment regarding -efBorts to-improve
. envitonmental quality? ,

4) change in actual.commitment (behavior) regarding the
. .

'improvemeht of.environmental quality?' .

Methodology and Design..

A quasi-experimental design-(pretest-treatment-poiattest) was em-
ployed in this study.. The 29-inservice teatfiersienrolled in the
'1979 suMmer-institute workshop were administered a pretest on the
first day of the workshop. At the conclusion of the workshop,'a
posttest was administered. A comparable control group was unavail-
able.'

Instrument'dnd Data

0

The Ecology Attitude Inventory (Malony ahd Ward, 1973) used in this
study included four subscales:

1) Environmental Knowledge
2) Environmental Affect (emotionality)
3), Verbal Commitment
4) Actual Commitment (behavior)

The authors.repotted reliabilities.(Cronbach's Alpha). for the scales
as .85, .81, and ..89 for Affect, Vetbal Commitment, and Actual Com-
mitment, respectively. Internal consistencies using Scotts Homo-
geneity katio were .358, .296, and .442 for Affect, Verbal Commit.-
ment, and Actual Commitment, respectively. -X-Pearson Reliability
Coefficient of .89 was reported for the knowledge scale.

A biogiaphical questionnaire was.employekito ob.tain personal:dea
related to age. sex,'ethnic grd* etc., of the sample.

*

s

s ,
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Resulti and Conclusions \

The results of t6is study indicated that the'participants in the
summer inititute workshop achieVed.significant Pre to pbsttest
gain!: on'all foilr suiescales of the Ecology Aittitude Inveptory.
In ad4ltion, a number of highly significidt correlations between-

-the four subscales and inservice teacher personal characteristics
were revealed.

./ . .

Mdie specifically, this study showed tht: 4 .6 *
- I / 1 ." . & 4

' 1) The workshoa format and cohtentemployed were highly
'-efuccessful in produclimk significan cognitive .1knd

-affective growth in Agtronmental education.

2) A relatively short intervehtion (four weeks) can prdduce
positive envirbnmental life-style changes in adults.

'Reference

Maloney, Michael P. and Ward, Michael P. Ecology: Let's hear
from the people. American Psychologist, July 1973, 583-586.
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AN EVALUATION.PF THE UNIVERSITY OF WASHINPTOTROGION
7

IN PHYSICAL SCIENbE AND kjEtICE TEACHINq' "7sY

FOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TEACHERS

Mercer Iiland High Schoof,
Mercer Island, WA 98040

This study was an evalqat.ion of the,effectiVeness of the W3 and'
1974 summ6r versions of a teacher 'trairiing programhjdintly
ed by the University of Washington Physic's andiEducation D'epartmeA4W.

.;

. ./. +.'

Through the use of four instruments developedby.the eyaluitpr,
,

data on teacher behavior was gathered and;oused to assess the,;vittaii17,..
meht of the program goals. A 'Survey ef'Science Teaching Charaaferl
istics enabled the evaluator to identify.changes-in teachers-Y.

.:.',perceptionsiof'theit science teaching behavior. FOurclass'Oom' .

observations and audio taPe recordings; the'Ciassioorri Ob'serltatiO4:
,'''

Instrument was used to identify changes in student aitiviAy.,:,.the
, ..4

General Coding Scheme for,Science Lessons Was uSed to kdentify 4°

changes in teactier verbal behaviot, and a Wait=TiMo'C'ede yis1 uied
to identify changes in the teachers' listeang behavidi. 4re and '-' .,,,

post'program observations were cOnducted two'month'a pribr ttilthe :-
.. ,.--

program amd eight months'after- the program, respectiVe1y. INatUta/ty
"occuring opportunities to control competing viriables resOted in
the employment' of five analysis desigpa tb.test the effects of. the

:program. Significance Was set 4t the .6' level. The-General:Code
ahd Wait-Time Code were also used'to describe Verbal interaction,o,
of alesummer institute instructors . - ,

.' :

, .*.
.

The following is a list of Elie seven.program goals 4nd the'observed l

results teiated to those goals. The teacher patticipanta were' ,

expected to:

(1 and 2t)t Increase understanding of the conCepea of
science.and,.increase interest.in.science
and science-echication

Survey results suggested that the teachera perceived'that-they
had.changed in ways consistent with these two:and the other
five goals: However, the evaluator -collected no observations
from which to decide Ohether the teachers actually changed
behavior in Accordance with the above:tw64(:41s.'

.

:
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3) Increase .emPhasia ppproPriate. atudent iseetvities-:`

for lealtitIng sciance

3. ,
-

.
Thcfre weTe:tignificfnt decrease* In-scient*Jeaeon
watching demonstraticips,...Te$ding,And_Ilstantng.to lecturis

;

.a.
-4) :Increase emphasia-on use of-Oestionitig.add2improVi*

ment-oif qUestioRing techpique4.

Tescherlasignificantly J;ncreased their uSe :of questioning
general, Thile there appared.to he'o'cherige diriction,'
of '0.crtesed waititime, there'wes not'a,*ignificatii.inisrease.'

. ,

accord:1'g tO the 3-second,:wait.:Critel'ion

Increase emphasis on appropriate questionifig forAtaining
knowledge in s'cience:

:Teachers significantly increased their uae of, concreee,
rettonal, non-arbitrary, non-authority based 'ways of generate.
,ing knowledge in science. Teachers asignilficany'decreased
their queseioning and telling about arbitrary, signs, symbals,.
.names,. and definitions.

4'

6). Increase emphasis On eppr4riate behavior for aiding the
intellectual devalopment of children.

4 1,!

TeaLckpraetgaficantly 'increased thefr.use of higher level
quesTion,*' abd significantly'decreased their uee of ieatements
relating to classroom management and,control orstudents.

7) Increale ,emphasia. on-Communicating clearly.and on using
terths erom prior_experiencei.

,
4 4 '. ,, , .

, .:Teacliers significantly increased th4r.q6estioning for clari-
fication of"meaning 'and:itgnificantly decreaied their questiocl-

4 1..1 tng fc)r itforMaii4a-without a doncrete-base.
.,

..
. .

.. ,.,
.. -

. , Since:this program effected'behayior changels suOportive of goals that
ire cbaaiatnt., with national prtoritt,s, .the'programyas judged,to
We,valualocle:for educating-elementary schooi scienceteachi.s;--,

J.
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MEAiURING TEACHEW.ATTITUDES ABOUT

tNERGY AND RELATED MATTERS'

Durward Richardson
Linda Johnson

Eait.Teicas State University
'Co*ergp,' TX 75428

Rationale add Objectivet

sti

Americans.continue to search for a villain to blame for the inconven-'*

t

,ience, shorta
li

e, and higher prices. caused by ,a lack of available

,..,
energy at an onomical.price. FewAmericans'have a good understand-

. ins of the'detaila of recent governmental actions in creating energy
edl!cation, programs to wovide an informed populacc:hers in .

,

particular have ,a respOnsibility to be informed On current conditioas
in'all segmefts ofour society. Because of Ois need, the government

411:- and various energy producers' am providing financial support to
L'colleges and universities fOrthe purpose of 'conducting energy ed-

. ucaiion workshops for. teachers. A survey,-of available print media
:indickl!a thet-littleADr-no -research is,being-done :0;inveetigate _
the effectiveness of.these.programs, and apparently none is being done
to determint'ittitUdinal change taking place among-the participantb...
Becipse of this absence of elfiluition effort, theret_is an identiiied
'nedd to investigate the effectiveness and vialue-of these programs and
to report the findings. In response to thil: need,a study was initiated
'to measure additudinal change-of participants during the various
workshops being conducted on four university campuses.

-\
The objectives of the stUdy were: -...

jaP

0 to design a Likert-type scale foemeasuring teachets'
attitudes'aboet energy and related subjects;

2)- tO preand posttest participants in five different
programs conducted at four separatotAtions;

3) to apply statistical'procedures in, determining4ignificant
ch es' attitudes aboue*tergy'and related matteri.as
e re .of partici'pafT6K in energy edUcatiOn workshops.

.

Deiign Of,

Initially, atitattifire p_Ool of ikert-type gems was constructed with
-a five point strongly agree, strongly disagree response ;Continuum.

. 210.
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The instrument was administered tds205individuals enrolled in
graduate teicher edUcation courses': Intercorrelatlions of the
46 attitudinal items were computed acroas al1.205 respondents:
Factor analysis was employed using a varimex criterion (orthogonal
rotation) of the factor matrix. Twenty:nine factors,.accou,kting'
for 787. of the common variance, wel:e_ktricted with several factors

lehang multiple loadings and 19 it :loading singly.

'.Fach factor was evaluated by"knowledgable individuals to.determint
if the factor shou10-be included. In addltion, each rater.identi-

,, tied'the item (loading) that should,b'e used to measure the facto'r
where multiple loadings were'present. Relevance to the overall
attitude domain, discrimipiability, length of item, 4nd resaltant
LoadIllga Vere employed in'artiVing St-the nineteen items included
in the final form. No item was included with a factorloading
less than .5, iyhile most included itema had loaaings in the .7 to--

, ..
.8 range.

The instrument was then administered in a pre and posttest format,.
to all participants in energy education workshops being conducted
during the summer of 1979 at four area universities. A t-test
was utilized to compare the two related meads of each group.to
determine the probability that the difference between the'means
was a real rather than a chance difference. Other vartables consi-
dered were sex of participapts, subject matter taught, and grade
level taught.- A null hypothesis as tested iA eachrindividual
casa.

,

Results and Conclusions

pe resUlting nineteen item:instrument did in fact meas(we various
constrticts related to.attitudes about energy and energy related
matters. All but one group moved toward a'definite and significant
pro-energy position wheri attitudes were concerned. Analysis of .

'.data related.to sek, grade taught, and subject taught-was made.

It

.
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EFFECTS OF liSTRUCTION IN MEASUREMENT pROCESSES

ON ATTITUDE, KNOWLOGE, PLUS MEA6EMENT.

AND ESTIMATION SKILLS UPON INSERVICE PROFEOSIONALS

Michael Szabo
Cecil R. Trueblood

The Pennsylvania State University
,University Park, PA 16802

.9rika

The present- research xamnef the effect.of measuiementilnstruction
(metric),on attitude, knowledge,.and skillt of measurement and.
estimation.. The sample" consisted of inservice.teachers ind admini-
strators K-12. The context of the.in$tructton,was a.series of
workshops to train.teams of leaders who were'schoof-based asnd
willing to train others (colleagues, administratoTsstudents,
community) in metric measurement -skills dealing .with length,
area, volume; mass And temperature. tIn addition toYstaff
'training, the ;eadership teams were tO desigh exempler,métric
inairuction: revise curriculum gUides; and develOp

, changeover plans to incorporate the metric system of measuirethent.s

The treatmene consisted of providing initruction designed wider
,fundinik from the Metric Education Office. The'instruction was:,

.
,

%.

1) diagnostic and prescriptive, wfth embedded
. . diagnostic assessments;

2) self-:paced: _

3) individualiszed; and,
..

4) based upon a manipulalive mode. 4

t

.
,

.
.

,
.

The instructiOnal package and Nodel was designed toJhsure that
4. each member of the leadership team would possess adequate measure

ment skills io enaWle them tO carry, out the above mentioned
leadership tasks.

.

The design was a pretest/posttesp treatment-Aroue field study
with replication at various sites and levels. Data were collected
from three separate school districts d q from,several leadership
teams within those districts,. In sometWias, data were,also mide
Avdilable froM the'staff members trained by the leaders. A midi-
meL,amount of"data were available from students Of the.staff.

1 .
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Instrumentation consisted of separate instruments to measure:

1) attitude toward.mtric measurement
IV (Shrigley and.Trueblood, 1979);

2) knOwledge of metric. measurement terminology;
3). measurement skillei and,
4) estimation skills,

\In most cases,' data were available on a pre and poiottest basis
and were analyzed using rephated measures ANOVA.

1,
It was found that in the majority of subsaMples,.significadt gaine

.

-QD

were made from pre to posttesting. The variable most frequently
'sUbject to gains,was metric attitude. Dramatic gains in esti- -4

mation akin'', observed during the instruCtion,'were not as dra,
metic as evidenced by-pre/post gains. Substantial gains'in'
measurement and knowledge skille were noEed in many tubsamples.

The results-suggest further study.of an experimetal Iield study
dature to confirm.the findings regarding instructional approaches
tq'measui.ement processes. .Effective measurement instruction
could take ddded time availabli'fot science"instruction.

Refeience

Shrigley, 1. L. and Trueblood, C.,R. Designing a Likert-type
scale to access attitude toward.metrication. Journal of
Research in Science-Teaching, 1979, 16v 73-78.',
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VALIDATION OF THftEE?tINSTRUCTIONALMODES WITH CONSERVERS

AND NONCONSERVERS OF LENGTH USING

LINEAR METRIC MEkSUREMENV.

Susan R. Smith ,

Cecil, R. Trueblood
Igkighael SEabo'

The Pennsylvania State Uiaivers4
University Park, PA 16802

---"'T7lTE477.77,r4

This study attempted to gather eMpirical evidence to guide
,4.

educators in their teactiing of linear meaeqrement to primary
.

school children.! More speCifically, the atudy ateempted to

answer thEtqubstion: What modes of instruction are most effective'
for teaching linear measurement conc'epts to conservers and\non-

.4.conservers oE length?.

,Sixty-..six first and-second grade pupils were'randomly assigned to
thrtie trea,tment (T). groups. .Eachj group was omposed of 11 con-

servers an4 11 nonconservert of-length'as'defined-by JeantTiaget-.-'

Tl was taught length' measurement for one week under an abstract

(s'yTbolic--S) mode of instruction. Tl and T2 werCtaught for
one week under a graphic (Vtonic--I) mode. And T1,'T2 na'.T3

were taught for pne week under a .manipulative mode (enactiVe--E)

of instruction. All stddent output was in the E mode. ,The modes
are those defined by Jerome S. Bruner (1966).

A ntne Ltem test, designed by the investigators was given the
end of eachyeek of instruction and constitutecrthe dependent
measures. This measured skills in linear measurement. Metro-

pdlitan Readiness Test scOres from the pupils' school files
were used as a measure of general mental ability (GMA). A test
of length conservation'similar to that described by Inhelder,

Sinclair and Bovet (1974) was designed by the investigator to
lidentify conservers end nonconservers. .

The data aAalyses.run on the dependent measures consfsted of

analyses of variance., correlations, and analyses of cdvariance
using GMA as the covariate..

4;1
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findings and conclusions of thtstudy include;
A,

0

1) conservers hOd signlficantly-higher (p 4 .05) general-4.-
mental ability scoreis than nonConseryfret

.?) 'comervers, did%twt OerfOrM_Ognifictinfly_bettet then
,nonconserVers on the poattest;

3) posttest scokes from the manipulatiVe (M) instructional
mode were significantly. higher than scores from the
graphiA (I) litideft(p .05);

4) the'differonpes between scoi4s from thp manipulative
(E) mode' week and the abftraCt (S) mo e week was
high but 'doe significabt (.05 4 p t .10 )';

5) no.signifiCant,differance was found betWeen scores
of conservers and nonconaetvers on the E'posttest;

6) no significant difference Was found between Icot'es of
:Conservers ond noriconservers On the I posttest;

7) no significiint differenCe wat found between adjusted
scores on 6e,S posttest of conservers,and nonconservers
when GMA waa.accoUnted fOr via analysis of-Covariance;
and, ;

8) -no significant diffeence- was found between adjusted
iterative measurement subscores of conservers and noh-

.

.conservers when GMA was the covariate,

The implications for educators are:

1) primary pupils, whether length conservers or noncon-
servers, can learn to measure, with non-standard and
standard units of length;

2) iteratfve measurement is a difficult concept for primarr,
pupits regardless Of their conservation status;

3). the manipulative iuitructional mode is more effective
, in iniroducing measurement &Incepts to first and sacond
graders than the.graphic ahd symbolic modes; and,

4) Magettan conservation measures and IQ measures seem to
overlap somewhat'in thefr effect on learning.

I

Referencep.

! /,
Bruner, J. S. Toward a Theory of Instiructiom Cambridge Massachu-

setts: Harvard University Press, 14)66.

Inhelder, Sinclair,1H.and Bovet., M. Learning and the Develop-
men of Cognition. Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvara UniVer-

.A .
f

lofty yress, 1974..
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THE EFFECTS OF THREE INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES
4 .

'QM POrSERVICE TEACHEkS! ABILITY TO ESTIMATE

1EN3TA AND AREA IN THE METRIC SYSTEM'

-Baib'are0. Attivo

'Ur/II/entity of Pittsburgh
JohnstOwn) PA 15907 ,

Cecil R. Trueblood

The Pennsylvania State University
University Park, PA 16802 ,

The purpose of this study was totinvestigate how the nature'
of metric estimation skill instruction affetts prospective
elementary and specia education teaChers'.abilities to estimate
metric length, area and vollime. Four types of estimation skills
were identified bY an estimation matrix. ,Theso types were based

upon the .physical absence or presenCe of the unit of referehce

.
during the-estimation process and the physicist absence or pretence

of the object -.o be estimated. SpecifiCally,.the investigation .

sought to 40efermine what effect! learning one type of estimation
skill (when object to be estimated is physically present and unit
of reference is physically absent) for tgetric, length And lirea

to criterion had on the retention of 61e5p skills asyell as on
transfer. to three other estimation,ty es. Three instructional

strateg s were selec4d to develop tiis tips estimation skill. ,

The qt1ategtes employed were:

1) a personal reference dnit;
2) a:cut or drawn, unit.of reference which was put

out of sight before making an estimate; ind,

.j.) estimation wit.hoqk specifying an'explicit
strategy.

'413

Forty-two hypotheses relating to the following stxlquestions were

tested:

/ t
i r I

i Is one of the three instructionl strategies more effective
in redUcing the estimation erroi fof Type 1, 2, 3? and 4

estimation skills? ,.

z
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boss on iiistructional,strategy reeult in e greater number
of students mastering estimation Skills for metric length
and are*?

'What effect does explicit instruction to criterion in Type
2-estimation skill have on, the acquisition of the remaining
throe types of.estimstion skill?

What.effect does explicit instruction to critrion yor Type
2 estimationsekills have on the ability to improve Type I,
3) and 4 metric length and area estimation skills?

What effeict does explicit instruction to criterion in metric
length estimation skills have on:the ability to estimate
metric_area, and whit effect does explicit 4nstruction-4.n
metric length and area have on'the ablity to estimate volume
in the metric system?

Jloware prospective teachers' ability to estimate length and
area in ihavmetric system before explicit instruction related
to their ability to estimate length and area in the metric
system after explicit instruction? ,

After a pretest, 126 subjects.were randomly assigned'to one of
'the inetructional strategies, for the duration of the inveittgation.
Utilizing self-paced instructional Materials stUdents were' instruct-
ed to criterton'in Type 2 estimatiop skill.for length estimation
and area estimation skill. In this estimation skill type ehe uhit
to be used 'in making the reference was physically absent Ohne
hie object was present. A criterion referenced mastery test was
administered to determine mastery of estimation skill at the con-
clusion of instruction for the attribute.- Mastery criterion
was defined as estimates that were within ± 15% of the measured
attribute on 80% of the estimates. Upon'achievement of mastery,
a Retention/Tensfer test was administered-to determine the ability.-
to perform the other three _estimation typeS. - 0

Utilizing non-parametric statistical techniques die followtng
conclusions were reached:

1) The personal reference strategy\wes sighificantly
more effective than the unit reference strategy for the
estimation type.that was the same as the instruction;

,2) No significant differenees were detected in the number of
students for each instructional.strategy who achieved .

mastery criterion following ihftruction;

1) When students retaine0 mastery Criterion of the estimation
skill.for which they recieved inseruction, they-did lot

. reach mastery driterion on the remaining types of eatima-
tiOn skills for the same atttibute on the Retention/
Transfer test;

217
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4) For stu4ents who achieved maerery crfterion during-
instruction, siknificant rductions in estimation
error were noted for addftional estimation types
following inetruction in fength atd ar'ea estimatioc .

skills for Type 2f

5) For all.instructiOnal strattgiet subjectef'emtimation
error for ,areap after length estimation instgl'Action

was fgnificantly'improved as was the volume estimation
error for students employing the Unit reference strategy

Auring area estimation instruct.ion; and,

Correlations.between pretest 'and the Retention/Transfer
test were not significant.

."
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METOO ATTITUDE-AND ACHIEVEMENT Or -PRESERV/CEELEMENTARY

TEACHERS AS A FUNCTION OF THREE INSTRUCTIONAL APPROAC

\,1
Michael Siabo

The_ Pennsi?lvania_Srete_University
University Park, PA 16802

'Prasit Kongsasana

Chulalakorn.University
Thialand

The purlioses of this study were to:

1) Aetermine4f preservice elementary teachers attitude
toward-the. metric (system can be Improved by completing
metric unita,of instruction,eilbedded in * methods
course;_ and,

2) investigate relationships among'threi types of train-. -14

lng, attitude, and learning,.

The sample was comprised of 126students in an undergraduate methods'.

eourse at The Pennsylvania State University. Students were randomly
assigned'to one of three treatment groups and each,took,a knowledge

and attitude pretest. After the studentscompletedethe.mettic
instruction modules, they were posttested on knowledge and ettitude.

-.,

Independent variables included-the specific modules of metric
instruction with the thi-te treatments embedded. The main depend--,

ent variable was metric attitude. Additional.criterion variables

were length, aree, and volume eitimation skills.

The hypotheses of.this study were tested through analysis of

Variance and the correlation techniques: The instructional-treat-
ments are described in the paper presented by Attivo and Trueblood.

First, there was a sLgnificant attitude gain for ell who received

instruction. This gain was observed in all threesubecile_scores

as well as total. No differences in attitudv scores As a function

of the three types of instruction were observed: a

'- 228
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This study led to the following conclusions. There werA differ-
ences between three levels of metric achieilement on a measure of
metric attitude score (Impact of Ctiangeover on Self) for preservice
elementary teachers who acquired competency in the metric mOdales.
This difference was not Ibbserved on the total.attitude sCtore or
on the other two sub;scales.(Impact of.Changeover on U.S. and _

Present Ability to Learn to:Use Metrics).

A
Next, theie were no correlations between three levels of metric

--
achievement on a measure'of nietric Attitulae scbre or on Subscalet
2 and'3 for preservice elementary teachers. The results for Sub-
scale I suggest higheF attitude scores for those with high'Metric
,achievemene Acores.

Finally, the; WerWini; signifaant correlations between. achieye-
ment scores on length or area estimation skills.and piet attit'ilde

;scores for those who did or di4 not meetly. selected t pee.of-esti
mation skills. There were no Idifferences among Type'l, Type 2,
br Type 4 correlations between length or area estimftiOn skills
and post attitude scores. There were no significant correlations,:
between achievement gain in length, area, or volume estimation
skills and post metric attitude scores -

It appears that specific instruction t6 train,preservic* teachers
to measure and estimate in metrii units increases at least some
dimensions of,their attitude toward the mettic systei. Difference's
jn.metric-instructional format did not result in different atti-
tudes.' Finally, post 'metric attitude di.0 not seem to be a:func-
tion of the ambunt-of metric skills acquired.

"

1
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A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF CHEMISTRY STUDWNTS' e

PERCEPTION OF THE LEARNING ENVIRONMENT 1,N .tiacti SCHOOL

AND VOCAtiONiA, SCHOOLS
1_7

Ruth Ben-Zvi
Avi Hofstein

the Weizm!nn Institute.of Science
Rehovot, Israel:

c .

Rationale and Objectives

The science classroom and laboratory are key places where-intentions
.are transformed into actions'and mhere both teacher and learner are
involved in realizing the curricUlum objectives. In A recent article.
by Yager (1978)'it ii recommended to include the classrooM climate
'An educational research as a payt of the transaction! Which take
place in the class.

1.

An important contribution to the understanding cif the role of the
learning enyironment w!s made hy Anderson (197J) Who developed the
L.E.I. (Learning Environmental Inventory), a measure of .classroom
climate. The L.E.I. was found to be a good predictor both for
students' attitude and achievement (Welch, 1973)..

The present'study is an attempt to gain more.insight into the vatidity
of the L.E.I. as a measure ,of classroom.climate by comparing the per-
ception of two different groups of chemistry Students. It was
hypothesised that specific differences in perception of-classroom
learning environment could 4e attributed to diffekences in ability,
teaching strategies and reasons for studying chemistrY.

Instrrents and, Methodology

The L.E.I. consists of the following 15 scales: 119ifficu1ty.;.Speed,
. Apathy, Satisfaction, Cohesiveness, Disorganization, Competitiveness,
Diversity, Democracy, Friction, Goal Direction; Favoritism,:.Enviton-
meat and Cliqueness. A modified version of theinstrument:was used
in, the present study in which a,chemistry conotation waS given.tp
'most of the items.

e
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The inventory was given to-two entirely different grou0s of llth
grade student' who learn chemistry; a group of high school,.students
(N = 235) from eight chisses and a group of students studying Chemis-
try in vocational schools in order to become laboratory technicians
(N = 115) from eight classes.

, There are several diffbrences between the groups which it is hypo-
thesized colid contribute to students' perception of classroom

1

learning environment: .

a) Ability: Usually those who choose to study in voca-
l.

tional scliools are less able students.-

b) Class size: Classes in the -;.iOcational school on the
average are smaller than in a regular school. ,.

c) Reasons for study: For the high school students,
chemistry is one out of many subjects they learn
while for the laboraptory technicians the studies
of chemistry are a preparatiOn for their future
career.

d) Curricula: The curriculum studied in high schools
is concept oriented and the laboratory expe'riments
are usually of the problem solving type, while the
laboratory technicians' curriculum is comparably
loaded with facts and bits of information.

191

Results and Discussion

&multiple discriminant analysis was used to gain igeights for the
15.sca1es of the L.E.I. The value of Wilks' Immbda,associated with
the one discriminant function aeparating the two groups was'0.64
and the value of chi square was 152 (df = 15 p < 0.001). Theie re-
sults support the hypothesis that the two group% differ in their
perception of the learning environment.

4-

/ In order to get more insight into the differences a series of t-tests
were carried out for each of the scales. It was foundachat the lab=
oratory technicians rated significahtly higher Dn six nt of 15 of
the scales: FormalltY, Speed,Goal, Direction, Satisfaction, Democracy,
and Difficulty and significantly lower in Disorganization, Apathy and
Competitiveness.

These differences will be discussed.in relation to the differenCes,
existing between the two _groups. .

222
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From the results obtained it.can be concluded that the L.E.It is'
_

a sensitive instrument.for'detecting.difhli-ences
ttie curriculum stud/ied and also in the.careel, expectations of'the

'students,'
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APIPLICATIONS OF BCIENCi.iROC'EiSES

.BY ADOLESCENTS USIht MICRO-COMPUTERS:

PART I, ESTIMATION-

Carl F..Berger"
Richard Newman.
Dorothy Cox

University of Michigan
Ann Arbor; MI. 48109
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The use of the micro-computerito examine adolescents problem solVing .

skills, particularly their skills involving science .processea, has. .
just beg'un to.be examined, Theuse of a micro-computer to-not only
present inforMation but to gather data presents a unique feature

.

available to sciellce education. resesrdheks, 'experiemen
adolescent students'''uSe of estimation...in solving.a problem present-
ed on A. micto-computer-is examined. Three,levels of increasing
difficulty, eaCh containing ten problems; are presenteld:: TAe-times
and number.of estimations to correct criteria ate recorded. The ,

average-timepetzestiMation-peproblem-is-used,T,sameasUre-of-:the,
prodess sptitude. ..Learning strategies sre examined, and.ligrhing-
curves are'Oescribed.,;

RatiOnale fof the Study
. ,

Use.ofmicro-coMputers in providing knowledge has initially been
atudies1;.however,-the-useof micro-computers -co assis5-in. the,develop-...
mentof science'processes presenta-a'new,and'dhallenging field.. jn.
this experiment, the processof esttmation kas4efined b3pthe ASsocia-
tion for the AdVancementof Science was d' .TheAmportanteftptleedr.
on problem representation, intpfirticular
asOeCts.of display,- is pertinent to the present atudy..Of Pberning
eitimation.skills: Further, Rowe has discussed general approaches

pzblem soiving in science processes under_the rub.ric of fate:.
control.,This eferrk to a-persOWsssense that he Or she can to. some

-
extent-Titfluence the dfrection of,their.own\destiny It ii the ques-

,>etiod of fAe dontrol versus fatalism. Rowe refers to.two Metaphorical
exiiMpl.es of:-.the'N points ,that are fate-control'modeled. First is the'
crapshooter; who;kcan be.characterized as .not_being a very ,sttate4lc
'or planned problem solver, in contrast to n_bowler,'Who is an act ve,

tematic; and,persistent informationprocessor. Using these
t ,:

74it
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*mettle/A iinformetion _storage retriemat and strategies,,the expert-
ntdeeigibd ittempted to-plasure stratdgies students used In
imationcl-lin'd to find out if the amount of infol-matiow presented to'

ptudenqtncreased or decreased their ability to ,yse.strategies
eir abtlaty to solve problems in a reasonable iength of time.

,

1:13 t!..- 7,..9-,, .7-
.

I

esi

. ,

ationA7Mes used for dtudying adolescents' estimation skills
, .

: 04 Orsomp4 r involved a vertical line.appearing on the right,
.s1 -CRT m. 5Fo-compgteroacreen, with an "0" representating a

,

1baI,to ii4.WVOrtf;ig_adlacellt to the line. The.numbers 0 kind 100

.
ap eAtk,at thet*and the bottom of the line, Students were inform-

,.
. eethstehey4tre 4,estimate the height of the\balloon on'the wall

,.,

. As stud lite OtimaAons were entered on the: computer, an drrow with
a trAi..ikt aiWapped*-ed atIthe left of the scrpen, moved to.right,-
stickin. 0 e,"ba& at ate height of the estimation: In the low= .
esi Ieweifi4.0d fficuity, Level I, the estimated Iralpe appeared on.the
-left wfV(ih.lineSetween that value and the dart on the wall.
The.secolik of dkffi6Ulty showed Ihe value-but no.dashed line.ii

\

. .

Level III;7 , ost.dtOldul-, showed fnly a dart on the eight with.,

-. neither tne 'g d:liONtorlhe value on the left. As student/a set
-:-- about hittfn ..paliociP.t4cdata were recorded on the'iimetaken.to

make each es 'tiori and tvo value of the. estimation. From these
data, the numb 4tof estiiliOfs per'problem, average time per estimate
.per problem we c,pmputedillid the strategy.of approaai_Was inferred.

* The strategy c belpferrerkby obderying whether-studenes used
_ ,, .

informatioefron ', probl-pp4OLthe-next,' or whether.they treated
éach.individuel bitgem ai ahd-unique:- Three strategies-were--

, hypothesized: . Of JW)Oadder 'approsch,,hypothesized that students
h 'Nk

, would approac- 06 rrect utiop from either a low etie'imation
..o.,,

or a high estitAle The Seeend hypothesized that sttudents would
bracket the rep400,, ftt 415-oin* low and then'high; until the
estimation was corecIly ma4e. :;The third involved no use Of infor-
mation and random approaches'f 'the firs.t two would correspond to a
bowling technique; Ole third would correlpond to,a crapshooter tech-

.
nique. In addition, if spdents were learning fro/1i the.use of micro-
computers, it could be hypothesized that the times for estimatkon
would decrease as students learned how to estimate quickly and that

/ these times'wbuld continue to.imprOve throughout the levels until
the increasing.diffitulty of the problem would interfere with ehe
learning process. ,

Instruments 'Ind Data

All data was gathered on the Apple micro-coMputer,.altWough two bther
microcomputers were .uked.,-- the PET and, the,Radio Shack TRS780'
and no qualitative differences could be found. Data we're gathered on
Cen'adolescent,students ifanging in agefrom 12 through 14. Wide
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academic abilitie-s were noted as well as wide SES settings were npted,

as the students.game from a Large suburban junior high school near

Detroit, Michigan. Over 230'units of information were gathered repre-

senting more than 1,000 individual trials. ,Thus, though,e small

number of students participated, sufficient problems generated (10),

levels (3), and observations-(1,000) encourased.analysis by techni-

ques 'other than single subject research design. The analysis tech-

niques used were Nth order regression, ana/ysis of variancer and

matched pair analysis of variance. Ik may be of solo fntereit to

note that analysis was'birriedfout on-The micro-computer using'pro-

Arams adapted from BIO-MED and/MIQAS routines.

Rese;ts and conclusions.'
,

Nth orderegreasions were used too tit "best estimate to the 0

average time shown for each problem for the ten students. A Ehird .

order regression'best characteriked the data for Level I and Level

II, The correlations proved significant and for Level.I were -..926;

for Level II a correlation coefficieet of -.884; and_for Level III

a ponsignificant corielation. In Level I, the least squares regres-
sion fit indicated emit estimation started with long times,.slowly
shortened, and then leVeled off, going from nine seconds to thrtie

seconds average estimation times. Secohd level followed the i- e

111pAtern, going from Tyseconds to 2.5 seconds'. For Level III,
significant difference could be found and wide variations occurred

between problems, with an ,average time of 4 seconds. So, within

the first two levels of DART (the'n"ame of the simulation game),
estimation tithe did appear to improve acroei problem*; but at the

third level there did not seem to be this practice effect, and,

indeed, the increase in average estimation time at the end of the

experlment gOing from 3 secOndii.5'seconds to 4 sedonds'Indicates
that the lack of information for Level6III may have prevented'students

- ,
from improving their esimati:on Skill.

While all three strateiies hypothesized in the tlesign of this study

were observed, the ability of students-to quickly and accurately
estimate the position of the balloon on the wall prevented careful

interpretation of the 31:trategies students used in problem solving.

It should be left for further,groupS of children, perhaps at younger, ,

ages in elementary sahool, to determine if these strategies are more
identifiable and build-up over longer, periods of time. The conclu-

sions of the research indicate that a micro-computer may-be used

to analyze students approaches to estimation,'and indeed may prove

a powerful tool for assisting them in developing skills in linear

estimation of distance. Further informetion-is needed,' howeVer, tp
find if the micro-computer may also be used as_a tool for other'

science processes and if age differences can be measured using this

new and powerful research and instructional tool.
1...

.
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THE RELATIONSHIP OF SERIATION BEHAVI9R TO'AdHIEVEMENT IN

READING READINESS, READING AND MATHEWICS

9F FIRST GRADE CHILDREN

Michael J. Padilla

University of Georgia
Athens, GA 30602

Seriation exetcises appear to have found a home in early childhood
science curriculum as evidenced by the inclusion of such ,activities
in programs such as the Science Curriculum Improvement.Study and the
Modular Activities Iirogram in Science. Yet with ehe recent 4ttrong

emphasis.on reading and mathematics instruction, many primary teachers
find it difficult to find time for such "science" since they view it
as not related to their prime goal, i.e., teaching reading and math

skills. If a relationship between what iS taught in science and
achievement in math and reading can be shown to be causal to some
degree, then finding time for science will be'much less a probl.eni
The present study-takes the'first,step in this effort by looking
for a relationship between reading readiness, reading and math achieve-
ment, and striat,ion achievement.

.1

.Design and ProCedures

One hundred and twenty first grade children were pretested using a
etick.seriation task and classified as stage I;-II, .or III seriators.
Twenty-four from each stage were randomly .selec.ted and eight of these
were randomly assigned to each of three small group seriation treat-'

ments:- Treatments 1 and 2 taught.groups of four children different
strategies for.seriating notIvisual objects. Treatment 3 was a Placebo
group that worked only with the materials. Treatment occurred in,
four 15 minute sessions over a two week period. . Seriation results
due to treatment arid stage are reported in Padilla and.011ila (1979)

and will not be reported in this,paper. Only the relationship of
eriation ability to achievement is cohsidered here.

227
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Data Collec'tion

Four beriation tasks were given as' an immediate posttest in February.
.The exact same tasks wete given.in May ai q reention test. The.

QanAdian Reading Madiness Test was adininistered the previous Septein-

her and the Stanfoal Achievement Test - Irimary I".4,1311= (with total
'battery score and auditory, reading, and mathematics subtests) was
given the'following May. Reliabilities of the achievement measures
vary from .83 to..90, while.interrater reliabilities were .95 for
the eeriation scores.

..A.R.41Y41.0

The 9 pre, post and retention seriatibn task scores were intercorre-
lated with the reading readiness aqd four achievement scores for.
all 72 students regardless of treatment. using Pearsop:s e. Of the
45 correlations obtained in thisinanner, 34 proved td be sigilificant.
The reading readiness score correlatedsignificantly (p < .05) with
the pre., post and reEention stick seriation scores (Range is .27 to

.33).- The achievement total battery score correlated significantly
(p < .05) with Oht of nine of the seriation scores (Range - ,26
to .48). On the acbievement subtests the highest inter-correlations
occurred with the mathematics result'S (Range ..30 to .56).

When the seriation-achievementcorrelations.for each treatment group
were examined separatelay, those for treatments a and 3 showed many
high correnitions (for7t2 37 of 45 eorrelations were significant, for
T3 30 of 45 were significant). Treatment 1 scores did cot correlate
well with aChievement measures, however (for Ti 2 of -45 were signi.-

ficant). Much of this difftrence can be attributed to the sOuriously
high .seriation results that appeared to be caused by rote understand-
ing of seriation in .this group. However, this result confuses the
relationship between achievement and seifation somewhat.

Conclusions

i There appears to be a correlation between seriation task scores and
achievement in the more traditional first grade subjects of reading
and math: While'.the administration of treatments in this study tends
to cloud the relationship, the,correlations across all treatments
and for the placebo (13) treatment indicate a strong link between
the two'sets of tasks. It might,be overoptimistic to expect that
reading and.math achievement differences couldlbe attributable to
a treatment admiriistered in four 15 minute sessions some three
months distanC from the posttest. It is not too optimistic to
hypothesize that reading and math achievement differences might
occur with a treatment extended over a'longer period of time,
however. As Waller (1977) states ". . .reading,req'uires compe-

tence: in seL-iation in that Ehe order of lett,ers, wbrds and
sentences is impoitant to comOtehension of a written.,passage.
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/Uture research should assess the cauial relationship between,
training and.practice 6.n seriation tasks add improvement bUreading
and mathematics skills among young children.
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PROCESSES OF ELEMENTARY SCHOOL SCIENCE

TEACHIN6: AN OBSERVATIONAL STUDY

a

Charles If: Anderion

Michigan State University
East Lansitig,,MI 48824_

James p. Barufaldi

University of Texagi
Austin, TX 76010
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Most professional science educators,advocate that alementary
school :science should ba taught by using "in4uiry-oriented"
techniques, in which textbooks and factual coneht in favor of-
giving;childrerbtfirst-hand experience-with Manipulative,materials
and scientific inquiry. Many elementary school machers, how-

1

ever, seeexo have.difficulty in teaching this way, and attempts
to imPlement the "uew" science programs have often been disap-
pointing (Ost, 1976; Weiss, 1978; Fitch And Fisher; 1979).

AlthoUgh the,fact 'that the new curricula have been difficult
to impleme4 is nOw fairly well documented, the Causes of that
difficulty are less well established. I6. particular, informs-
tlon available from acience education research describing what
actually happens when elementary school teachers teach science
lessons is limited in quantity and in quality.

This Study was, therefore, designed with the following objectives:

1) to design and use an observation'system that provides
detailed informationtabout events during elementary
school science lessons; and,

2) to evatuate the success of the teaching strategies
used in the observed Ilessons.

A

The.stody.waS.naturalistic in design. An observation system was
developed that pi-ovided detailed descriptions of elementary school
)science classes. A.single observer described 57 Alementary school
sclence leseons as they were taught by regular classroom teachers..

.... A'
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All of the ,22 second, third, fourth, and fifth grade teachers who

taught science inze_ smell_subutban school Aistric_Cvere_observed.,
Some .of the teachers used Science Cruriculum-Improvement (SCIS)
materials.. Others.relied.on textbooks and a vafiety of locslly
produced materials..- The success of each lesson was ev.aluated
by mann of three different.short-term outcome,measures: The

teacher and the observer each rated the success of the reason,
and the average proportion of students off task during the
lesson was calculated.as a behavioral indicator of the success
of the lesson:

The results of the study emphasized the importance of the
limitations under which elementary school teachers must operate.
The teachers were typical of many elementary school teachers in
that they had very limited tfme to prepare for teaching science
lessons, and in'ttlat t.heir knowledge of science Eontent and pro-
ceases was also quite-limit

fir

Under these conditions, the teac ers preferred methods and
materials that:

1) did not'demand Ocessive preparation time;
.2) simplified the task of classroom management; and,
...0) were not likely to place unexpected demands on

the teacher's knowledge of science.

When they attempted to use methods or-materials that did not meet
these conditions,-the lessons they taught tended to be iess suc-
cessful.

-7-

The significance of this study 11.4s in two areas,- First, the=ob-
ser4ational techniques developed for this study can be-used for
the analysis of classroom teaching in science. SecOhd, the resulti
raise serious questions, about the practicality of the methods and
practices Commonly recommended by science educators. .For example,
lessons involving "ingthry-oriented" discussions and manipulative
science materials.are often difficult to teach, demanding time and
knowledge that exceeds that of many elementAcy school teachers.'

a.
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TACTORS EFFECTING- THE USE:OF THE SCHOOL MINDS

FOR CLASS TIME gC1ENCE INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITE§

Chester G. Hall" III
Emmett L. Wright

Uhiversity,of Maryland
College Park, MD 20742

,-
Obiectives and Rationale

Objectives were td determine for class time secondary science
instructional activities:,

1)- the extent of use of school ground;
2) -the factors effecting this use; /incr.,'
3) -the critical factors limiting this use.

The extent and nature of factors effecting use of the school ground
must be determined in order for educatorip who intend to increase
the utilization of this instructional ribouee,_0 havti a factual
basis to enhance positive factdis and minimiai negative factOrs.

'Methodology and Design

4 1) A fully piloted survey iastrumedt was developed to
determine factors effecting use of,ehe school_grounds
for class time science'instructional activitiei.

Data were collected gt a secondAry 'science teacher
inservice,meetIngmof a large public school systeni.,

3) Data were anlyzed, classified, and'summarized.

Instruments atteDatS

'Respondents considered only school ground lscience. instruccional
activities. occuring, du'ring class time.

- 232
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Part A of the.instrumen t? included popdlation and'frequency of use
data. PartA utilized a Likert-type scale in.which 21 factors
were'independently ratea as.to theextent each ffected tht use
of the school grounds for class time science instructional acti-
vities. In Part'C the respondents cited and brieflY 4discussed
tha majorcritical factors limiting use of the school ebunds for
clasp timp SCiente instructional activities. Data were colleqtedb
separatety by grade level taught% 'Mean ratings and standard de-
viations were calculated for each factor with individual 'grade

level and c9mposite data.

Results and Conclusions

Only the resulif from.--compôslitedata are-reported-hefe. -Simt.lar
general,findings resulted from, analysis of the specific grade
level data, 1)14 curricular and developmenta differences were

Ireflected.

fhe following frequencies of use of school grounds for class
time science instructional activities wereJreported:

Frequency/Semester Frequenc Re _1st

0-1 53.5
2-4 30.8
5-8 11.0

1.

9-11 213

)11 2.3
41P

.it is evident that there is tnfrequent use of the school grounds
for class time science instructional activities.

-\ Based on analysis of means and Standard deitations; the factors
were ranked.in decreasing order of encouragement for school round
class tittle science Otructional activities.

.
Four factors were foandto be in tlie "strongly.encouraging" rang,:
student preference, teacher's background jcnowle41-1, eacher'5 2g1-
sonal preference, and eacher,confideact. These factors related
to human motivation, indicating considerable interest-by both
teachers and studeats in the use of the schOol ground; for claas
time science instructional activities.

Five fgctors were rated in the "slightly, enCouraging to neutral"
range: wtather/climate, preparation/prepianninA, administration
Rolicy,7771 site, and cui7riculuin restrictions. Another set of
five factors were rated in the."neutral to.sltghtly diicouraging"

*range: materials/aupplies, parent's concern!, 9ther.teachecq'.
eaction§, al,lraiWmedicaf 21.0.44L, and §gcuritv...Tfiese two
sets include many factors often sUrmized to be discouraging, but
were folind in.this Study to befirelatIvery neutral!'



.1

Pour factors were found in the "modera,tely disouraging" range:

c
Ifety considerations, space conflicts with physical eduaation
assesleneh.of_cLass.timm, and 4abrimr.01. teher,The

Trirriat o factors tgps rated "strongly discouraging"! student
-discipline, maturity of,students, and class-size.

The "moderately discouraging" and "st.rongly.diScQuraging" factors
were sufficiently severe in their-effrqt!_co_overcome the "encour- '0
agtng" factors and resulted in the low frequenciiiii-Of'use -reported, _

Student.discipline and class size, were also the major critical
factors limiting clitas time. use of school ground cited in Part C.
These two_factorS should serve as areas of-focus for educators
concerned with stfategies to enhance thtutilization of school

'ground resources for-science instruction.

(7
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'THE ROLE OF INVESTIGATION ANDTDISCUSSION IN HILDREN'S

CONEpTUAL DEVELOPMENT IN sqtricE ,

. Eugene F. Trainor

39 Robbina Street

1'

A
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o

,
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.Iil this-study the oral'statementeof four randomlY seleozted bt v

groups of children involved in two science activites were
0

examined for conceptual. grdigt4. '''The treatment grOupa'consiated
.

of twO groups, 15 subjects each. A fifth randomly selected _,

group functioned as the control group.- Two metho'ds of.qnstrue .' i .-.

lti,on, referred to as treatments in thi study, were used.. ,
.

p

, ;

s;

,In Treatment.I (investigation,-colloqutum method) two of the '
groups of fifth grade children worked together manipulating .

,conceptually provocative, concrete science materials. -The
subjects discussed ,their observations and the meaning of their
observations with.each other and with the instructor who direct-
ed the discussion according to the:Lans8own method.' I(.1 Treat-

ment II- .(investigation-nondirectedjiScuaSion_method) _the other
two experimental groups of childrenmanipulated'the identical
science materials as used in Ilreatment I. Student, in Treatment .

I destribed their observations th a discussion In which the
Anstructoes;roie was nondirective and passive. A fifth 'group,
!the control group, was exposed to the tWo science,units, and
ithe clIssroom teachei, ,in place of.the instructor, was present
idUfing the discussion period.. The tea-Cher-fuattioned in a pais-
1--sive.and nondirective thanner.as generally-suggestea by the
Elementary.S4ence Study teacher's manual.. All students tak- ,

iog.part in the study were examined lor conceptual growth by
classification of their oral statements according to criteria

established by Lansdown'(1971). To insurethe accuracy and
fidelity, of each student's oral'stateMents for classification,
recordin'gs of the discUssion were made on magnetic tape. .

The members of the classes in the study were tested to determine
their intelligence quotient through the,use of the-Otis-Lennon,.

.Mental.Ability Test.. No significant'difference in mean intelli-
gence quottents.was found between the test classes.,. No signi-
Jicant differences existed between treatme'nt groupenor was the
control group's mean T.Q. *ignificantly different from the others.
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A protocol defined the funations followed by the instructor and
stated the type.and quantity Of materials to be used in each of'
the five sessions of#ach unit. Eight judges were trained to
use a scoring scheme to classify the subjects' statemeTits based
on the Lansdown schema. Over 700 statements-were categorized
involving more than 5000 judges' decisions. The statements were
first sorted according to Vygotsky tevels where only two levels'

sComplex'and Preconcept, were involved. The judges also analyzed.
. each communication for tansdown characteristtcs, that is, Compar-
ed statements, Analogies, Ekternal,Generalized, and Hidden Gen-
eralized statements.

Whelk the treatments, investigation-colloquium, investigation-
nondirective discugsion, and control were compared,.the results
were gignifil-Cant-.--The Ehildren-fnVOlVed-in-the-discOvery- :

colloquium/treatment uttered 458 statements; those'involviid in
the discoN4ry-nondirective approach spoke,191 statements and
the 15 subiject control group staCed 120 totatements. Of these

.

Statemen0.1 percent of the Treatment I subjects/(discovery-
katements were at Vygotsky's higher livel Precon-

cept stAcements; 17.8 percent of the Treatmen II.(discovery-
nondirective approach) were at Cnis_level;-..and 14.2 of the, con--

"

trol group statements vere judged to be preConcept.

When the expected gr,owth 'in thinking represented in the increased
use of preconcept statements did not occur fn the sequentially
developed lessons, it was suggested that. more time be given to
this phase. TIlis conciusfan may in part be.supported by the
fact that judges assigned twice'as many stateme.nts to the pre-
Concept categorrin the second half of diScussions. Complex
statements were classified sccording to Lansdowq characteristics
associated with comPlex statements, such as_c401parisons, and
exterpal geRotplizations. The-precoricept's,:ta,gem4,nts:were often
also classified as analogies, hidden generalit4tions, and models.
.M6re model statements were classiried as prefoncept than as
complex statements suggesting models (explanations) were more
often a higher ordel- of thinking.

"Ilte implications for education are two-fold:

... .. .....
1) Investigation discovery lessons should be followed

b'y a structured discussion in which each"child is
encouaged to'state his/her obseevationa and proce-'
dures and teachers should raise conflieting ebser-
yeti:ems. Appropriate se.ience_ vocabulary shouldnbe'
used where children already undtrttand the phenompna
and, finally; children shoiad be encourageeto,explain..
why the results of theirinvestigation oCEUrred the
Way they di& - ,

-2) /Lansdownjtas,provide'd a formative evaluation procedure
whieh nee'ds to be studied iq future-research to Cest
anddefine more stringently the categories of evaluittion.

\

4
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A CROSS-AGE STUDY OF HOW CHILDREN IN

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CONCEPTUALIZE TIME ,

Xip Ault

COrnell Universtty
Ithaa, NY 148-0

:

The purpose of this study was.to characterize the
r diversity

and range In the elementary grade& of Children's ccincepts
about time. The investigation was underkaken to determine-
whether-children's concepts about time should be considered
a potential "barrier" to Sheir,abili0 to grasp:the'meaning,Of
time as used in scientific:explanations.

Thirty-two children, eight per grade level f-rom-grades'K, 2,
4, aria 6 were interviewed in rea0Onse to.a series of time-
concept' tasks. The first set, Piagetian in deeign; required
children to apply an understanding.of time to an .observed pair
of motions (two metal halls descendiA,at differen$ speeds).
Children were asked, "Did they start at the-same time? Did

r ehey stop at, the samm time? Did one.moNiefor more time than_,

t. the other? If the opposite end were lifted, -WIOUId one ball

return'to the start before- the other?" The children also made-
diagrams=of relative pogitiecin at regular intervals of time.
These diagrams wert separated, shuffled and uied to reconstruct
the'motions as a series of positions.'

In the second set of tasks the children cOmmente4 on the appro-
priateness of severalseries of sot:Inds and sights for time mea-

surement Tape recorded dog barks, frog.peeps, phone:rings and
popcorn as well as buiming candles and penddlum motion. Child-

ren ate a pair Of .peanuts, timing the first withtelephone
rings and.the seCond,with trusy signals. Children also respond-
ed to.questions about-the passing Of time when no clocks ate
available andloffered examplesof events whi.ch take seconds,
minutes, weeks, years, and many yeArs to happen,

.

Analysis of the transcribed iintebliews revealed that children in
.-kindergarten'and. grade ,t14Q tended to equate more time'idith more

distance, speed or effort. Not until) the fourth-grade interviews .

were any subjects.encounteted who could-apply the principle.
of time :co'nseryation as a logical predictor of "return time"
when Cie motion 'of the two bAlLg was'ireversed.

238,
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Responses to qoestions about the passing of time and its
measutemenC with either a series of sounds or divisions of a
continuougynotfon reveale4 sortie understanang óf the prinCiOle
of equal intervals as elirly as second grade. Manyrad-rdreo
were categorized as "clock-bound" -- as.holding the notion
-1that tithe exists as something real and.absolute,:that its dfs-
covery OsS accomplished by-the-00-.0pleiOto'ffrat "foLind oUt"
that time goes by.in seconds, minutes, etc. and that these
units'artCrelitted to each other in a predictable fashion.

Several children grasped the relational principle of time mea-
surement; They were comfortable Ipeaking of durations as the
number of reference events an aerivity took4 ranking series of
physical events As good or bad for time measurement, and deriv-
ing A stAhdArd unft--fom seeminty- irregulATAbund and sight--
sequences. The suCcesses and frustrations the children Flee
with these activities indicated a very elemental association
between time and number, particularly counting:

The responses to the'two setS of actfvities revealed that the
meanings children ascribed to tlime,and theunderstandingq they
had of its use.varied greatly. 'vEvin indivAduali.held seVeral
seemingly-incompati'Ae notions about time simultaneously; yet
,some of these notions wdre as sophisticated as any expected from:
adults.

..t1,17e

,

The many levels of understanding and,novel-meanings described
in this paper suggest:

1) a high' potential for the:absimilStion of scientific
time concepts by"7 many 0.447%766r studenta;..

.c

an equally high potential for confusion when scienti-
fic time concepts are introduced in the absence of
relevant prior understanding; and,

A

3) a high "risk tUft-children uninitiated to co'ncepts of
time in scienCe-,.wi1l elab;orate their own impressions
of time towards 'conclusions in_conflict with efforts
to grasp scientific explanations.
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THE EFFECTS OF DIAGN0STIC PRESCRIPTIVE I

ON SCIENCE ACHIEVEMENT: A META-ANAL SIS4

P. Ann Miller
Russell H. Yeany

. .

University Of Georgia
Athens, GA 30602

CTION

In recent years, .the eff9A4. of diagnostic prescriptive (remedial)
instruction on leav)ing,iNas been the focus of many stOies. The .

purpose ot this paper is.to %review and analyze the results of, ,s iw -t

experimentalstudies based.on diagnostic rescriptive instruction
a it effects scierce achievement. The T latively ne statis
tistical analysis procedure of meta-analYsis lends tself well
to this task.

.

Meta-analysis techniques are uSed for coridensing and synthesizing
the results of a multiple set of empirical studies into an inte
pretable _form. These procedures.are qUickly gaining favor gs a
means of making sense of'the Varied results usually present When
one examints-numerous studies on a singlelopic.-:-Meta-analysis
techniques are used to calculate a statistic refetred to as "ef-.
fect size."' This value is based upon the gtoup means and stand-
ard deviattons from res'ults of individual.studies;

Data Collection

. On ERIC search identifiea a body of studies on diagnostic pre-
.scriptive instruction and science achievenent w*ich examined a
total of 30 dependent variables. Subjects used in the combined
studies numbered over 500 college, high and middle school stu-

,

dents.

ProCedure

MeAs :for treatment groups were established.and standard deviatio'ns

tdetermined for each study-from-tNe reported data. From this infote-
mation,-aneffect size': was calculated on each' dependent voriable.

240
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.
Data were organized,by categorizing all treatments into one of
three-types:

1) . Control, no,diagnosis and no prescription;
2) Treatmentl., diagnosis add db prescription; and,
3) Treatment II, diagnosie and prescription or

remeftation.

This yielded a total 21 Treatment I and 32 Treatment II effect .

sizes. A mean effect size was then calculated for each treatment.

Results of Data,Analysis

Based.on the 30 different measures of achievement and att,itude
the mean effect sizes for each category, were: .50 for the Treat--

, ment I and .54 for the Treatment II.

4

Conclusions

The results of meta-analysis indicate that 'diagnostic prescriptive
instruction significantly and positively influences science achieve-
ment. But, there is.-no clear indication from the'body of research
_that the use of preScription. or remediation in addltion to diagno-.

sis brings about a signtfiCant increase in achievement which is
yaorth the additional effort.

An examination of sub-groU0 of the studies did reveal that pro-
longed participation in r4mediation treatment increased the effect
size of this treatment Cype.

7'01p
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-A META-ANALYSIS OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SCIENCE

'111144TUDES.AND ACHIEVEMENT IN SECONDARY SCHOOL SCIENCE
4..

Victor L. Willson

Texas _A &JM_University..
College Station, TX 77843

.0
Secondary science education is in the position of knowning more
than it can tell fb the area of attitudinal relation to achieve-

.
ment. A large.body of literature has accumtilate d in.the area,

4 often the byproduct of validation of new meaagres of science

attitude. Reviews op science attitude have been written,(Aiken

and Aiken, 1969; Fraser, 1977) but.no systematic study of the

attitude-achi,evement relatfonsKip made. This' paper reports-

results of a formal statistical review of attitude-achievement

correlations in secondary science. 6

Glass (1977) has proposed a statistical model for the review of

research results,'which he termS.meta-snalysis. I meta-analysis

the dependent variable is the individual statistic reported for

a study in the asea. For this study-it fa the'tndiVidual correla-,

tion coefficient or coefficients reported in science education

articles. For each coefficient relevant independent-variables

. are coded suth as student,grade level(rs), sex, ability levtl,

science course currently enroll in, sample size, year df study,

and experinientll manipulation. 'These become independent vaft-

ables in regression analysis to determine important contributors

to the outcome being examined.

Uguroglu and Walberg (1979) reported a meta-anallitis of achievement-

attitude correlations on a sample of studies which spanned all of

education: They Were able Co predict abOgt 40% of variance in the

magnitude of correlation. They reported grade-level was a signi-

ftcant predictor. Their study included only_a few, science correla-

tions and'is not sufficiently detailed for any generalizability

conce,rning science.education.
,

For the current research-the domain for review is restricted to

secondar) science. Within this domain.junior and senior 4igh
devels will be examined separately as well .as jointly. The restric-

tion.to secondary levels.is based on a logical distinction: The.

relationship :.letween attjtude aqd achievement has a Ai'fferent

conceptual meaning.in secondary'science from that,in elementary.
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Science course work.fS fonmaliZed in secondary schools and students
telf-sisiect in upper grades-. There is no compelling reason to
merge elementary and.secondary'Correlations, and the-merger might
well Aisguise the trnemagnitude of effect at either level.

a

The process of review hAd three parts. The first was a standard
4ibrary,seArch. Both ERIC and a branching search from known
articles was utilized for thie. The second part involved coding
each study. Each correlatibn coefficient reported beCame an

individual unit of analysis. With each coefficient was joined
all relevant, reported-independent variables in the study. This
coding was sAjeet, to error so that a random sample was selected
for recoding so as to estimate coder reliability. the third part
of the review coqsisted of computerized statistical analysis of
relationship.betweed thcrindependent Variables aud the attitude-
achievement correlations. This involved multiple regreasion,
discrimivnt analysis, or ANOYA, depending on-the type of inde-
pendent variables coded.'

The meta-analysiq: provided a systematic review of concomitanes at
the,.secondary school level to correlatio6 between attiude and
,achlevement. These.procedures were earried out to uecover arbas
tri-olicherioresetirctolast)eeriperformedandateasWere resulks
are unclear or contradictory.
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SCIENCE MANTPULATIVES: EFFECTS ON DEVELOPMENT

OF SPATIAL CONCEPTUAL ABILITY

Herbert G. Cohen

Arizona State University
Tempe, AZ 85281

The primary purpose'of this study is to investigate what effects
"hands-on" 'science has on the development of selected spatiel-
conceptual abilities assessed uding Piagetian-type measures ,and a
esgience pro4ess milasureo

,
t i ', )

,

r- (

.

.
.

Two'propositions underlie the rationale for thie first component.
First is.the notion that higher.levels of spatial concluptual ab-
ility, for example, that of projective space allows a Zhild to
develop el)etter understanding of science processes. Studies.
indteate that a large proportion of elementary-age.Children and a

smaller proportion, but still substAntial member of jurlior high
age children tack the intellectual structures to fully compre-
hend spatial concepts in their environment.

A secdnd proposition which is that in order to gain knowledge'and
develop more highly refined spatial abilities a student.must act
on oblects -- that is, displace, connect, Combine, take apart
and reasseifible_objects.

,&

Combining these two propositions yields the nOtion that for A
child,to develop higher levels of spatial .ability the child must
have acceis to materials and be given the opportunity to manipu-
late the objects. The resulting conceptual abilities, plus other
forms of knowledge..derived from manipulation of materials should
lead to higher levels of uaderstanding with respect to sCience
process ability.Q

.A secondary purpose.ofthis study is to assess what effects locus
of Coptrol has on theAleve.lopment of spatial conceptual/ability.

4
It is .posited that children with an internal,loCus of control
will interact with materials to a higher degre than those with
an externill locus of control and that this higher degree of in7
teraction will'lead to a greater development ofspatiel conceptual
abilities as well as a greater acquisition of science processes.
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To date little emOirical evidence ht+s been proferred in order tO
-eat411sh-beyoud a doubt-whether or not the-manipulation of-ob-
jeóte actually facilitates the development of cognitiVe structure
and uquisition,of science processes. ,, Furdhermore, conflicting
researeW findings' Indicate that "'hands-on" science'might be
important in some instances and appears.to make no difference--
in other instance's. .

Design,and Procedures

The experimental design is posttest,Emly coptrol group. The

Nowicki-Strickland Locus of Conttol MeaSure was admidiatered-to
the pupils of-two-lifth-grade clesees;--04-tholie-aubjeets deter--;
mined to exhibit an Internal locus of control'one-helf were ian-'

domly assigned to the experimental/group and the remaining half
assigned to the cOntrol group.. A,similar proCeaure was followed
to-equally distribute those subjects, exhibiting aq external locus

of control.

The experimental group received instrucl.tion using SCIIS materials
while the oontrol group's instruction was designed around a'text-
book - Learning Science (Renner, 1977). Selected sections from Level'

5, Energy Sources from the SCIIS program and Level 5,-Action from
the Learning Science textbook series were used,. Instruction with
the SCIIS materials was characterized bi'y 4tueent-diretted lessons
with teacher guidance with manipulation of. Concrete materials.
In contrast, the textbook oriented class' was teacher-directed,',
and the fodus was on written rather than manipulative exercises.
In both situetions the instructo'r exhibited similar behavtOrS:
verbal behayiorAncluded the use of divergent, fligher lever-ques-
tions, appro iate wait.time, and the offerirrg of alternative_

.activities f r_pupils tipo pursue,

---------
The data from the locus of control measure, the science process
meAsuie end the Piagetian-type.tasks were of such a nature to -\
lend themselves to'analyeis using. non-parametric statistical
procedures.
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THE EFFECTS OF ECO-CULTURAL FACTORS IN OPERATIONAL

THOUGHT AMQNG SOME NIGER1XN ADOLESCENTS

'O. J. Ehindeilo

University of Ife
Ire-IftWNigeria-

Objecttves and Rationale

Within the conceptual frrework of intellectual develbpment,
Inhelder and Plaget (195 ).and Pipet (1971), hilve*opoled
model linkirig Individual's-intellectual developMent with socio-
cultural, experiential% neurological aPd equilibratiOn factors.

ough s6veral studies have validated the influences pf some
_ of these factors ineintellectual growth (iovet, 1974; Waite,
1974), a great deal still has not been known about the possible
effects 'of certain eco-cultural functionalism on,the development
of operational thought among non-Western subjects. In fact,

Piaget'(1976) suggested that 'it Is quite possible (and it is
the impression given by the known ethnographic literature),
that in numerous cultures, adult thinkkng does not proceed_be,
yond the level'of concrete operations_and does not reach that of
propositional operations,.elaborated betWeen 12 add 15 years nr-
our cultures" (p. 201), %

The purpose of the present study is therefore to inliestlgOeNthe
effects of certain ecb-cultural factors'on operationalthought.-'-
Is it possible that individual performances op certain Blagetian
tasks is influenced by ceetain ecological demanda pnd adaptittiopal
.requirements.placed on such individuals?

4

;

tIt is hypothesized_th t individuals inhabiting ecologiewhere
nomadism and hunting re the dominant modes of sustenance and who
live in thinly popula ed areas with little or no contact with
Western type culture, shoukl develop perteptual and.spatial skills
adapted 'to the eco-cultural demands of nomadic and hunting life

styles. Also for individuals who itve in a settled area and:Who
are agriculturalists wtth a fairly thicle'population and living in
'communities Whos 'contact with Western-type'culture is high, the

\
:adaptitional tequirements for nomadism and hunting will diminish

in importanCe.\
.

\

Inherent in thi. 'hypothesis is the expectation.that nomadic an
hunting tbfe-stOes demand spatial skills and also thaC such

I
'I
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6dividuals, since their enviroirent, and theref e their-
,

eco-cultural demand's, are relativelyfew and simp
have,little need for-complex and sophisticated inte_leetual__
strategies as symbolized by performance on certain Piagetian
formal 'tasks. A coronety to thia argument is that indLvi-,_
duals living.in relati>Oely'complex' ecol2gtes where social ,

:transmission is more, vaAed and complex, the need to be
formal,operational ia greater and almost imperative.- Hence,
in each of these two ecological continuum, there are likely to
be cultural aids, buffers and Oplkfiers which mediate between
.adaptational desider'ata end operationalism.

Methodology and Design

TO inVeitigate thla-hyOtheila-, four spatfil tasks(Tangrems1
topological spatial relationp locatiop of'topologicat position,
and coordinate reference system) and four fOrmal operational
tasks (proportionality,.control of Variables, combinatorial
analysis,and propositional logic) were administered to 80 sub-
jects. The Ss were in'the following c'ategories: Schooled-
.nomadic FulanCs,i 20. Ss; unschdoled nomadic Fulani's, 20 Se;
schooledipettled agriculturalists, 20 Soi; unschooled settleld
agrickillralists, 20 Ss. Their ages ranged froM 15,to 19.years
with a Mean of 17.6 years._

4

A 2x2 ANOVA-and the Scbeffe method for post-hoc comparison.oi
group means.were uied to analyze the data. Of interest were the
performances of both 'groups of.Ss-on spatial and formattask when
analyzed separately.

Results and'ConCluSions

'The 'results revealed an overall significant effect (p .01)
of culture and schooling on performance,on Piagetian tasies. The
interaction effect was not sigrlificant. ,Is it possibfe-ehat,
certain.experiences provided in Western7styled schoOls havepedi-
ating to poteatially offset the eco-cultpral and'Social
.constrain on intellectual deve1opmen0( This, and the effect,s

4
of factors, (particularly the:nature and poSsible-roles^of the

' science program*provided in theSfee schools) on intellectual
development are widely discussed. The possible roles of 'the
scientific community (in a rapidly developing, Nigeria ). in the,
development of formal and rational.thought are discussed fn
.addition to an in-depth discussron of implications to science
teaching and scientific ftteracy.

pvet, M. C. Cogniti4 processes among illiterate children and
adults. J. W. Berry and-P. R. Posen (eds), Culture and
Cognition, 1974.
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. THE DIFFERENTIATION OF SPATIAI:ABILITY. AND ANALYTIC ABILITY
-

Williad J. Doody

SyraCuse University
Syractise4 NY 13210

0

Objectives and Rationalp. .,

In a previous study (Dopdy,.1979).of-sex related cognitive dif-
ferences and perfoi-mam6eAtn science, A sex difference was dis-
covered which.required further fnvestigation. Specifically, it -

was found that whereas the prOduct moment correlationikbetween
Spatial,Ability and Performande (in three units.of study) were A.
.$1, .78, and ..75 for bnys, they were .29,.50, and .27 for
girls. These'results were parficularly intriguing in-iew of
the fact that no,sex dtffeences in Spatial Ability or Perfor-

, mance were found. These results suggest that., although no sex
difference existed in each variable,,a sex difference in the
.interdependence.(correlation) of the variables did exist. Spa- ,

tial Ability was a' significaht predictor of performance for boys,
, but not for girls.

, The objectives of this followup investigation were first to
examihe the dependence,of Spatial Ability (SA) upon:

1) Perceptual-Regulation;
2r Cognitive Regulation; and,
,3)'.Problem Solving.

Seond; to determine whether a sex difference exists in these
variables, for the selected sample; and,'third, to determine
the dependency of specific types of 2roblem solving,upon Per7
ceptual Regulation, Cognitive RegUlation, and Spatial Ability,

Sample and Measures

,

As in t4e previous study, a sample.of tehth giade-Regents Bio-
' logy students was selected from an urban high gthool (30 boys,

30 girls). The Group Embedded Figures Test (GEFT) was adoinfs-,
tereil to all subjects to determirie Spatial Ability. Perceptual..
aegulationsand Cognitive-Regulation of mental imagery'were'assess-
ed by proceedings derive4 from MataloWs,and Tyborowska's Cechni-
ques (Mental Imagery in the-Chilq, Piaget, 4971). '.Problein solving
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Was defined by perfOrimatiCe on a'pfobleiM sat,developeds..
study; the probleins were developed to tile specific40.1064.4-.'
each of four.problems had similar content but requifact41141402,
skills' for satisfactory completion. -,"=;

.11 ;r i" ii.'
$, '.,,. J. 4. , h", , 0 '°1-... r

Methodology and Design
. 0, ',f. ..-- .. ' A,

F

4 , . I ,..' -1 I 1,,C4 .;41,1,1. \C. ...

Groups of four subjects (two boys.and two girls) wey0dminif;tlated
the aboVe tasks in the following order: 1

A ,
, r 0 .. I. 0

,

..

4
1) Pracebo .(to 'diminish testing effeCt,); .

2) Perceptual Regulation;
3) , Cognitive Regulation;
4) Spatial and,,
5) Problem Solving.

Threde experimenters fldministered the tasks; experime1ter,ii1"-iiampli
,

stered the Placebo, Percelitual Regulation and Cognitive ROgblation ,

tasks; experimenter #2 administered the Spatial'Ability,,tak;,
experimenter-#3 administered the Problem Set:, Factor analvile-
and multiple regression were used,in data analysis. .

Results r,,,I',,' :7

.
, ..,

,.,

Individual differences in performance upon-the measure of Spatial
Ability werR localized; while Spatial Ability score was dependeq6

,

upon Perceptual Regulscion for one subgroup_ for whom_Perte0tutik.,,,,V:, ..

Regulation was. decisive in determining .SpatiakAbility, Problem
Solving was not correlated with Spatial Ability.tO the same ,

extent as with the subgroup for_whom Cognitive Regulatioirwas' A

tiecisive in determining Spatial AbilitY.',

0

Conclusions ;

- These results are in keeping with'the Constructivis Wel of
intelligence'as oppos,ed to the Empiical Model of itelligence.

) r'
The former empllasizes the dynamic nature of knowledge (knowledge
is the eqUilibrium between an organizing subject and a resisting
'objeCt) whereas the-latter emphasizes the persistenCnature of
knowledge .(knowledge ii the consequence Of th"e suhlects otganizing
truth which abides in nature). ,The Constructivises'model,allow's
for Ole existence of-indivIduardiffetences in Perceptual Regula-

0

: tiodcwithout a conPequent difference in knowledge;.i.e. an indi-.
vidual may exhibit' a deficit in Perteptual Regulation And problem
solving of spatial problems is likely. The distincitve'charActer-

. istics-of these positions catty significant implications towardS'
providing..equal opportunity in science education for girls.

,
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